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Creating a healing nursing environment for psychiatry – is such a thing possible? 

This was the rhetorical question put to us architects by the management of the 

Psychiatry Department after we had been commissioned to design a new Psychia-

try Department building at the Sahlgrenska University Hospital/Östra Hospital, 

Göteborg. The notion of the decisive importance of architecture for the outcome of 

treatment was emphatically asserted right from the start. It was kept alive for the 

duration of the project and was a topic of ongoing discussion as our architectural 

work proceeded.

Can good architecture alleviate the suffering of psychiatry patients and their  fami-

lies? Can it speed recovery and thus be said to enhance the efficacy of care? If we 

answer these questions in the affirmative, it is also arguable that there are human 

and financial reasons for further enhancing the quality of building for medical 

care.

To look for answers, we wanted to return to the building designed by us between 

2001 and 2005, opened in 2006 and awarded the Care Building Prize in 2007. The 

ARQ Foundation encouraged this work and chose to support it.

In this anthology we have asked a number of people with differing specialities and 

vantage points to say their piece, our hope being that the resultant publication will 

deepen knowledge of what a “healing environment” can be – for the benefit of pa-

tients, their families and everyone in the process of planning for psychiatric care.

Foreword

Foreword
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Recipe for the future
Erik Brenner

3

At the time of writing, more than one out of every 
ten Swedes is mentally ill, and yet there still exist 
prejudices causing many people to feel ashamed of 
their suffering and making them reluctant to seek 
care. Giving psychiatry a position of parity as one 
of many illnesses treated by specialists at the Östra 
Hospital will, it is hoped, counteract such preju-
dice. Thus Erik Brenner, today a psychiatrist in 
private practice and Chairman of the Project Ma-
nagement Group for New Construction Psychiatry 
SU/Östra and formerly, among other things, Head 
of the Psychiatry Östra Department, in a personal 
retrospect of the development of psychiatry from 
the 1960s onwards – an experience which has con-
vinced him of the healing power of the built envi-
ronment.

Erik Brenner  Recipe for the future
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Recipe 
for the future      
Erik Brenner

My first encounter with mental illness and my acquaintance with 

Lillhagen Hospital came about purely by chance one summer in the 

mid-1960s. Little did I then know that I would be spending the whole 

of my professional career as a doctor in psychiatry and that Lillhagen 

Hospital was going to be my place of work for over 30 years!

Many mental hospital inmates at that time had been there from an 

early age and could expect the mental hospital to be their “home” for 

the remainder of their lives, even though new medicines and new 
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ideas of rehabilitation and treatment outside the mental hospital en-

vironment had by then been gaining some ground for a number of 

years.

It was, to me, in every way, a frightening and unknown world that I 

was entering. A “caring environment” characterised by custody and 

measures of security and restraint surrounding patients whose beha-

viour was often bizarre and unpredictable. Wards with 40 patients 

and dormitories with 8 per room were common practice, and “social 

areas” were few and far between. The nicknames of the different 

wards – Stormy Weather,” “The Stable” and so on – spoke for them-

selves.

Amid all this the outside world was echoed by a pursuit of normality 

through educational activities offering all manner of courses, news-

paper reading, discussions, painting classes and other activities, in-

cluding the sporting activities which I was employed on coaching one 

summer. 

With high school Swedish literature studies still faintly echoing at the 

back of my mind, I could not help even then travestying Strindberg: 

“Here demolition is needed for light and air!”1 

Clearly something radical was needed to break up this repressive, 

stultifying environment – a counter-productive caring environment, 

as we would call it nowadays – but what exactly? Many of the people 

working at the hospital, the management especially, were caught 

up in their world of patriarchal, authoritarian psychiatric practice 

and more intent on refining the status quo than with thinking along 

new lines. “The good mental hospital” was the underlying idea – if 

only you knew the expansion plans that existed in the mid-1960s for 

making Lillhagen Hospital a complete little self-contained “society 
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within society”! Opposing this was a more humanist and dynamic 

view of human nature, aspiring to deprive the patient of as little as 

possible of his or her person/personality and to preserve his or her 

social context to the greatest possible extent.

As recently as the mid-1970s the forces more intent on enlarging a 

psychiatry building at Lillhagen were still stronger than those desi-

ring and planning for the construction of a new department at Östra 

Hospital, then under construction. Another 30 (!) long years were to 

pass before the mental hospital was evacuated and our activities as 

one of Sweden’s very last general psychiatry departments could be 

transferred to a newly completed departmental building at the Östra 

Hospital.

Retrospectively, a number of paradigm shifts can be seen in the deve-

lopment of psychiatry, but the old view of things survived to a greater 

or lesser degree in different departments, among constellations of 

staff and individual representatives of psychiatry, making it hard for 

the general public and the media to tell where psychiatry “stood” in 

its development.

The advent of effective psychopharmaceuticals at the end of the 50s 

and beginning of the 60s dramatically transformed the possibilities 

of treatment and rehabilitation and with them the prognosis for the 

patients. An initial wave of patients were now able to leave mental 

hospital behind them. The next step, in the 1970s, meant leaving 

the mental hospital environment and housing psychiatry under the 

same roofs as the somatic hospitals. This was followed by commit-

ment to outpatient care and psychiatric team practice – outcomes of 

the LEON (Swedish acronym for “lowest effective care level”) and a 

multidimensional view of mental illness as requiring the attention of 

various professional competencies.
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New treatment methods and the creation of new staff categories with 

specialist competence facilitated a transition from more passive care 

to active treatment and rehabilitation. Medication, psychotherapy, 

psychiatric physiotherapy, occupational therapy initiatives, environ-

mental therapy and social education measures, or most often com-

binations of these, have reduced lengths of stay to an average of 2 

or 3 weeks and for the most part made possible the substitution of 

outpatient care for hospitalisation.

In the 1980s a so-called sectorisation of psychiatry was introduced, 

whereby each department was made responsible for both outpatient 

and in-patient care within a sector of the population. This facilitated 

targeted co-operation with neighbouring fields of care and various 

social inputs, leading to a rapid expansion of various forms of outpa-

tient care. The beginning of the 90s brought the ÄDEL reform, as a re-

sult of which the greater portion of dementia care was hived off from 

psychiatry. 2  The 1995 Psychiatry Reform, finally, affected some 10 or 

15% of psychiatric patients and among other things meant the muni-

cipalities, through their social services, taking over responsibility for 

housing and occupational arrangements for this group of patients.3 

The wards today are grouped into substantially sub-specialised ca-

ring chains comprising both in-patient and outpatient care and at the 

same time serving a geographically limited area (“sectorisation”). 

Mental illnesses are “human illnesses”, i.e. illnesses affecting what 

makes people human. They affect our personality, our feelings, our 

thinking and our willpower as well as our capacity for reflection and 

reasoning.

Consequently a holistic view of the patient and his/her illness is par-

ticularly vital in psychiatry, and we must all the time be considering 

and integrating biological, psychological, social and cultural aspects 
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in diagnosis and treatment. In order for this to be possible, an inter-

professional approach is needed through psychiatric teams consis-

ting of different professional competencies, such as those of the oc-

cupational therapist, social worker, physician, psychologist, secretary, 

nurse and attendant.

Psychiatry today is evidence-based. It builds on knowledge – “science 

and proven experience” – and psychiatric treatment methods today 

have scientific foundations every bit as sound as those of other medi-

cal specialities. The improvement occurring in psychiatric treatment 

outcomes in recent years has few counterparts. The poor prognosis 

formerly existing for mental illnesses and the great excess morta-

lity occurring for lack of adequate treatment have been dramatically 

transformed by modern psychiatric treatment. The Swedish Council 

on Technology Assessment in Health Care (SBU) shows as much in 

its reports on treatment methods and outcomes for various illnesses, 

most recently in psychiatry for substance abuse (publ. 2002), depres-

sive disorders (publ. 2004) and anxiety syndrome (publ. 2005). 

Treatment methods, then, have improved. Public health, by contrast, 

has deteriorated. Mental illness and morbidity today is increasing 

both in real terms and as a proportion of total morbidity. At any given 

point in time, some 15% of Sweden’s adult population are suffering 

from a mental illness. Persons with serious and prolonged mental 

illness/functional impairment – constituting the target group of the 

Psychiatry Reform – comprise some 2% of the population.4 Depres-

sive disorders are noticeably on the increase, especially where young-

er persons are concerned. Alcohol abuse and abuse of drugs, opiates 

especially, are both moving down the age scale and increasing in total 

figures. The classical mental disorders, such as schizophrenia and 

manic-depressive illness (bipolarism) show an unchanged morbidity 
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rate, although treatment possibilities and prognosis have, as already 

mentioned, improved dramatically. And in the population aged up to 

45, suicide is the commonest cause of death!

Morbidity is also reflected in other ways. In Göteborg over 40% of the 

long-term sicklisted population have a psychiatric diagnosis, making 

mental illness by far the commonest sicklisting diagnosis. If morbi-

dity is expressed in terms of years lost through illness, a DALY (Disa-

bility-Adjusted Life Years) quantification, mental illness accounts for 

some 25% of total morbidity in Sweden. For persons aged up to 45, it 

accounts for more than 50% of all morbidity in Sweden!5 

Not surprisingly, then, mental illness tops the list of public spending, 

amounting in 1999 to MSEK 45,000, with circulatory disorders, loco-

motor disorders and then cancer as runners up.6  

Specialist psychiatry in recent years has accounted for some 10 or 

12% of the medical budget. To this is added the psychiatry practised 

in primary care, which can be estimated as pre-empting 4 or 5% of 

resources. Now compare the total input for psychiatry, some 14-17% 

of medical resources, with the proportion of mental illness, which is 

at least 25% of total morbidity in Sweden, and quite obviously there 

is an imbalance here between the resources available and the true 

needs of psychiatric care!

There have been innumerable demarches over the years concerning 

expenditure on psychiatry, but most often, unfortunately, this has 

been mere lip service, or else the additional resources provided have 

been “eaten up” by economisation targets by which, not infrequently, 

the “favoured” sector of psychiatry has been especially hard hit. The 

fact is that psychiatric resources have dwindled considerably over 

the past 15 years, as is incontrovertibly demonstrated by the review 

of psychiatric resources presented by the Government’s psychiatry 

investigator Anders Milton.7 
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We speak of having a bodily illness but on the other hand of being 

mentally ill. This is a way of saying that mental illness affects and 

interferes with our actual personality, ego, identity. Personality is also 

affected by the treatment and its possible side-effects in a dimen-

sion additional to that connected with somatic illnesses. Where many 

people are concerned, this entails opposition on grounds of principle 

and, physically, a negative attitude to current methods of psychiatric 

treatment, and still more to their side-effects.

The caring environments are often frightening and unknown. Mental 

wards with their special caring arrangements – e.g.. locked doors, ex-

tra surveillance and still, in some places, an asylum environment – are 

for the most part not an initially secure and caring or in the longer 

term a healing environment. Fellow-patients too may behave oddly 

and seem frightening. Moreover, the ability and, sometimes, the duty 

of psychiatry to exercise authority – and the risk of being subjected to 

that authority – are palpably brought home to the patient. 

Prejudices – the patient’s own and other people’s – can be vehement-

ly triggered and not infrequently stand in the way of a constructive 

treatment alliance. They can also be the innocent cause of negative 

reactions on the part of the patient and his or her family to ongoing 

treatment, the staff concerned and psychiatry as a whole.

The factors which have now been mentioned can augment the patient’s 

“inferiority” and dependence in the care situation, something which 

must always be borne in mind, above all where first-time patients are 

concerned. Hence the importance of a special ethical awareness in 

psychiatry. Patients with an incipient mental illness who are first-time 

patients and thus meeting psychiatry and perhaps other mentally ill 

persons for the first time, are often frightened by their symptoms, are 

afraid of going or being “mad” and very often experience feelings of 

shame at the prospect of what relatives, friends and others can say 
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and think. At the same time, as already mentioned, they feel a natu-

ral anxiety about the unfamiliar care environments which psychiatry 

inhabits and perhaps still more so about those which it is feared to 

present.

Everything about the psychiatric care situation, then, gives good cau-

se for professional response and a respectful meeting with the patient 

(and the patient’s next-of-kin), with special attention paid to the ba-

sic ethic principles of care regarding autonomy and fairness.

We try to achieve a “humanistic psychiatry” as a basic consensus view 

and code of values concerning the way in which we regard the pa-

tient and his/her illness and concerning our own attitude. In a “hu-

manistic psychiatry” we see every person as unique, possessed of a 

human dignity which is not gradable, and with an inviolable integri-

ty. This at the same time calls for ethical awareness, compassion and 

empathy. The meeting between care provider and care recipient and 

dialogue as an instrument are important part of this. Psykiatri Östra 

has been especially active in developing a humanistic psychiatry and 

inculcating ethical awareness. In medical studies at the University of 

Göteborg, a representative of the department has for a long time now 

been course moderator and tutor in medical psychology and thera-

peutic dialogue technique.

Swedish law sanctions coercive medical care only in psychiatry, in 

forensic psychiatry and under the Communicable Diseases Act. Co-

ercive care and treatment in psychiatry and forensic psychiatry are 

ethically justifiable if they are beneficial to the patient and necessary 

in order to facilitate treatment where the illness itself causes the pa-

tient to oppose care and/or treatment. Coercive measures may only 

be taken as a last resort.
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Ethical issues and dilemmas exist regarding both the basic design 

of coercive legislation, indications for care, practice and precedent, 

and the rule of law in connection with admission, during care and 

in decision-making concerning discharge. Further consideration of 

this subject would be beyond the scope of the present article, but an 

illustrative example will be quoted from forensic psychiatry, which 

very often involves coercive care without there still being any real 

psychiatric need for it. This happens in compliance with Swedish 

law, according to the assessment by the court and prosecution of the 

danger posed by the convicted person and the risk of further offenc-

es, but is really incompatible with the so-called Declaration of Hawaii 

and therefore poses an ethical dilemma to the Swedish psychiatric 

profession.8 Aristotle had already written, in his Nicomachean Ethics, 

that in the art of medicine and its ethics there are no simple or given 

rules indicating how you should act in the individual case.9 He ex-

presses this in the words “with no fixed point”, meaning that ethics 

always implies a personal decision and standpoint in the particular 

situation.

Lillhagen Hospital first opened its doors in 1935, and most of the 

department’s beds were in buildings from that date. Two new treat-

ment buildings were added in 1958 and 1976. The facility situation 

has not changed since then, but the changed content of care today is 

making quite different demands on the design of facilities, not least 

if we are to be capable to implementing the latest findings on how to 

design a healing nursing environment for the mentally ill.

To further highlight the importance of facility design, one can say, 

oversimplifying slightly, that suitable caring facilities are as important 

for psychiatry as advanced medico-technical equipment for the so-
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matic specialities. And yet, year after year, we have seen high-tech 

investments “knocking out” psychiatry’s most basic investments in 

suitable facilities.

Leaving the mental hospital environment is also important for re-

ducing the prejudices associated with the history of psychiatry and 

with the old premises. Coming to a less threatening and more open 

environment located in the midst of the community and not set apart 

from it will in turn counteract various persistent fantasies and pre-

judices concerning mental patients. Various surveys have shown that 

nearly half the people who ought to be seeking help for mental illness 

refrain from doing so out of fear. They do not want to risk next-of-

kin, friends, neighbours and colleagues at work looking upon them 

as “mad or insane”.10 Coming to the Östra Hospital and being under 

the same roof as somatic medical care means that the population can 

seek care and be treated in one and the same hospital for every kind 

of illness, and is at the same time important for defusing the image 

of, and inculcating a new attitude towards, mentally ill persons and 

mental illness. It also means that we can look forward to a grea-

ter number of clients and emergency patients from the department’s 

“catchment area” but also from the new township with its superior 

communications.

The relocation to the Östra Hospital is also intended to link aca-

demic tuition and research resources to the activities. Facilities to 

this end, including medical training and other caring education pro-

grammes, have been provided through joint planning together with 

the University of Göteborg. These things taken together augur well 

for the development of joint research and education measures to-

gether with other specialities at the Östra Hospital, as well as further 
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reinforcing the possibilities of two-way consultation. The relocation 

and in particular the R&D and tutorial potentialities will probably 

also have the effect of strongly boosting recruitment.

Opportunities for co-ordination and efficiency improvement as re-

gards logistics and transport in the supply and technology sphere are 

expected to result in considerable cost-savings. The expenditure en-

tailed by consultations, transfers of patients between psychiatry and 

somatic care and anaesthetic resources and post-operative recovery 

beds in connection with ECT (electro-convulsive treatment) will also 

be reduced.

As has already been mentioned, planning for a new department at 

the Östra Hospital was dropped in the mid-1970s, but in the mid-

1990s a political decision was taken whereby emergency psychiatry 

was to move out of Lillhagen Hospital not later than the end of 1998 

or beginning of 1999. The various facility options at the Östra Hos-

pital were then investigated and considered against this background. 

The conclusion was reached that new construction was the only fea-

sible option. A pilot study was launched. This generated supporting 

documentation for a decision taken by the West Götaland Regional 

Executive Board in March 2001, namely to approve the commence-

ment of planning for a new general psychiatry building at the Sahl-

grenska University Hospital – the Östra Hospital.

The aim of the new building project has been to achieve a welco-

ming and healing caring environment which is at the same time a 

functional and secure caring and working environment for patients 

and staff. Full justice is to be done to the importance of architecture 

and interior design for an optimal caring environment and healing 

influence.
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The vision we now wish to realise, after almost 30 years of prepara-

tion in various forms, is:

• to achieve a welcoming and healing caring environment for in- 

 patients, and

• at the same time to reduce and counteract prejudice concerning  

 mentally ill persons and mental illness.

Erik Brenner
(b. 1943) is a psychiatrist in private practice, formerly Senior Psy-
chiatric Specialist at the Sahlgrenska University Hospital and pre-
vious to that head of Psykiatri Östra and Chairman of the Project 
Management Group for New Construction Psychiatry SU/Östra. 
He is also a former Chairman of the Sahlgrenska University Hospi-
tal Ethical Forum, course moderator of the medical studies course 
in dialogue technique and therapeutic approach, and Project Lead-
er of “Regional development plan for psychiatry”, West Götaland 
Region. vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
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1 Strindberg, August, ”The Esplanade System”, in Poems in Verse and Prose, Stockholm 1883.
2 Through the ÄDEL reform (1992), responsibility for elderly care, including the care of de-
mentia patients, who until then had to a great extent been cared for in mental hospitals and 
in the nursing homes belonging to psychiatric services, was transferred to the municipalities, 
which in the majority of instances took over existing care facilities with the same staffing as 
before but with additional resources.
3 Specialist psychiatric care is now based on outpatient services, to which more than 50% of 
resources have been transferred from the hospital. Lillhagen Hospital today has what can best 
be termed a form of psychiatric intensive care, with length of stay averaging only 20 days, as 
against years at a time previously, with many patients remaining hospitalised for the rest of 
their lives. Compulsory care, for example, accounts for some 50% of the care provided. 
4 Patients sentenced to forensic psychiatric care make up only about 0.5% of mentally ill 
persons.
5 Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2002; Riksförsäkringsverkets statistik 2001.
6 1999:5 Jonsson D. & Husberg M: Samhällsekonomiska kostnader för reumatiska sjukdomar, 
CMT-rapport från Centrum för utvärdering av medicinsk teknologi, Linköpings universitet, 
Linköping 1999.
7 Known as “the Milton Report”. Full title: Ambition och ansvar: nationell strategi för utveckling 
av samhällets insatser till personer med psykiska sjukdomar och funktionshinder: slutbetänkande 
av Nationell psykiatrisamordning, SOU 2006:100, Stockholm 2006. Nationell samordning av 
psykiatrin, Anders Milton 2003. 
8 The Declaration of Hawaii was adopted in 1977 by the 6th World Congress of Psychiatry 
in Hawaii and constitutes an ethical code – ethical guidelines – for psychiatric care. It was 
drafted by the Swedish psychiatrist and professor of medical ethics Clarence Blomquist. The 
Declaration of Hawaii was supplemented in 1977 by the Declaration of Madrid.
9 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, Swedish translation, Stockholm 1997. 
10 PART-studien, a questionnaire survey commissioned by the Stockholm County Council, 1998-
2000. 
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The scope of psychiatry in 2000 

Catchment area Northeastern and southern parts of   
  Göteborg together with Hisingen*

Residents 240,000

Patient equivalents,    
in-patient care 104

Outpatient receptions  13

Outpatient visits 75,000

Medical consultations 12,000

In-patient care days 42,000 (110% capacity subscription)

Average length of stay 20 days

Proportion of coercive care 50%

Total personnel strength 600**

Physicians 55

Nurses 100

Attendants 200

Social workers 40

Psychologists 35

Secretaries 30

Occupational therapist 25

Physiotherapists 15

Sundry staff categories 100

Chartered psychotherapists 60 (various staff categories)

Budget MSEK 215/year

* The population, being multicultural, comprises a large number of different 
language groups.

** Between 1998 and 2000 the Department helped to form a senior psychia-
tric and a forensic psychiatric clinic, with the results that a large number of  

patients and staff left the department during these years.
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Six little houses
Lena Walther

21Lena Walther Six little houses

Smallness of scale, an attractive exterior, small wards 
providing both patients and staff with room for seclu-
sion, good access to natural scenery, and colour and 
design promoting the healing process. These were some 
of the desiderata which turned into The six little 

houses, the operation’s vision of the facilities for the 
Östra Hospital’s new psychiatric department. Were the 
expectations fulfilled? Eighteen months after commissio-
ning, project leader Lena Walther tots up the plus and 
minus points.
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Six little 
houses      
Lena Walther

Colour and design 
promoting healing 
processes.

1      2      3      4      5      6     
An externally 
attractive impres-
sion, with justice 
done to the na-
tural setting and 
smooth commu-
nications with the 
result of the Östra 
Hospital.

Low-rise, small-
scale building 
development 
comprising units 
of 2 or 3 storeys. 
Wards on floors 
1-2 for maximum 
ground contact/
proximity. The 
view from the 
patients’ rooms, 
e.g. out over 
the surrounding 
natural scenery, 
to be taken into 
account.

Seclusion in the 
form of single 
rooms, coupled 
with opportunities 
for socialising. 
Modules of 4 pa-
tient equivalents 
each. Flexibility of 
unit/ward sizing.
Sheltered patios.

Care and treat-
ment to be inte-
grated within the 
unit. Communica-
tion between units 
to satisfy security 
requirements.

Emergency care 
kept separate 
from planned 
care.
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The activity’s vision stands on two legs. We want to:

• achieve a welcoming and healing nursing environment   

 for in-patients, and

• reduce and counteract prejudices concerning mentally ill  

 persons and mental illness.

In the preceding chapter, Erik Brenner describes the background to 

our wanting to put the patient at the centre of things by means of the 

new building.1 He also describes our conviction that the design of 

the building is of importance both for the patient’s wellbeing and to 

visitors, families and staff.

I shall presently describe where we turned for inspiration in desig-

ning the new nursing building and why we believe access to greenery 

and spacious premises, among other things, to be so important.

The activity’s vision took shape during 1999 and 2000. The gist of it 

was compressed into an image which came to be called “The six little 

houses”. These houses contained concepts and values, stated on the 

previous page, of importance for the activity. It was the image of the 

six little houses we took with us when communicating the vision of 

the activity to the architects. I have chosen to describe each building 

separately. Each description starts with a text about the underlying 

idea of the building and ends with the way in which it is perceived 

today. In conjunction with the section dealing with House 6, “Colour 

and design promoting healing processes”, a description is also given 

of our main sources of inspiration.

House 1
An externally attractive impression, with justice done to the natural set-

ting and smooth communications with the result of the Östra Hospital.
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The first thing one sees – whether as patient, member of staff or visi-

tor – is the exterior of the building. This is the first signal transmitted 

to the person approaching. A beautiful building with care devoted to 

its design and materials conveys a sense of people having given the 

matter thought and signals: “I count for something.”

Psychiatry has long been a low-status speciality, even among other 

medical specialities, and this of course is also reflected by the image 

the staff have of themselves and the role they play.

To counteract prejudice, it was important to avoid giving the building 

an isolated, “backyard” position on the hospital campus and instead 

to make it one of a number of buildings, accessed just as easily as all 

the others.

Spontaneous remarks by patients, staff and visitors show the huge 

importance attached to the thought of someone really having ta-

ken the task absolutely seriously and exerted themselves to create a 

beautiful building showing respect for everyone who will be using it. 

Communication with the other hospital buildings works well and the 

building feels like a natural part of the Östra Hospital.

House 2
Low-rise, small-scale building development comprising units of 2 or 3 

storeys. Wards on floors 1-2 for maximum ground contact/proximity. 

The view from the patients’ rooms, e.g. out over the surrounding natu-

ral scenery, to be taken into account.

A positive diversion is an environmental factor which increases the 

proportion of positive feelings, captures attention and interest and 

can restrain or alleviate uneasy thoughts. Most such diversionary 

factors are elements which have been important to man in all ages: 

nature, with trees, flowers and water, laughter and humour, kindly or 

smiling human faces, music …
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Nature’s impact on man’s state of mind has been described in a va-

riety of studies. Sometimes a beautiful picture of nature will suffice 

to achieve this effect. This has been studied in patients in painful 

states following surgery. Patients who have been able to focus their 

gaze on nature through a window or on nature in picture form have 

needed less pain relief than others.2 

The same effects ought to be attainable in patients suffering mental 

pain. How many do not feel more inner tranquillity when close to still 

waters or a whispering woodland?

In the new Östra Hospital Psychiatry Department, the smallness of 

scale only becomes apparent after one has entered the building. Vie-

wed from outside it seems anything but small. Many people have 

expressed their surprise over this. Once inside and following the en-

trance route, one sees the low-rise buildings surrounding the gar-

dens.

People find it hard to get their bearings inside the building. There 

are many different levels which do not become visible until one has 

advanced some way into the building, and it is not entirely easy for 

the visitor to know which level to choose in the lift.

A hospital campus in a big city does not present the best of oppor-

tunities where the view from the patients’ rooms is concerned, and 

so the in-built gardens with their beautiful greenery have had to do 

service as a natural setting. Being able to go outdoors easily without 

having to ask is of course a great liberty for the patient. The sunny 

parts of the gardens are favourite spots. The small kitchen garden 

was planted with a variety of vegetables and flowers in the very first 

year. The large fixed table is often used as a sunbathing veranda.
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House 3
Seclusion in the form of single rooms, coupled with opportunities for so-

cialising. Modules of 4 patient equivalents each. Flexibility of unit/ward 

sizing. Sheltered patios.

A feeling of being in control of one’s physical surroundings derives, 

for example, from being able to shut oneself in, being able to vary 

the lighting in the room, and having an architectural design with a 

signage system that makes it easier to find one’s way around in the 

building. Lack of independent control has proved to entail many ne-

gative effects, including depression, helplessness and impaired cog-

nitive achievement capacity.

Patients in a psychiatric ward will by confronted in the course of 

their stay by people with a variety of problems and difficulties. Some 

of these confrontations occasionally lead to aggressiveness and even 

physical violence. Units with a fairly small number of patient equi-

valents (12-14 beds) and opportunities for seclusion can be a way of 

eliminating these risks. If, additionally, one can offer a range of opp-

ortunities for socialisation/non-socialisation, one can be certain of 

the ingredients of a secure and tranquil environment being in place.

Experience to date, 15 months on, as Lennart Brogren also points out 

elsewhere in this book, is that violent incidents and the need for co-

ercive measures, e.g. shackle restraint, has declined. In certain units 

the change has been of great magnitude.

The sheltered patios – the gardens, as we now prefer calling them 

– mean a very great deal for the patients’ sense of being able to move 

about freely (cf. the text by Carina Tenngart Ivarsson). The value of 

being able to just walk out into green surroundings without having 

to ask permission first cannot be overstated – once again, a feeling of 

being in control.
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The gardens are big and are to be looked on as part of the ward. The-

re have been instances of patients absconding through them. Some 

of the staff consider them a factor of insecurity and are afraid of so-

meone getting hurt, e.g. if a patient manages to get up on the roof.

In the small units consisting mainly of single rooms, oversubscription 

is not possible. The rooms can only accommodate the beds they are 

planned for. This has been a deliberate choice on the part of the ope-

ration, but with the wisdom of hindsight it is worrying. What do you 

do when, as the physician in an emergency ward, you have a patient 

who is in great need of admission and the place is full up? You can-

not discharge the patient who is least ill at that particular moment 

so as to admit an emergency patient to the ward instead. Very active 

planning work is needed on the subject of discharge and subsequent 

outpatient care.

House 4
Care and treatment to be integrated within the unit. Communication 

between units to satisfy security requirements.

All treatment staff must be present in the ward, available to the pa-

tients. This means the doctor, psychologist, social worker and others 

all having their consulting rooms within the department. In this way 

all caring staff can see and meet the patient in different situation and 

thus gain a better overall picture, which in turn should enhance the 

prospects of individualised treatment.

Psychiatry has high security requirements, from the viewpoint of 

patient and staff alike. The communication routes between depart-

ments are a central parameter of security thinking. The paths must 

be short and simple. Neighbouring units must be able to get quickly 

into position in an emergency.
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By gathering all offices/consulting rooms into one part of the depart-

ment, a unit has been created which supports the integration requi-

rements but can easily be segregated from the wards if necessary. To 

make dependable provision for secrecy requirements we have been 

very demanding about acoustic conditions in our offices/consulting 

rooms, with the result that it is now practically impossible to hear if 

anything happens in the room. Knowing what we do today, we would 

have liked the “Chinese wall” stipulations to have been a little less 

exacting in the corridor directions but still no less exacting between 

rooms. The building supports the security requirements through inter-

nal communication routes providing linear links between the storeys.

House 5
Emergency care kept separate from planned care.

To optimise the preconditions for planning of care and for treatment, 

planned care must be available in such forms that it will not be affec-

ted by emergency care. Planned care can, for example, be needed in 

connection with investigations and prior to admission to a residential 

treatment centre.

Due to the constantly growing need for emergency places, we are 

unable at present to offer planned care. Finding enough beds to go 

round is a serious problem in our operation. Very active planning is 

needed, together with outpatient care, to make possible the admis-

sion to in-patient care of emergency applicants in need of it.

House 6
Colour and design promoting healing processes.

Hospital buildings often lack the qualities which are important for a po-

sitive experience. This can mean access to daylight, a view of the natural 

surroundings and variations of head room and room configuration.
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On the international plane there is a great deal of interest today in 

creating healing environments. In the course of our work on descri-

bing a vision, a number of conferences were convened on this subject. 

They impacted heavily on our project and on our efforts to create a 

healing caring environment. It was highly stimulating to read studies 

showing how, for example, by choosing appropriate art for a ward, 

one could reduce the need for pain relief.

The nature of a healing care environment is of course open to dis-

cussion, and no scientific study exists which pins the concept down 

completely. On the other hand there is research which has establis-

hed components of importance for the healing process. This EBD 

(“Evidence-Based Design”) research has above all been carried out 

in somatic care, but should of course also be applicable to psychiatric 

care (cf. Lena From’s concluding text in this book). The components 

which should be provided for in a healing environment include:

• the five senses – vision, hearing, smell, touch, taste,

• the connection with nature – flowers, water, fresh air, daylight,

• avoidance of stress factors – noise, bad air, bad lighting, lack of  

 privacy,

• working spaces large enough to alleviate stress among the staff,

• space for spiritual issues,

• variation and “playfulness” in the architecture,

• art, music, entertainment, humour.

Much has been written concerning the impressions made by colour 

and its impact on our senses. In nursing this has been most clearly as-

similated by anthroposophy, which has gone the whole way in using 

colours for a particular purpose, and in our planning we pondered 
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the possibility of deliberately using colour scheming to create healing 

environments for persons afflicted with mental illness.

It has been difficult to describe in words what we actually meant by 

“colour and design promoting healing processes”, but above all, I 

think, we have sensed that there must be a great deal in this which 

affects us as human beings. What we wished for, no doubt, was for 

someone to translate this – quickly, simply and directly – into prac-

tical terms. But when we asked our reference groups of users, their 

opinions about colours varied enormously: the colour which one per-

son found calming, another person described as stressful. In the cour-

se of the project we found that there were no hard and fast answers 

concerning the nature of healing design and colour.

At the beginning of the 21st century, the then psychiatry ward buil-

ding was affected by damp which resulted in mould problems. The 

entire property had to be evacuated and its activities transferred to 

the older buildings on the campus, dating from the 1930s. These 

had not been used for psychiatric care for a long time, and of course 

their planning left a great deal to be desired, but one thing they did 

have, and that was – space! We found that the high headroom came 

as a very positive experience to the patients, many of whom felt that 

they could breathe more easily. We fed this lesson back into the pro-

ject: the new wards have been given generous headroom and indeed 

create a feeling of spaciousness. This is greatly appreciated and has 

been approvingly remarked on by patients and visitors.

Much of what has been described in the operation’s vision originated, 

as stated earlier, in conferences, but it also derived from field trips, 

reading and, needless to add, the aggregate fund of knowledge and 

experience within the activity.3 The Vidar Clinic in Järna gave us in-
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sight into an exciting architecture where colours are used as part of 

the treatment and nature is regarded as a self-evident ingredient. The 

Ryhov Psychiatric Clinic was newly built when we started our vision 

formulation, and inspiration from that quarter reinforced the idea of 

small modules.

The field trips later undertaken together with the architects were, of 

course, immensely useful as well, laying the foundations of ongoing 

discussions in which we were able to pool our impressions. In 2002 

we travelled to Berlin and among other things visited St Joseph Kran-

kenhaus in Weissensee, a psychiatric clinic, but also a senior residen-

tial unit, Krankenhaus Lazarus, which in fact added a good deal of 

interesting matter to our project; among other things, the place had 

an extraordinarily beautiful glazed inner court surrounded by the pa-

tients’ social areas. We also visited Copenhagen and the newly built 

psychiatric ward at Amager. There we realised that a single-storey 

building meant long communication routes – an important lesson 

learned.

I have had the benefit of listening several times to behavioural scien-

tist Roger Ulrich in the course of the project. He spoke a great deal 

about people’s need of control and the importance of trying to faci-

litate it. He also stresses the power of nature as a diversionary force. 

These thoughts have been a great inspiration to us. Jain Malkin, who 

among other things lectures on health care architecture at Harvard 

and chairs the American Center for Health Design, also describes the 

components which should be present in a healing environment, and 

I have been able to assimilate and share her thoughts in a variety of 

ways.

Summing up, from the viewpoint of the operation today we find 

the project to have the following strong and weak points. First the 

strong ones:
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Strong points

• small units a good thing,

• shorter lengths of stay,

• no oversubscription, same number of patients as before,

• same financial frame as before,

• the environment strengthens the self-images of patients   

 and staff and has had a positive impact,

• very important, being a part of the hospital,

• greater demand for consultation,

• a good thing, management and administration being located  

 near the “sharp end” of care,

• more patients per patient equivalent, greater efficiency,

• staff recruitment has been facilitated.

Weak points

• the structure of the building making it hard to find   

 one’s way around,

• too much sound attenuation out towards the corridor   

 – safety hazard,

• certain security hazards connected with the gardens.

Lena Walther
(b. 1952) is Director of Planning at the Sahlgrenska University 
Hospital, dealing with facility planning and related issues. She 
worked previously for many years as a psychiatric nurse and was 
the operation’s project leader for the psychiatry building erected at 
the Östra Hospital.
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You don’t design or construct a building first and then 
add the colour and shape as an afterthought. Thus 
architect Stefan Lundin, analysing his own brief: desig-
ning a new psychiatry department at the Östra Hospi-
tal. The department’s wish list has all the time been fac-
tored into and balanced against his own deliberations 
and past experience. Among other things, that insight 
needs time – slow planning – and that hard and soft 
values both form part of the same entity. For example, 
control and surveillance can sometimes be a prerequisite 
for creating a free and open atmosphere.
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The architect 
speaks    
Stefan Lundin

The Psychiatry Department of the Östra Hospital based its docu-

ment  – “Realising a vision!”1 on its political remit and its care ideo-

logy. From this the aspects were then extracted which they believed 

to have a special bearing on the architecture – The six little houses. 

Necessary preconditions. It was on the basis of these two documents 

that we architects first addressed the issue of what an “architecture 

of psychiatry” could be.2  The issues were successively enlarged and 

deepened through a continuous dialogue between department and 

architect, continuing in principle throughout the evolution of the 

project, at meetings with the management and task forces but also 

on joint field trips which provided new angles of approach and va-

luable inspiration.
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Together with Six little houses (see previous chapter by Lena Walther), 

the description which now follows is a summing up of our thoughts 

concerning the physical environment and its relation to psychiatric 

activity – seen, perhaps, through the somewhat tinted spectacles of 

the architect. It does not always give straight answers to straight 

questions. Objections and second thoughts are forever cropping up, 

but I have chosen ratiocination rather than brevity and distinctness, 

in a bid to provide an account of our discussions and standpoints.

Although the arguments derive their main sustenance from the vision 

and programmes which the department brought with it to the pro-

ject, the result would not have been the same had it not been for two 

other writers and architects. Knut Bergsland, another contributor to 

this book, employed at SINTEF, Helse Trondheim, was already invited 

to lecture to the Psychiatric Department while the project was being 

formulated. He has visited a considerable number of psychiatric insti-

tutions and studied a large volume of research. Karl Alexandersson, a 

colleague of mine at White Arkitekter in Stockholm, wrote a number 

of articles connected with his work on a new pavilion for Säter, a fo-

rensic psychiatry institution for severely ill patients. I have read their 

articles a number of times over and found myself garnering fresh 

knowledge with each new reading. One’s capacity for understanding 

and assimilating the issues to their full extent is limited; one learns as 

one goes, and understanding is deepened by each repetition. The ar-

ticles in question are Knut Bergsland’s Fysiske omgivelser och psykisk 

helse and Appealing on Normalcy, and Karl Alexandersson’s Anteck-

ningar om Säter and De farliga männen på Säter – om rums betydelse.3 

But now, back to the architecture of psychiatry.

A good first impression
First impressions matter a great deal. For example, if you are giving a 

lecture, it will be only a matter of seconds before the audience have 
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formed an opinion of your personality, an opinion based, of course, 

on very summary and scanty particulars about your person but still 

more or less instantly conceived. As a lecturer you have only a few 

seconds’ grace – you are judged by your appearance. Changing a ne-

gative impression after the event is prodigal of both time and energy. 

The same goes for architecture. The first encounter deeply tinges our 

further experience and thus means a very great deal. Almost instan-

taneously we create for ourselves an image, not just of the building 

but of all its activities. Indeed, I wonder whether the response and 

expectations thus generated do not make an important difference to 

our own response to the care which is to follow. The patient’s encoun-

ter with the first person they meet is perhaps even more important 

than their encounter with the building, but by then the building has 

already set a level of expectation concerning the treatment outcome. 

The same applies, needless to say, to all visitor-building encounters. 

But the mental patient is more brittle and more vulnerable than most 

of us, and any wrong points will be magnified accordingly.

Not infrequently, the entry situation has been a neglected point in 

psychiatry. Descriptions from the world of psychiatry testify to ob-

scure, shabby entrances next to loading bays and waste bin rooms. 

This has the effect of degrading the patient, making him or her feel 

unworthy of neatness and a decent reception. Basically, the thing is 

to make it as simple as possible for the patient to seek care. Anything 

which can be experienced as an obstacle and which impedes the help-

seeker must be swept out of the way. Response proceeds by various 

stages within the facility and is important on the level concerned – at 

the main entrance, in the casualty department or on the individual 

ward. Special care must be devoted to the casualty department wait-

ing room and similarly to the consulting rooms on the wards.
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Mental illness often entails strong feelings of shame. For this reason, 

many people do not wish to disclose their reason for visiting the hos-

pital. A certain degree of anonymity needs to be sustained. For the 

same reason, it is less frustrating to enter an ordinary hospital cam-

pus than to be seen at a “mental hospital”. By the same token, the 

Psychiatry Department entrance should be one of several equivalent 

entrances on the hospital campus. If, moreover, it is a common en-

trance – used by nursing staff, visitors, patients and others – this can 

be an advantage, because in this way it becomes everybody’s way in, 

a place where the person entering runs no risk of being automatically 

singled out as mentally ill. It must also be made as easy as possible 

to step aside, as if casually, in order, more or less unnoticed, to de-

tach oneself from the anonymous crowd and step inside the casualty 

department or the ward. At the Östra Hospital the Psychiatry Depart-

ment café has become a popular place and a lot of people from the 

hospital go there for lunch. Extramural tuition activities take place 

on adjacent premises. These things are further conducive to the ano-

nymity wished for.

To avoid spreading unnecessary disturbance inside the building, per-

sons with acting-out or violent behaviour, most of whom arrive by 

emergency transport of some kind, should come to a separate side 

entrance.

Summing up:

• a good first impression,

• one of a number of entrances on the hospital campus,

• a welcoming entrance,

• an entrance for everyone,

• a special entrance for emergency cases.
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A dignified environment
Not infrequently, a mentally ill person has a feeling of exclusion com-

bined with a negative self-image. The patient’s self-esteem can be 

boosted by offering them dignified premises, premises signalling: 

“OK, so you’re ill and may not always be on your best behaviour, but 

help and sympathy are forthcoming from those of us who, for the 

moment at least, are better off.” Care must be made evident in details 

both large and small when designing the premises. It is important 

to make clear that this does not only apply to construction of new 

buildings. Operational and maintenance routines can counteract the 

day-to-day dinginess so often encountered in hospital contexts.

It is sometimes argued that many sick persons come from “ragged 

and squalid” backgrounds and therefore should not be offered anyth-

ing that seems exaggeratedly posh, something which, not being remi-

niscent of the patients’ everyday surroundings, may feel strange and 

uncomfortable. But shabby surroundings are probably not freely cho-

sen but are the consequences of a generally disadvantaged situation. 

There are instances of patients wanting to stay on longer than the 

actual treatment requires. This happened at Lillhagen and it has hap-

pened at the Östra Hospital. There are those who claim that it is due 

to the high (for which read: excessively high) quality of the premises. 

I am more inclined to believe that it is connected with the actual care 

situation, with being looked after and having people around one for 

company, people who cater to one’s need of security.

Arguments are also presented for psychiatry buildings being solidly 

and robustly constructed – hard to wreck and easy to maintain. But 

is this the right idea? If the environment looks to have been desig-

ned for the prevention of damage and vandalism, then, paradoxically 

enough, it seems to encourage or indeed provoke inventive modes 
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of destruction. We human beings behave mostly as others around us 

expect us to. This also applies to people who are mentally ill. If the 

smoking room has pressed-brick flooring, people will stub out their 

cigarettes on it. If the room has linoleum flooring, smokers will use 

the ash tray.

But what impression is the environment to make – homelike, cosy or 

professional? Probably professional in the treatment situation and 

more cosy for nursing and residence, but it can be hard to pin down 

the qualities making one environment homelike or cosy and another 

professional. Most often, though, a consensus of perception is not 

hard to find. We have also discovered that it is possible, and fruitful, 

to use character concepts of this kind in the dialogue between opera-

tion and architect.

Summing up, then: 

• a dignified environment,

• carefully design in matters both large and small,

• people behave as expected,

• cosy accommodation and a professional treatment setting,

• watch out for day-to-day dilapidation.

Avoiding the institutional stigma
When designing buildings for psychiatry, “normalcy” should be the 

objective. This endeavour should permeate the whole of the design 

process, from overarching organisation right down to the tiniest de-

tail. The normal is what is recognisable and familiar. It is the normal 

– the healthy – side of the patients which has to be encouraged and 

supported. The skills people have lost or have never had must be 

developed so that the patient will not relapse into apathy – hospita-
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lisation, institutionalisation or whatever term we care to employ for 

it. Certain patients have a low functional level and inadequate social 

skills. This being so, it is essential to create routines for such everyday 

occupations as personal hygiene, laundry, cleaning and cooking and 

to provide a functional, pleasant solution for them. It seemed especi-

ally important to highlight the sensual qualities and social atmosphe-

re of mealtimes. For this reason too, staff and patients should eat to-

gether – a sometimes disputed tenet. Maintenance of these everyday 

routines is most important to persons who will be staying for a long 

time and who have got over the most acute stages of illness but, for 

some reason, are still being detained. If institutionalisation is what 

we seek to avoid, then normalcy is what we have to look for.

But what exactly is normalcy? The term can be construed in a whole 

variety of ways. What we normally mean by normal is, I suppose, 

normally interpreted quite broadly. Often we perceive a wide span 

of behaviours or attitudes as normal. Perhaps the word “normal” can 

also express what a psychiatric environment is not to be. It must not 

be a hospital, a prison or an institution – to quote the imagery often 

employed with reference to psychiatric care. Pursuing the distinc-

tive atmosphere of the hospital or penitentiary does not feel natural. 

But where the hospital is concerned, surely what we want to avoid 

is not the care situation itself but its frequently bare and none too 

cosy physical setting?  The concept of nursing includes the feeling of 

care and security, which is intrinsically positive if it refers to a brief 

period during which one is in need of support. Correspondingly posi-

tive associations are harder to find in the concept of criminal welfare 

(“prison care”), even though the requirement of social protection is 

a valid one. Finally, the term “institution” seems to have various con-

notations, not all of them pejorative. Some maintain that the expres-

sion conveyed by the building must in fact be that of the institution 
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– society’s expression of its exercise of authority. Where the patients’ 

own view of their care situation is concerned, I assume that they do 

not perceive it as a normal state. People can hardly be unaware that 

they are being cared for and that the care is being provided by a pu-

blic institution.

Thus: 

• aim for normalcy,

• avoid institutionalisation,

• poeticise everyday occupations.

A free and open atmosphere
One of the very foremost challenges the architect has to face is that 

of “creating a free and open atmosphere” – which again is a bid to 

achieve something which will feel normal. We have borrowed the 

turn of phrase, which to my mind captures the essential point when 

discussing security, has been borrowed from the Danish PLOT archi-

tect practice.4 In some cases the desiderata presented by psychiatry 

are downright self-contradictory. The desire for a ward which will be 

experienced as open is coupled with the need for a ward which will 

be closed and locked. The desire to give the patient an identity of his 

or her own and the ability to choose, for example, between seclusion 

and sociability, is coupled with the staff’s need to know the patients’ 

whereabouts.

Psychiatric care has elements of coercion – unavoidably so. The pa-

tients often spend time in a locked ward and temporary coercive 

measures occur in the form of isolation, medication and shackle res-

traint. The safety of society – that is, the safety of citizens – requires 

certain patients to be kept under lock and key and escapes to be pre-
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vented, because certain patients can turn violent. Other patients, like 

the staff, also demand protection from patients with acting-out beha-

viour within the ward itself, added to which, patients need in certain 

cases to be protected from their own self-destructive behaviour, the 

ultimate consequence of which is attempted suicide. The smuggling 

in of drugs is another major problem. Nearly half of all psychiatric 

patients have a dual diagnosis, i.e. a substance abuse problem on top 

of their mental illness.

All the things that have now been listed are realities which cannot be 

overlooked. Psychiatric activity involves a constant intersection of the 

care and security perspectives. The issues which the department has 

to take a stand on are very complex and complicated and are a perpe-

tual source of discussion and disagreement, but they occupy a central 

and quite crucial position in discussions concerning the design of the 

facilities. If the security perspective has the last word in everything, 

we risk ending up with a “prison environment”, with all the negative 

associations and provocations this implies. In the Östra Hospital psy-

chiatry project a special security programme was worked out and the 

ethical aspects of the security measures appraised by a task force.

There was consensus within the project that all security measures, in 

their physical form, should be concealed or anonymously designed. 

Associations with coercion and power should if possible be avoided 

so as to counteract the institutional stigma and encourage normalcy. 

In this way we try to avoid constantly reminding the patients of their 

plight, of the potential threat they are judged to constitute – resulting 

in self-reproach, feelings of claustrophobia and so on. Paradoxically 

enough, one sine qua non of being able to create a free and open 

atmosphere is a simple, unconstrained way of maintaining necessary 

control. With more numerous and spacious facilities, with separa-
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te rooms to live and perhaps access to a garden of one’s own, this 

surveillance, generally speaking, is harder to maintain, and so it is 

of the utmost importance to create concentrated wards with great 

proximity and a good overview. The often highly specialised facility 

programmes which are initially desired for the activities should be 

thoroughly penetrated. A high level of facility pooling is proposed. If 

the layout is organised in such a way that certain parts can be closed, 

this is an advantage, not least in the evenings, when there are fewer 

staff on duty.

The design of the ward station is one instance of what we mean by 

“not reminding the patients of their plight”. The station must not 

be designed like a ship’s bridge or a watch tower where the staff sit 

looking out over the ward. The staff must for the most part be “out 

in the field”, directly accessible to the patients. But openness to the 

ward station is nonetheless desirable when the staff actually need to 

be able to withdraw and get on with certain tasks more undisturbed. 

An open door and a glass partition can give the desirable sense of 

relative seclusion, while at the same time affording a certain over-

view or sense of what is going on in the ward. The patients for their 

part are given a certain insight so that they are apprised of the staff’s 

whereabouts. The knowledge of being seen brings security to certain 

patients. This dual wish for outlook and insight also applies to several 

other premises. We believe that large glazed sections in rooms where 

patients are present work excellently if they are provided with adjus-

table privacy safeguards, which often include bright, airy curtains. 

In this way both openness and seclusion can be obtained, depending 

on the activities in progress. Today we also have the technology for 

manufacturing large, shatter-proof panes of glass for which no pro-

tective “prison bars” are needed.
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Excessive soundproofing in relation to receptions, desk stations and 

consultation and medication rooms has in some cases proved a secu-

rity problem, due to the staff being unable to hear if anything special 

is going on in the ward, which deprives them of the sense of over-

view and control. Sounds can also be sophisticated signals setting up 

unwanted associations and arousing traumatic experiences. Rattling 

keys are a classic of this kind in the context of psychiatry. For this 

reason it is desirable to minimise the number of locked doors. In the 

design of lighting, lamps must be safe and robust without being seen 

as clumsy or factory-like. Alarm and call systems should be designed 

so as not to be conspicuous and dominant when not in use. Can per-

haps certain systems such as engaged-wait-enter be dispensed with 

entirely?

There are patients in compulsory care and patients with certain ty-

pes of diagnosis who set the level of security and escape prevention 

measures of different kinds. One point to consider, then, is whether 

there may be cause to have the patients with the severest illnesses 

in special wards, so that other wards can be kept entirely open. This 

in turn begs the question as to whether the general design of the 

wards, whatever the patients’ diagnosis, has been properly thought 

through.

So the following points need to be considered: 

• a free and open atmosphere,

• avoidance of associations with power and coercion,

• overview – not surveillance,

• question every separate facility – pooling,

• beware of exacting acoustic requirements,

• use large expanses of glazing and curtains adjacent to areas  

 frequented by patients.
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Directly accessible garden
Nature has a rehabilitating effect on all of us, psychiatry patients 

included. This insight appears to have grown of late, among other 

things because rehabilitation in a natural setting has proved highly 

successful in connection with fatigue depressions. The subject is be-

ing intensively researched at present. Carina Tenngart Ivarsson’s ar-

ticle in the present anthology also delves deeper into the issue. Prison 

inmates and persons in compulsory care are entitled by law to be al-

lowed outdoors for at least one hour every day. At Lillhagen this kind 

of outdoor access was offered in the park or on a very inhospitable 

roof terrace where the patients had to be escorted by staff. The desi-

deratum for the new Östra Hospital facility, therefore, was to be able 

to offer a garden and for this to be directly accessible from the ward, 

so that patients could go out there whenever they wanted to, without 

any need for special attention or assistance from the staff.

Being outdoors endows a confined person with many positive bene-

fits. They can go off by themselves, get away from other patients and 

achieve the seclusion they want. A patio also multiplies opportunities 

of movement. The uneasy “wanderer” can move more freely so as 

to experience greater personal liberty and so as to cause less irrita-

tion to others by his or her constant to-and-fro-ing. The possibility 

of moving about, feeling space and breathing one’s fill of fresh air or 

having a smoke alleviates the sense of confinement and increases the 

possibility of physical activity. The changes of the hours and seasons 

grow more palpable. The cold of winter biting at one’s skin, the war-

ming influence of the spring sunshine, the gentle pattering of a sum-

mertime rainfall. The first snowdrops and the cherry blossom. The 

fragrance of lilac and the tilth of autumn. Apples and vegetables. The 

joy of growth and harvest. Opening the door or one’s own window to 
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hear the blackbird singing. The qualities are manifold and composite. 

Intermittently, perhaps, one contrives to “escape” from the ward and 

one’s illness. A garden makes a difference! But there are also other 

ways in which we can absorb the qualities of nature. Views from 

individual rooms and social areas, but also from corridors, help to ac-

hieve at-homeness. Windows which can be opened give us birdsong 

and natural fresh air. The question is how far these arguments can 

be taken. Can the good qualities of nature also act through natural 

materials? Through the polished stone of the floor, through the oiled 

planks of the oak flooring, through the stained veneered panelling of 

the walls, through the birch of the handrails – through the inherent 

sensuality of materials?

Consider, then, the importance of: 

• access to a garden within the ward,

• a view of natural surroundings and landscape,

• windows that can be opened,

• use of natural materials.

Successive enlargement of the personal sphere
Socialising and elective seclusion are necessary and are stated as a 

basic prerequisite of rapid recovery. Being able to go aside when one 

cannot take any more, when anxiety and aggressions make them-

selves felt. But constant withdrawal and always keeping oneself to 

oneself so as to be spared social contacts and confrontations is often 

one of the symptoms of mental illness, and so care is concerned with 

developing the patient’s social capacity. The social element also has 

to be gradually stepped up, but of course depending on individual 

circumstances.
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The design of the physical environment, accordingly, must underpin 

the individual patient’s gradual enlargement of his or her personal 

sphere. From the patient’s own bed to the open door, to dropping in 

on the person in the next room and sitting down in the social corner 

to talk. Moving out into the social areas, going to the ward station 

or having a cup of coffee. Joining in meals and communal activities, 

going for talks with a social worker or doctor. Meeting a relative in 

the café. Going on a tour of the hospital campus. All this in order, 

step by step, to acclimatise oneself to a progressively widening social 

context. Architecture must allow for and support every such step.

Seclusion is a concept which can also be used when we architects 

talk of the communal spaces. There we should shape the rooms, or 

shape “rooms within the room”, make small niches or seating areas 

of varied character where people can “take a pew”. Normally spea-

king, mentally ill persons have a larger bubble of personal territory. 

But the places created must still make people feel encompassed and 

secure. These places must entice the patient, step by step, into a so-

cial context. Some compare it to the position of prehistoric man on 

the borderline between the seclusion of the forest and the openness 

of the meadow, looking and wondering: what’s happening, what’s 

going on? The hereditary desire for control of one’s surroundings and 

for feeling safe and secure. Listening in on a conversation, watching 

other people playing games and so on, may facilitate the taking of 

simple steps – encourage social interaction.

These places can also be described in terms of public and private. In 

the ward with the door ajar, you are in your own private sphere. In 

the residential unit’s social corner you are part of a small commu-

nity together with those nearest you, in a semi-private or semi-public 

zone. In the middle of the ward you take part in the ward’s activities, 

in an open and more social context – in public life.
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Summing up: 

• social participation and elective seclusion,

• successive expansion of the personal sphere,

• parts with different degrees of privacy and publicity,

• secure and intimate seating areas on the fringes of the public  zone.

Neutral consultation rooms
The encounter between staff and patient is the very core of treat-

ment. Conversations can be spontaneous and the facilities must then 

offer a corner to which one can easily withdraw. Other conversations 

are more planned by nature and intended to take place in special 

consultation rooms. The conversation can centre round both practi-

cal and more therapeutic subjects, even if conversations of a more th-

erapeutic kind will take place later on and for longer periods of time 

in outpatient care. “Neutral” consulting rooms are provided so as to 

offer an interview situation in which the parties are on more of an 

equal footing, instead of the interview taking place in the therapist’s 

office, which by definition is his or her “home ground”. But calling 

the interview situation an exchange between equals is perhaps still 

not correct, because there is no doubt as to who is treating and who is 

being treated, who is free to leave and who is locked up. But consul-

ting rooms of this kind, intended for open-ended and more intimate 

dialogues, still contribute towards the pursuit of an anti-authorita-

rian stance whereby the patient is respected and his/her own active 

participation in care, as well as that of next-of-kin, is desired and 

appreciated. But the weight of these arguments is a moot point in 

some quarters. Critics maintain that offices can also be planned with 

the interview situation in mind and that certain talks can in fact take 

place in the patient’s room without infringing his or her privacy. The 

benefit, of course, is a ward which is smaller and more surveyable.
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The heart, the care module and flexibility
“The heart” corresponds here to the desire for a concentrated ward 

in which all the most important facilities are “near” and “in the midd-

le”. All activities of interest to the patient must be based there. An 

obvious centre where everyone knows what is going on and where 

anyone wishing to do so can take part in activities and social gathe-

rings. The war station, of course, is strategically positioned here. Also 

connected with this point, of course, are activity rooms, the TV room, 

and an open dining space and kitchen with generous serving spaces 

for a breakfast buffet, lunch and coffee. In this periphery of the heart, 

and in keeping with our previous argument, care should be devoted 

to creating intimate, cosy and secure places for the patients where 

they can observe what is happening and, hopefully, be induced to 

join in communal activities.

From a caring perspective, wards with a limited number of patients 

are a desideratum, but this normally comes up against funding con-

straints. A good solution may then be to divide the ward up into 

smaller groups of 3-5 patient equivalents each. A unit of this kind 

will then be the smallest social unit, a part of relative quiet. A com-

munal, semi-public common room, possibly with a pantry of its own, 

will also be linked to a smaller group of this kind. In such a unit, 

sometimes rather formally termed a care module, patients with simi-

lar diagnoses can be brought together. The unit can also be used for 

separating certain patients from each other or for excluding someone 

from the communal parts. The Östra Hospital has not been provided 

with any special rooms on the fringe of the ward for segregating one 

or possibly two patients – a common solution elsewhere. Here there 

was not thought to exist any such need.

The care load varies from time to time in the various wards. Solutions 

whereby one or more rooms could be added to the different wards 

for a period of time would represent a substantial efficiency gain. 
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This, originally, was one of the main points of departure for  the 

architectural design of the ward, but unfortunately we architects did 

not succeed in combining this with other important programme desi-

derata, and so solutions of this kind were gradually edged out.

Even so, this is an important target to achieve:

• look for the natural midpoint – the heart,

• break the ward down into smaller units of 3-5 patient equivalents,

• create a social unit for each unit, possibly complete with a pantry,

• facilitate a limited degree of screening-off,

• vary the ward size by attaching rooms to different wards.

Most space wins
There is a boundary where we feel that someone has got too close 

to us, a boundary which is individually and culturally defined. We 

back away or repel the stranger. To the mentally ill person, this ter-

ritorial bubble is for the most part far bigger than for healthy persons, 

and violation of it is experienced as more threatening, especially by 

people in psychotic states. This infringement of privacy then leads 

more often to stress and outbreaks of aggression, resulting in threats 

and violence. It benefits neither the tranquillity of the ward nor the 

healing process in the individual. Thus areas should not be so small 

that people “trip over each other”. narrow passages and corridors 

can be a problem. One must be able to step aside if one wants to. 

Dead ends should if possible be avoided. A second rat run is always 

welcome. The ward without corridors is a dream.

During the implementation of a construction project there often co-

mes a phase when construction costs are penetrated. Are there no 

“surplus” areas which can be deleted without important qualities be-

ing lost? The quantity and size of the patients’ social areas are often 
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the first thing to be called into question. It can also be tempting to 

reduce corridor widths, so as to be spared economising on what one 

feels are real functional spaces elsewhere. But this way danger can 

lie. Knut Bergsland argues that the swell factor – that is to say, the 

size of the ratio between programmed area and actually built area, 

seems often to be a very accurate gauge of how a facility is perceived. 

A large swell factor is equivalent to a good ward, a small swell factor 

to a bad one. Is this perhaps the true yardstick of the functioning of a 

good or not-so-good ward?

The fact of the patients being locked in and many of them being in 

compulsory care makes views of the surroundings very important. 

For this reason, certain corridors in the Östra Hospital have rooms on 

one side only and glazing overlooking courtyards on the other side. 

This of course leads to lower area efficiency, as has been remarked on 

and queried by persons outside the project. But openness and vistas 

are space-demanding, though at the same time I have to admit that I 

sometimes find the Östra Hospital wards excessively spacious. I find 

intimacy lacking and feel that certain dimensions could be smaller. I 

believe intimacy is also an important thing to achieve for psychiatry 

patients. Finding secure cosy corners, for example by watching the 

twilight from the window embrasures of the residential rooms. Some 

of the common rooms in the care modules are so large that one or 

two wards have installed table-tennis tables in them.

Thus: 

• territory is space-demanding,

• offer the wanderer a round tour,

• offer a rat run, avoid dead ends,

• beware of narrow corridors,

• aim for a ward without corridors.
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Rooms on the patient’s terms
The room in which a patient lives is their first real abode in their 

encounter with in-patient psychiatric care, a place which should as 

far as possible be governed by the patient’s preferences. At the same 

time, this is the place where the patient is most left to his or her own 

devices, even though suicidal patients are never left unsupervised. 

The need for preventing self-destructive behaviour is also at its grea-

test here, at the same time as demands for a cost environment free 

from associations with coercion and power are more important than 

elsewhere.

In the room the patient can find privacy if he/she wants it. They 

should be able to lock the door behind them. A patient desiring com-

pany must be able to receive other patients or staff members to talk 

to. But all this must proceed on the patient’s own terms, according to 

his mood and wishes. Planned talks must normally take place in one 

of the consulting rooms.

The room should be designed and furnished so as to be suitable for 

more than just rest and sleep. Perhaps with a writing space, an arm-

chair, and space for a few people to sit round a table. The bed should 

be positioned so that the patient can look out of the window, even if 

this means the staff not being able to see the patient’s face directly 

when he or she enters the room.

The size of the room should be limited. Installing an extra bed should 

not be easy. That way, we thought, we could avoid building in a po-

tential for oversubscription. But at the same time, in reality, this ma-

kes it impossible for family to stay the night and for doctors to allow 

a certain flexibility in the number of patients admitted.
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Can patients themselves exercise control over their immediate sur-

roundings? If not, stress and feelings of insecurity may ensue. Can 

one open the window if the room is too warm or too cold, can auto-

matic sun-screening be dispensed with or can the patient control it 

directly if it is needed? Can the lighting be varied? All these questions 

should be answerable in the affirmative. And control of lighting and 

heating, for example, must be possible by simple means, so as not 

to cause irritation – this is important. If sprinkler heads and ventila-

tion grilles etc. be more discreetly designed, this will reduce the risk 

of reactions from people in psychotic or manic states. Possibilities 

of controlling one’s own surrounding also include the possibility of 

opening one’s own window, but openable windows are beset with 

great complications regarding the smuggling in of drugs and blunt 

instruments. Black-out arrangements and sun screens are also a pro-

blem. The smuggling problem can be partly overcome by making the 

windows lockable and keeping them locked for a longer or shorter 

period of time in certain rooms or entire wards.

Shackle restraint of patients who are judged dangerous to themselves 

or others is never intended to take place in the patient’s room. As we 

see it, a traumatic experience of this kind should never be associated 

with one’s own room, but we have been gainsaid on this point, in that 

staff from other facilities claim that patients find shackle restraint 

less traumatic if it takes place in their own rooms. The surroundings 

are then familiar and seem less frightening.

The risk of suicide is of course greatest in the patient’s own room, 

when he or she is alone. But what measures should be taken? Is it 

appropriate, for example, to use special doors with concealed hinges 

to eliminate the possibility of a patient attaching something to it with 

which to hang himself or herself? For several reasons, I do not think 
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so. This is contrary to the desire for a normally designed environment 

and a free and open atmosphere. Specially designed hinges can al-

most be experienced as a provocation. Unfortunately, the possibilities 

of hanging oneself are far more numerous and are not confined to 

door hinges. Door handles, wash basins and radiator pipes can serve 

the same purpose and those really intent on taking their lives can 

show great ingenuity. No suicide or accident is acceptable, however. 

Fixed hooks should of course be avoided. So should leads, wardrobe 

bars and shower hoses capable of triggering a sudden impulse on the 

part of a depressed person. Hooks must “fall down” when heavily 

loaded, shower hoses should be replaced with nozzles let into the 

wall, and so on.

Remember; 

• the patient’s preferences must be paramount in his or her own room,

• rooms and cupboards must be lockable,

• take a close look at safety aspects of the patient’s room, from the  

 viewpoint of both patient and staff,

• plan for more activities than just lying in bed,

• take the view into account and try to use windows that can be opened,

• support the patient’s need for control of his or her immediate  

 surroundings.

Other deliberations
So far I have been describing the requirements and desiderata which 

we found important and which are concerned with the physical envi-

ronment, “the architecture of psychiatry”. We can note these require-

ments and desiderata differ somewhat in character. Some are relati-

vely unambiguously worded, making it relatively easy for us to decide 
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whether or not they will be realised. For example, the department’s 

vision of “Low-rise, small-scale building development”, “Modules of 

4 patient equivalents” and “Emergency care kept separate from plan-

ned care”. Requirements stated in facility lists concerning room sizes, 

door widths etc. are also of the same kind. These we sometimes term 

“hard” requirements. Other requirements and desiderata are more 

diffuse and perhaps more complex by nature, e.g. “An externally att-

ractive impression”, … “Avoiding the institutional stigma”, “A free and 

open atmosphere”. Requirements of the kind I have mainly reasoned 

about, added to which, it is hard to arrive at a clear-cut assessment of 

the extent, if any, to which these requirements have been met. That 

is a topic for discussion, and the people who do the judging do not 

usually have a 100 per cent consensus. These, then, are termed “soft” 

requirements. But the hardness or softness of requirements does not 

decide their degree of importance for the end result.

The hard requirements are easier and less ambiguous to appraise 

with regard to their achievement, for which reason they are someti-

mes also termed objective or absolute. The ones which are more dif-

ficult to assess are termed subjective or relative. But objective cannot 

be rated superior to or better than subjective. Sometimes the notion 

crops up that the subject cannot be discussed because it belongs to 

the purely personal sphere – there is no accounting for tastes, de 

gustibus non est disputandum. But that its not true. Whether the 

atmosphere feels free and open or the environment feels institutional 

is a matter amenable to discussion and to a high level of unity – I 

speak from experience and conviction. Discussions of this kind in 

themselves have the effect of heightening awareness of architecture 

and enrich the final outcome.

The objective is most often thought of in connection with the functio-

nal or purpose-related, while the subjective is referred to perception, 

satisfaction and the aesthetic. This is a dichotomy which runs like 
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a scarlet thread all through history and which every generation of 

architects has had to take a stand on. The emphasis has at certain 

times been on the functional and at others on the aesthetic. But this 

dichotomy, as I see it, is none too fruitful. No architecture can be 

exclusively practical or exclusively beautiful – the beautiful and the 

practical form an indivisible unit – reason and feeling are married 

together. Elias Cornell, Emeritus Professor of the Theory and History 

of Architecture and one of my teachers at Chalmers described this 

duality as follows: “Architecture is aesthetic organisation of practical 

reality.”5 If an environment feels beautiful or pleasant to be or work 

in, does not this at the same time make the architecture more suited 

to its purpose?

Thus, either-or does not come into it. Instead we are dealing with 

both-and. Hard and soft belong to the same entity if we want to get 

away from the simple and obvious in favour of the more complex 

and desirable.

But this is not to say that the soft and the hard are invariably the best 

of friends. Purpose and beauty, for example, cannot always shake 

down together, and one quality may be given priority over another. 

A window is given the “right” and beautiful position in the façade, 

making the room inside more difficult to furnish. But compromises 

are a part of everyday life and the beautiful does not always have to 

play second fiddle to the practical.

The arguments I have now put forward may not constitute any fresh 

food for thought in terms of principle – I have simply recycled the 

material and put it together in a slightly different way. Nevertheless, 

they have been vital points of departure for our proposals concerning 

the design of in-patient care facilities at the Östra Hospital. We also 

recognise greater or smaller parts of our own reasoning when we 

have come into contact with other psychiatry projects. But we were 
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not acquainted with, nor did we understand, all the arguments right 

from the start – they had seldom been put down in writing, and in-

sights came gradually, sometimes long afterwards, after the issues 

had been carefully mulled over, repeatedly and at length. Insight ta-

kes time.

Colour and design promoting healing processes
The attentive reader must have observed that thus far I have avoided 

touching on the department’s vision “Colour and design promoting 

healing processes”. That statement greatly perplexed me on the level 

of principle, and continues to do so. What is it that has colour and 

design and promotes healing processes? An appealing exterior, direct 

communication routes, small-scale building development, sheltered 

patios and so on in a never-ending flood of questions? But, does not 

everything have a design (shape) and colour? Surely these are pro-

perties which all architecture possesses, from detail to entirety, from 

door handle to façade? After all, you don’t first design or construct a 

building and then tack on the colour and shape of it!

The Anthroposophical movement at Järna, on the outskirts of Söder-

tälje, has long been a guiding star in matters of care. There the ideas 

of Anthroposophy have been translated into buildings as they were 

originally worked out by the founder of Anthroposophy (and of the 

Waldorf education method) Rudolf Steiner and as they have been 

interpreted by the Asmussen architect practice. The buildings are an 

inspiration both to psychiatry and to me as an architect. The depart-

ment went on a field trip there during the programming phase, and 

as an architectural student I went there a number of times in the 70s. 

The Eurhythmics room with its pink-stained wooden panelling, the 

truncated high room volume, the skylight and the coconut matting 
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on the floor were included in our reference pictures. The treatment 

rooms were made to illustrate questions of lighting, bed positioning 

and vista.

I have wrestled with the architecture of Anthroposophy, and have 

had mixed feelings about it. I am not learned in its theory but am 

cautiously sceptical nonetheless. At the same time the architecture as 

such has an alluring force in what I see and experience, and I do not 

believe my impressions are essentially different from those gained 

by the people from the Psychiatry Department. Here is something 

which intuitively appeals to us and which I believe the department 

partly tried to pin down through its desideratum of colour and design 

promoting healing processes. A little more exactly, this could be put 

as follows:

• the architecture is different: it has an intrinsic value and is  

 strongly creative of identity,

• it is expressive in details, rooms and exterior alike,

• the materials are sensual – beautiful to see and touch; the  

 intrinsic materiality of the wood and concrete is palpable,

• the colours are often bright, applied in several coats and stained  

 over; the surfaces make a shimmering or patinated impression,

• the buildings possess simplicity and austerity, at the same time  

 as great care and refinement has gone into the detailing,

• use of daylight is primary, resulting in narrow volumes and  

 well-lit rooms,

• the care devoted to lighting is unmistakeable:    

 the lighting strengths are low in relation to present-day medical  

 care; the light is sparing, sometimes verging on darkness,

• only warm filament bulbs are used, never fluorescents,
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• the shapes borrow themes from vegetation, albeit in   

 abstract form,

• nature and the natural feel ever-present,

• the buildings adjoin gardens and an agricultural landscape  

 with home-grown, biodynamic crops.

Another thing, of course, which fascinates many of us is the view of 

care and architecture respectively as forming part of a wider, unifying 

ideology in which the link with Nature is fundamental. An ideology of 

that kind is of course open to question, but at the same time we can 

envy those having such an ideology as their guide and companion.

Stefan Lundin

(b. 1954) is an Architect SAR/MSA and graduated from the Chal-
mers University of Technology in 1981. He is a planning architect 
and a partner in White Arkitekter AB.
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April 1989, in the author’s possession. 
4 The phrase “a free and open atmosphere” was used by the Danish PLOT practice in connec-
tion with the competition for a new psychiatric hospital in Helsingør, Denmark. Cf.  
http://www.big.dk/projects/psy/psy.html. 
5 Cornell, Elias: Om rummet och arkitekturens väsen, Göteborg 1966, p. 9.
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	 			Advanced medico-technical equipment is as im-
portant for the somatic specialities as suitable facilities 
for psychiatry. 

From the goal document  Realising a vision  

”
”
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Hans Wretling
(b. 1952) has been a photographer since 1975, specialising in such 
fields as architecture, feature reporting, picture agencies and art pho-
tography.
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From idea to finished building. Stefan Lundin pilots 
us through the new Östra Hospital Psychiatry Depart-
ment. Deliberations concerning hard facts, such as 
choice of materials, the preconditions of the site and 
the layout of the wards, run parallel to deliberations 
about architecture quality, such as the path of daylight 
into rooms and gardens and the tactile qualities of the 
materials. The client decides the activities and quali-
ties which a new psychiatry department is to contain. 
Suggesting how those wishes can best be provided for is 
the architect’s responsibility. And as always, there were 
compromises en route.
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Focus on the 
building    
Stefan Lundin

In the last chapter I presented the main ideas of principle and the 

points of departure for the architectural process.1 Ideas emanating 

from the needs of psychiatric practice. At the same time we can see 

that, despite being fundamental preconditions of the architectural 

process, these ideas cannot of themselves explain the ultimate form 

of the building, no matter whether we mean its more general struc-

ture or its detailed solutions. Other ingredients, then – for present 

purposes we may term them general architectural qualities – contri-

bute to the result, a result which possibly has healing properties.
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What general architectural qualities are we referring to? We can start 

by noting that they are manifold, many-faceted and not always easy 

to describe, but here are some examples. How a simple structure for 

a building can make it easy for people to find their way around. How 

the rooms are positioned in relation to points of the compass and the 

movement of the sun as the day progresses. How daylight is utilised 

and admitted to rooms and crannies and what kind of etching effect 

this has on materials and detailing. How the rooms are configured in 

relation to each other and how they are rhythmicised when we move 

through the building. How the properties of the materials are used, 

encountered, sensed and so on.

Preconditions of the site
The preconditions of the site have a quite crucial bearing on a 

building’s design. Hitherto I have thought of psychiatry more as an 

idea than as a building. This pure idea is of course supremely affec-

ted by its surroundings and by the plot on which it is to be realised. 

Preconditions vary and are unique to each individual place. How can 

people get to the plot by car, on foot or by ambulance? Where ought 

the entrance to be, what pre-existing vegetation can be preserved 

and where is the view? What other values can be added to the new 

building? We architects speak sometimes of the genius loci, the spirit 

of the place. How can we best do justice to the inherent qualities 

while at the same time adding new ones? For the fact is that we are 

not just adding another building, we are also changing the environ-

ment of neighbours and the surroundings.

Nursing and its departments are the core activity and also the biggest 

part of the programme: the description of the psychiatric activity and 

the statement of the needs which the new building must accommoda-

te in a purely spatial sense. This makes the ward the most important 
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piece of the planning jigsaw in two senses. Finding the layout, the 

one which has a reasonable inward structure and is tailored to the 

activities but also to the preconditions of the site, is the anchor bolt 

of architecture. The road there is often long and winding, and not in-

frequently edged with dead ends and detours. Sketching – testing – is 

the architect’s method. Using pencil and paper (and/or computer) 

we penetrate the content of facilities, issues of principle, the precon-

ditions of the site and process all of this according to our frames of 

reference. Sketching involves a constant alternation between whole-

ness and detail – from general enquiry to specifically worked-out pro-

posals. Sketching is an individual task, but its results are continuous-

ly evaluated together with architect colleagues and the client in an 

ongoing dialogue. Sometimes new points of departure are adopted 

or thoughts reversed in order to move forward or to sift proposals 

already made. New angles of approach are tested in what can rightly 

be termed a process. Knowledge and insights grow as time goes on, 

and new proposals are worked out. The thing is to find what is the 

best solution with all things considered. Not all requirements can be 

met, though, and compromises are of the essence.

The design process is influenced by both conscious and unconscious 

preconceived notions; further to this point, see the chapter headed 

Purely scientifically speaking. In the rest of this description I will be 

pointing out a number of such concrete notions, often small scale, 

which I know to have influenced the final design. In some cases they 

have been copied more or less straight off, while in others they ap-

pear in modified form. Very little is new under the sun, and we learn 

by imitation! Most of the prototypes were communicated to the de-

partment but, as I now realise at the time of writing, by no means 

all of them. Some were perhaps only discussed within the group of 

architects and some again were perhaps present in my mind only. 
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Hopefully, this description will improve the reader’s ability to un-

derstand and interpret, but also to query, what can reasonably contri-

bute towards the healing function of architecture.

The exterior
The exterior, like the layout, is very closely bound up with the plot 

and its surroundings. The discussions of principle concerning the link 

between psychiatry and the surrounding house fronts was neither 

deep nor extensive. A welcoming entrance, ground contact and a cer-

tain smallness of scale for the accommodation parts were stipulated, 

however. We had the existing Östra Hospital buildings to relate to, 

a hospital built mainly in one go during the 1970s, with tall lamel-

lar blocks positioned on a north-south axis in a park landscape. The 

façades consist of concrete sections with exposed ballast of shingle, 

while the lower parts have a cladding of dark green façade glazing. 

The buildings were designed by the CGC Arkitektkontor practice.

The scale is big and tall lamellar blocks are not compatible to any 

great extent with the requirement of ground contact. But the scale 

is matched up to a point, in that we are mainly building on a higher 

part of the hospital campus. The four-storey front facing the neigh-

bouring building with its gynaecology department holds the streets-

cape together. The narrow administration building, nicknamed “the 

Loaf”, stands up against the roof levels of the Infectious Diseases 

Department and has the same simple, rational façade structure of 

recurrent ribbon windows and fenestration. The Loaf, however, has 

an east-west alignment and is divided up horizontally by dark grey 

slabs with aluminium sections in between. I have not failed to be 

influenced by current neo-modernist trends, which made it easy to 

follow partly in the wake of 19702 rationalism. The façade language 

of the new wards is also partly an echo of the same kind. Rendered 
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façades, flat roofs, internal dewatering, horizontal eaves and long, 

recumbent windows combined with vertical ones. The outer pleating 

of the façade gives the building a certain smallness of scale, partly as 

a consequence of the desire to create windows over corners and to fa-

cilitate plenty of vistas from inside. The white rendering of the façade 

still seems very crisp and fresh compared with the other buildings. 

When the sun comes out, coloured awnings provide blobs of colour 

in an otherwise pretty drab and down-in-the-mouth setting.

The main entrance and the Casualty Department
The main entrance is located in the northwest corner of the plot, ad-

joining the “northern entry axis” as it is termed in the general plans 

for the Östra Hospital. Older walls, a narrow external staircase and 

an ungainly canopy roof adjoining the Infectious Diseases Depart-

ment were demolished in favour of a friendlier gesture. A sweeping 

footpath and a vegetation-clad wall guide pedestrians up towards 

the Psychiatry Department, higher up and a little further off. Car pas-

sengers come to the same point of entry, but by way of a different, 

external motor road. To avoid unnecessary turbulence at the main 

entrance and in the Casualty Department, emergency transport has 

been referred to a separate entrance further away, on the periphery 

of the reception.

The visitor encounters a large expanse of glazing, enters beneath the 

canopy roof and continues through the revolving door, emerging into 

an entrance hall three storeys high which attempts, visually, to link 

together the different activities on this undulating site. A slight dif-

ference of gradient has been absorbed by means of a ramp and long 

tread/low riser steps. Seating spaces, still awaiting their warming 

cushions, are formed on stone-faced walls and landings. A large work 

of art occupies one wall and somewhere here we would have been 
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welcomed by a receptionist if it hadn’t been for funding constraints. 

The lift is at the far end, a little to one side behind opened doors in a 

neighbouring stairwell. The entrance space is lofty and the distance 

to the real entrance route two floors up is too great for convenient 

stair-climbing. A straight staircase in a two-storey hall was axed fol-

lowing the addition of one more basement storey.

The room is dominated by the sculptural shape of the staircase, the 

tall glazed sections and the illuminated, red-stained birch-veneered 

boards with which the walls and ceiling are lined in order to give 

the room the warmth which wood bestows. Horizontal aluminium 

strips, which would have mimicked indoors the slab division of the 

black façade, disappeared. The interface between exterior and inte-

rior consists of sheet metal and steel pillars which have inherited an 

“Älvsborg green”. Floors and stairs of polished grey limestone with 

integral step lighting. The staircase, with it framework and rail fil-

lings of perforated sheet metal, is painted a dark grey. The banisters 

are birch.

The Casualty Department is accessed from the second storey of the 

entrance hall. The first-time visitor will probably have to look for sig-

nage in order to get to the right place. Once inside the surgery, after 

the entrance section, one is met by an open reception and generous 

waiting areas for what can be a long wait, together with next-of-

kin. Sometimes, consequently, there can be a fair number of people 

gathered here. Several separate seating groups are needed, plus large 

areas to move around in. One can go out into an adjoining court with 

greenery, a glass umbrella and artistic decorations for a breath of 

fresh air or a smoke. At the other end of the reception is the casualty 

entrance with its special room for patients not arriving under their 

own steam.
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The entrance axis
The uppermost storey of the entrance hall is a café balcony with a 

fine view. The café is the beginning of what we call “the entrance 

axis”, an axis which, in addition to a café, we have filled with internal 

and external training facilities, activity departments for the patients 

and a small research unit. Entrances to wards and offices have also 

been concentrated here. A combined gymnasium and lecture room, 

a hospital chapel and a patients’ library with a section for listening 

to music were deleted for financial reasons. The loss of the library, 

which had also been intended as a simpler reception department, 

was especially keenly felt.

One side of the entrance axis is closed and is a dark bluish black 

in colour. The veneered panels of the entrance hall continue along 

the ceiling. The flooring is still of grey limestone, but this time with 

pale inlays forming a simple pattern. Large glazed sections open out 

towards the light and greenery on the other side, where the patients’ 

courtyards are. The narrow axis derives rhythm from the ward en-

trances and the furnished foyer spaces. Outside the foyers and axis 

there are pergolas and trellises, overgrown with clematis and vines, 

which serve to screen off the sun but are also a visual screen facing 

the courts. 

In order for the courts to be used at all, the department had to ac-

cept visual contact between courts and entrance axis. As a result of 

the compromise, patients using the courts are not completely ano-

nymous. On the positive side, we have the greater sense of life and 

movement which the contact between axis and court helps to create. 

To my knowledge there have not been any complaints from patients 

or their families, but remarks have been made about some patients 

removing far too much clothing in the sunshine. The question of the 

patients’ anonymity is of course important and should be looked into 
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with all new facilities. Needless to say, a patient who is very ill and 

acts out drastically must not be “paraded” any more than, say, a pa-

tient in a post-surgery recovery unit. But complete anonymity to be 

insisted on if we want to alleviate prejudice and stigmatisation where 

psychiatry is concerned?

The ward, the link and the greenhouse
Turning off from the entrance axis, we come to a lift and stairs leading 

to the other storeys. A large transparent glazed section marks the en-

trance to the department itself. Here the visitor rings the bell, and at 

the control station, which is quite a long way away but centrally po-

sitioned within the department, they can guess who is calling. During 

the sketching stage we had asked ourselves whether the control sta-

tion ought to be so “far removed” – wouldn’t a location near the 

entrance have been more natural? We measured a corridor, judged 

the walking distance and what could be seen from 23 metres away, 

and after careful consideration settled on a position in the centre of 

the department. Just visual contact and a long-range opening button 

were unacceptable. The staff always meet the visitor at the entrance, 

to size up the general state of the person entering or, for that matter, 

going out.

The original organisational concept for the whole of the new psychia-

try building comprised a number of small volumes with three basi-

cally different but interconnected characters. The elongated, narrow 

“loaf” with its slab cladding, the rather tubby and rendered volume 

of the wards, and in between them, glazed unifying sections which 

we termed “links”.

We envisaged these links as being bright and light, after the manner 

of a greenhouse or orangery – open and transparent. Through these 
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links a visitor to the wards would pass over the court on a rustic 

surfacing surrounded by large plants. On the second floor, people 

would move along freely suspended bridges in a room the height of 

two storeys. In terms of expression, the links would bounce off the 

outer walls of the other buildings, which would have stout entrances 

for accents. In this tranquil greenhouse environment the consulting 

rooms were given a symbolic and elevated position, the whole idea 

being to emphasise the coming together of therapist and patient as 

the essence of care.

The greenhouse never materialised, but several ideas live on, albeit in 

modified and less consistent form, in the finalised solution. This part 

of the building caused us a good deal of head-scratching all through 

the project, and the light glazed façade of the link came to be repla-

ced by the rendered façade of the wards. In this way the courts made 

a more coherent and uniform impression. But the view onto the cour-

tyard remains, albeit on a smaller scale, from the stairs and a glass-

walled reception room. To preserve the spaciousness we were aiming 

for, lighting, cable racks and telecommunication leads have been co-

ordinated in a “wing” freely suspended from the ceiling. Ventilation 

ducts have been installed above the ceiling in adjoining rooms. We 

know this first impression of space and light to have been noted and 

appreciated. The link can be closed off in the evenings if required, so 

as to make the ward more easily surveyable and intimate.

The original greenhouse environment was transformed into a more 

ordinary interior. Stone flooring and rustic outdoor materials were 

replaced with linoleum and gypsum board. The consultation rooms 

did not acquire an idiom or materials of their own, as had been in-

tended. The outer walls facing the Loaf and wards, however, retained 

their external cladding materials and the ward doors are kept open 

behind protective wall slabs.
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The heart
Passing through the link and into the actual department through its 

outer wall and notional gateway, we leave the bright and airy part 

and encounter the narrower, darker and lower anteroom. “The eye 

of the department” – a round window with the department’ s con-

trol station and its workstations behind – still watches over us at the 

far end. In the anteroom we make a 90-degree turn and once more 

emerge into a bigger, higher and brighter room – the spatiality is 

rhythmicised. We are now standing in “the heart of the department”, 

the centre of it. The room is dominated by the inner light court which 

soars up through the different storeys towards the light. Four such 

courts each have their own individual designs, with stones, plants 

and water.

A “cloister” encloses this court – a theme which has been varied th-

rough the centuries. One overarching thought is for people to be 

drawn from the periphery to the centre of the department. This heart 

is meant to encourage activity, companionship and social training. 

The spaces for these activities, such as the kitchen, dining area, ac-

tivity rooms, TV and other social areas, directly adjoin the cloister. 

The cloister’s outer wall, originally intended as a wall with external 

qualities and with weight and mass, perhaps rendered, has in the 

event come to be brightly coloured. The aim was to shape and unify 

a sturdy square room despite a number of wide but low apertures in 

the wall. Smaller and lower rooms, such as activity rooms, a kitchen 

and a control station, are gouged out of the national mass behind the 

outer wall of the cloister.

The cloister ceiling is gypsum board: fixed, smooth friezes with re-

movable expanses of perforated board. Surrounding walls are a feisty 

shade of colour, to give weight and dominance. Dark grey steel pil-
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lars, birch-framed glazed sections. The oak parquet flooring has given 

this room a distinctive ambience and warmth which neither visitors 

nor patients fail to notice. The maintenance problems which some 

people experience are to my mind a modest price for the pleasant-

ness achieved.

From the midst of the heart, one’s gaze turns diagonally outwards 

through the verandas of the accommodation groups or through the 

day room to the department’s own garden. One looks past these more 

open areas, which are a kind of intermediate zone between the semi-

private social area of the smaller group of wards and the more public 

heart. The dining area and day room have semi-high walls, originally 

intended as fixed high-backed sofas or fixed bookshelves. I thought 

people would be able to linger in the dining area sofas after din-

ner, keeping a casual eye on what was happening. The furnishing of 

these zones is partly inspired by the Parisian boulevard café, where 

all chairs face “the street scene”. One can sit by oneself reading a 

paper and imbibing one’s coffee, while at the same time eavesdrop-

ping on the conversation at the next table or just people-watching 

from a slight distance. Unfortunately we failed to convince the de-

partment of the excellence of the sofa, and it disappeared in favour 

of a number of round tables which were considered to afford more 

spacious furnishing with fewer potential points of conflict between 

the patients.

These intermediate zones originated partly in the ideas which our 

White colleagues Ursel Mattson and Armand Björkman described to 

us when they saw our sketches. They had been faced with the same 

problem in earlier group and nursing home accommodation units – 

achieving an “intensity”, generating life and movement in the middle 

of the complex at the same time as overview is preserved and plea-

sant, interesting places are created for the patients to linger in.
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The intermediate zones have less headroom, are more intimate, than 

the cloister with its greater ceiling height. But the spatial variation 

could have been made more articulate by further reducing the he-

adroom and using a different flooring material from that of the cloister.

The glass veranda
The wards have been designed for 14 patients and in their turn have 

been subdivided into three smaller units of 4 and 5 patient equiva-

lents to break down the size of the department. A small common 

room is linked to the unit. In this way the patients can establish their 

first contacts in a smaller, limited group, a group which can be made 

up of patients with similar diagnoses if desired. This smaller residen-

tial group, originally termed a care module, can, if desired, also be 

temporarily shut off from the rest of the department by closing an 

otherwise open and glazed pair of double doors.

The residential groups are somewhat differently designed, depending 

on their positioning. Two groups are in the outer part of the depart-

ment, with a view of the surroundings, a third overlooks the inner 

garden. Here the patients’ rooms give straight on to a separate patio, 

whereas the common room has been given a less prominent position 

and design. Common rooms for the groups on the periphery of the 

department are created in the outer corners of the department. Here 

the traditional Swedish veranda, with large expanses of glazing and 

generous, elaborate fretwork, has set the tone of things. It is almost 

like sitting outdoors on a warm Swedish summer evening or shelte-

red from the rough autumn weather in a lofty, glass-walled room. 

The yellow sunshades fill the entire veranda with “gold” when they 

are let down and the sun is shining. Sitting here, one has taken one’s 

first step on the way back to social intercourse.
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Some wicker chairs and a plain round table are all the furniture. 

There are enclosed radiators and deep window ledges for the gera-

niums. Painted plaster on the walls and ceiling. Patterned linoleum 

flooring. Sectioned wood panelling with painted deal windows that 

open. But we opted out of the prototype’s stained glass, which we 

felt was present in too many projects and would give the building a 

“sell-by date”.

The accommodation room
In the individual patient’s room we made an extra effort to exercise 

our powers of empathy and care. The room is intended to offer se-

veral situations of spatiality instead of just being a place for resting 

and sleeping in: the bed in the furthest corner of the room where, 

with the bedclothes up to your chin and your head on the pillow you 

can peep out through the window and the chink in the curtains. The 

embracing wing armchair  where you sit with the blanket round your 

legs. The window embrasure where you can perch. The writing space 

under the shelf with a view through the horizontal window beneath 

the cap peak of the façade. Round the small bedside table, which is 

also intended to accommodate a few coffee cups and a cake, where 

perhaps staff, family or visiting patients can gather on the occupant’s 

terms.

Right opposite the entrance door one sees a vertical window with a 

low sill, thanks to which the daylight strikes the floor and is reflected 

far into the room. If I sit in the window embrasure and look in the 

direction of the open door of the room, I can just make out the light 

court, and the heart, behind it. The little rail which makes it easy to 

place a small picture, a photograph or a postcard there is a minor 

detail but one which is both noted and appreciated.
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The façade wall has been made very deep, to make the window 

embrasure a comfy place to sit in and to accommodate the fitted 

wardrobe, which in this way does not need to disrupt the simple geo-

metry of the room. The writing space, with its writing slab and, above 

that, narrow horizontal windows, is also accommodated here and is 

framed by fitted shelves with countersunk lighting.

The lighting of the room can be regulated in several ways. There are 

small fixed light fittings with T-fluorescents and, above the writing 

table, halogen lamps let into the wall. The ambient lighting in the 

room, regulated by means of a dimmer, comes indirectly, by reflec-

tion against one of the side walls of the room. Two of the three ac-

commodation units have a double room. Sometimes this has proved 

a good solution if someone is unwilling to sleep on their own, but 

finding suitable room-sharers is not always easy when the place is 

fully subscribed.

The material is gypsum board for walls and ceiling, lino with a simple 

pattern for flooring, birch for wooden thresholds and wardrobe do-

ors, thick laminate-coated birch plywood board for seating and writ-

ing boards, and stained spruce for window sections.

The room contains bed-positioning and door dimensions for somatic 

care but is designed with the intention of not admitting two beds and 

thus, indirectly, oversubscription. I believe this decision partly resul-

ted in the discussion concerning family participation in care and the 

possibility of family members staying overnight not being completely 

talked through. The positioning of the bed “round the corner” is not 

optimal in relation to the staff’s desire to be able to see the patient 

directly on entering the room. That desideratum has had to defer to 

the patient’s preference.
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The gardens
The creation of the gardens in the actual ward department is the 

single most important element of the whole project. The original pro-

gramme requirement of “sheltered patios” – that is to say, something 

enclosed outside the building itself – was a requirement and view 

of things shaped by the conditions prevailing at Lillhagen. The buil-

dings there were long and narrow, standing in a free park landscape. 

A patio would inevitably come outside the buildings and be fenced in 

to “guard” against patients absconding. The force of habit and near-

to-home example is great – greater and more insuperable than one 

can at first imagine. Slowly, though, this image was transformed into 

that of the “Garden of Paradise” surrounded by buildings. History 

offers plentiful instances of quadrangles, and this turned out to be a 

pattern which had been developed in several contemporary psychia-

tric nursing establishments, such as Ryhov, Säter and – a very fine 

example – St. Joseph-Krankenhaus in Berlin.

But how can one embrace a court with a programme of facilities for a 

ward? This proved not to be practically possible – at least, we archi-

tects were unable to fit the pieces together – and so we were forced 

into a slight bending of certain important requirements of principle.

Firstly, the limited size of the plot made it impossible for all wards 

to be given direct ground contact, and so we found ourselves wor-

king with wards of two storeys. This led to the second deviation, 

namely two or more wards being able to use the same court. This was 

not uncontroversial – imagine a patient taking a wrong turning and 

walking into a neighbour’s room. But the psychiatry management 

judged that “it ought to work”, given that access to the court could, if 

the worst came to the worst, be regulated by timetabling, though to 

my knowledge this has not proved necessary. Thirdly, there was the 
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“aquarium feeling”. Would not the patients feel exposed and gawped 

at by “strangers from outer space” (staff and patients …) on the up-

per storey? In the end, as I have already described, this derogation of 

the requirement of total anonymity for the patients was also accep-

ted. Now that the courts have materialised, I have almost forgotten 

these initial objections and the misgivings of everyone involved – are 

we doing the right thing? The whole idea of courts came very close to 

being jettisoned. In the end the individual ward came to be L-shaped. 

Three wards were positioned one after the other and the fourth was 

inverted to make three courtyard spaces for the eight, subsequently 

nine, wards on a total of two storeys. The courts were then enclosed 

by the glazed wall of the entrance axis.

Several members of the project group are themselves keen gardeners. 

Ideas and references abounded. We had visions of Victorian walled 

and trellised kitchen gardens, Arabic gardens of Paradise with water 

and coolness, greenery climbing up the walls and trellises, water from 

gutters and opened taps collecting in shallow bird baths. We saw the 

large fixed table as an expression of mealtime companionship. The 

final planning of the gardens, like that of the inner light courts, was 

done by landscape architect Ulf Rhenström of Landskapsgruppen. 

His very great knowledge of plants has already endowed the gardens 

with the lush vegetation we could only dream of.

The gardens – which are analysed more closely in this anthology by 

Carina Tenngart Ivarsson – are connected to the upper storeys by 

stairs and balconies, balconies which it must be possible to shut off 

from the court and which people would not be able to jump off. We 

also wanted to move the balconies out from the façade so as not to 

cause shadows in northerly positions that were dark already. This 

resulted in small glazed “nesting boxes” which also serve as smoking 
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rooms. They have been given artistic decoration s and, hopefully, will 

be, if not overgrown then at least substantially vegetated.

The fan room was placed below ground to reduce the heights of the 

building and in this way admit more sunlight to the courts. Three of 

the façades have a roughcast rendering in a shade of red contrasting 

with the white of the outside. Windows, sections and parts with clin-

ker-laid cement slabs are dark grey in colour. There are bright sun-

shades or aluminium louvers in sunny positions. The fourth façade is 

the Loaf’s dark-grey slab cladding with horizontal aluminium strips 

and sun-screening, plant-girded pergolas in front. Balconies, pergolas 

and sunshades are made up of round wooden pillars, beams and gal-

vanised steel detailing. Steps of rebated wooden planking of azobé 

(red ironwood) and stainless wires for plants. Balconies and steel 

sections faced with raked glass. Slightly odd-ball, special solutions 

which I worried about but which are now among the things which 

in my opinion raise the level of the project. These alone should have 

reduced the average length of stay by half a day or so …

There was much discussion concerning security aspects of the courts, 

especially perhaps in terms of escape prevention. And here, as already 

mentioned, opinions differ. The increased size of the wards and the 

addition of courts increase the areas to be kept under observation. Is 

there an absolute “zero requirement” or can the occasional escape be 

accepted? The answer to this question will make a difference to the 

design of the courts. The Östra Hospital strongly desired to achieve 

“a free and open atmosphere” having no manifest associations with 

power and coercion. One or two people have absconded and certain 

measures have been taken. One of the problems which perhaps we 

had not observed previously is the risk of patients seriously injuring 
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themselves in these escape attempts. Successful escapes appear to be 

a source of happiness and myth-making on the part of many patients. 

An expression of putting one over on “the establishment”?

Loose or detachable objects which can serve as weapons are not al-

lowed in the courts. Part of a work of art, however, has been broken 

off and used for assault. Self-injury and suicidal tendencies among 

patients have also been discussed. Must it be impossible to suspend 

a rope from a tree, must it be stipulated that the branch will break, 

and so on? These types of behaviour are judged rare in open spaces 

with common access like the courts, and we may note that there are 

many places where it is possible to fasten ropes and suchlike. Would 

avoidance of all such possibilities have been practically feasible?

Drugs can be smuggled in if communication between inside and out-

side cannot be kept under surveillance. At the Östra Hospital, things 

can be thrown over a glazed wall, a glazed communication corridor 

or even over the deep building volumes if the person throwing is 

strong enough, but I have not been reached by any remarks sugges-

ting that this is a serious problem.

The healing caring environment
In an earlier article in this anthology I described the preconditions 

defined by the Psychiatry Department for the architects’ work. In this 

chapter I have tried to give an account of the physical solution we fi-

nally arrived at, but now I would like to round off by returning to the 

healing caring environment which we already mentioned in the fore-

word and which Lennart Bogren and Carina Tenngart Ivarsson have 

also pondered somewhat in this book. Originally we used “a healing 

caring environment” to describe the physical environment only – the 

architecture. But perhaps it ought not to be seen this way? Should 
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we not also include the response of the staff in the care situation and 

the effect of medication and therapy? Does not the care environment, 

strictly speaking, include everything which can be termed a condition 

for it? Logically, yes. In reality, then, we cannot disregard, for ex-

ample, the quality of care, the staffing of the department, the salaries 

paid to the staff or the preparation and serving of meals. There is no 

limit to the number of aspects. The care environment is experienced 

as a holistic entity and must be treated as such.

Let us take one example and briefly contemplate a somewhat more 

limited phenomenon than the whole of in-patient psychiatric care 

at the Östra Hospital. Let us consider a mealtime. How do we expe-

rience it and what influences the experience? Do we remember it as 

delicate flavours? Only that? Don’t we also eat with our eyes? Perhaps 

the colour of the plate contrasts with and brings out that of the food. 

Does the fish smell fresh? Did we cook the food ourselves or were we 

invited? Did we get an angry response from the waiter who perhaps 

had just been ordered to serve a number of additional tables without 

being paid any extra for it? Were the glasses clean and the napkins 

carefully folded? Were we crowded round the table. Could you hear 

what was being said two places away from you? Did the cook come 

and ask if everything was all right? Was the lighting cold and stark or 

did it make a warm, delimited space for you and your company? Was 

the topic of conversation interesting? Was the chair hard to sit on? 

Were you given a cup of strong coffee to finish off with?

Here, then, we have a great number of things affecting the experience 

– whether it feels both appropriate and pleasant. Both the hard and 

the soft shape our experience. Hard parameters like 60 but preferably 

70 cm per place, a table width of 80 but preferably 90 cm. Soft para-

meters like the waiter’s temper (cf. conditions for nursing staff) and 
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the cook’s proficiency (cf. the taste of hospital food and the way it is 

served). Together they shape our experience of the meal. A pleasant 

cook can perhaps excuse the rather salty fish and a couple of candles 

make up for the absence of napkins.

We can also consider the wholeness of the care environment in a va-

riety of ways and from various perspectives – that of the patient, the 

patient’s family or the staff (the dinner guest, the waiter or the cook 

…). Normally perhaps it is the patient’s perspective with which we 

primarily concern ourselves or refer to. But can this perspective be 

viewed, for example, in isolation from that of the staff? It is someti-

mes argued that you cannot add up all conceivable or inconceivable 

aspects, or parts, and in this way reassemble the whole. This is usu-

ally illustrated by the adage that “the whole is more than the sum of 

its parts”. Sometimes 1 + 1 = 3 is also used to show the effect of the 

parts on each other and the possibility of their interacting in such a 

way that the result exceeds their sum total. If we turn to consider the 

fact of sickness absence among the staff having declined, a fact stated 

in this book by Lennart Bogren, can this be due to better facilities and 

greater self-esteem resulting from the new Psychiatry building? Can 

this as a further consequence mean the patients meeting a calmer, 

more motivated staff, which as a further consequence means the pa-

tients receiving better care with fewer coercive measures as a result? 

Does this in turn mean that the patients feel better, and that this is 

noticed by the staff? And is it not really so that an improved outcome 

of care is the staff’s biggest source of happiness?

Or do individual rooms, gardens etc. lead to calmer patients who 

less often need to be subjected to minor coercive measures? Does 

this make the situation less strenuous for the staff, enabling them to 

devote themselves more to the patients, who are getting better all the 
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time? I am trying to describe a positive spiral in which various fac-

tors reciprocally influence, underpin and encourage one another – in 

which one plus one makes three and in which no one knows which is 

the chicken or the egg. My thoughts turn to the psychologist Robert 

D. Laing, whose rhymes and knots I encountered in the mid-70s:

 I am happy       

 because you are happy      

 to see me happy 2

I don’t know if there is any real logic in the argument I am putting 

forward here, but for my own part I have found the examples worth 

thinking about. It is the psychiatric activity which for the most part 

is paramount and decides which activities and qualities the new psy-

chiatry facility is to accommodate. And it is the architect’s duty, for 

the most part, to suggest how these activities and qualities are to be 

accommodated and captured. But the bulkheads between architect 

and activity are not watertight – there is all the time a two-way osmo-

sis, with the issues nestling inside one another. We have one eloquent 

instance of this in the “sheltered patios” originally requested by the 

department, which were transformed into gardens directly linked to 

the different wards. A decisive shift occurred in the significance of 

the wording – from an escape-proof patio outside the buildings to 

a garden surrounded by houses. This resulted in the addition of a 

further dimension – direct contact between court and wards, and the 

possibility of the patients making their own way outdoors without 

being specially escorted by members of staff.

The requirements, or desiderata, concerning single rooms for pa-

tients and social areas, care modules, the gardens, facilities for the 

entire nursing and therapy team within the department and so on 
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thus came about primarily at the instance of the department – not 

the architect. But the very fact of the facilities having materialised 

has doubtless led to a better care environment, irrespective of the 

architect’s skill. It may possibly be illuminating to distinguish bet-

ween the respective possibilities of architecture and architect, but 

this is not to say that the architect’s input as such has no significance. 

It is above all in a good care environment that the architect can con-

tribute his skills – his professionalism. The architect’s design of facili-

ties for psychiatry is obviously of great importance for the experience 

and, accordingly, for its contribution towards the experience of the 

wholeness of the care environment.

Stefan Lundin

(b. 1954) is an Architect SAR/MSA and graduated from the Chal-
mers University of Technology in 1981. He is a planning architect 
and a partner in White Arkitekter AB.

    

1 The architectural work for the Östra Hospital Psychiatry Department was done by a team from 
White Arkitekter consisting of Maria Wetter Öhman (lead architect), Stefan Lundin (lead desig-
ner), Krister Nilsson (handling architect), Stig Olsson (handling engineer), Elisabeth Rosenlund 
and Elisabeth Sandberg (interior) and Ann-Marie Revellé (functional programming).

2 Thought I could remember this rhyme and where it came from, but I was wrong. It did not 
come from Laing, R.D. Laing, Knots, London 1970. Could it have done?
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Facts about the buildings

Gross floor space*  18,800 m2 

No. wards   9

Patient equivalents/ward 14 (1 ward with 8)

Total no. patient equivalents 120

Utility floor space**/ward 1,080 m2

Utility floor space**/patient 77 m2

* Gross floor space: total area, outer walls included. For an exact defini-
tion, see Swedish Standard SS 021053.

** Utility floor space: usable area with outer walls excluded. For an ex-

act definition, see Swedish Standard SS 021053.
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“There were sofas and armchairs with upholstered seats 
of dark PVC fabric. I should think half those seats had 
cigarette burns. It was almost better when they were a 
bit charred, because then the seat had a certain friction. 
Otherwise you mostly slid around, for example when 
waiting to see a doctor.” Maria Backlund looks back 
on 25 years’ experience of psychiatric care. And looks 
ahead. The new Östra Hospital Psychiatry Department 
has, in her opinion, enhanced the status of psychiatry 
and of the patients, but she also underscores an obvious 
point which can never be repeated too often: no amount 
of yellow ochre on the walls will help matters unless the 
staff too represent warmth, care and skill. 
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Now and then    
Maria Backlund

During periods of my life I have been a frequent user of psychiatric 

care in its various forms. I have anxiously paced up and down in 

various emergency psychiatric receptions in the county. I have been 

hospitalised in various wards from time to time and on discharge 

gone over to outpatient care. All this in a bid to alleviate my anxiety 

and depression.

Here I would like to give my picture, from personal experience, of 

parts of the environment I came into contact with when I was feeling 

at my worst. This will provide a starting point for stating my views on 
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the Östra Psychiatric Department today and the improvements which 

have been made, but also things which did not turn out so well. I will 

end with a short summing up.

Then
My first encounter with psychiatry took place in 1978, when I visited 

the Emergency Psychiatric Department at the Sahlgrenska Hospital.

I have only vague memories of the emergency entrance, but I re-

member sitting on a chair that scraped when you moved it, outside a 

hatch to the office. Inside the hatch a mental nurse sat making notes 

as I described my symptoms. The office was just inside the outer do-

ors, which ruled out any form of seclusion and privacy, with people 

coming in and going out all the time, and it was very unpleasant, sit-

ting there describing one’s situation in life. And every time the door 

opened a gist of cold air accentuated what I was already feeling deep 

down inside.

The mental nurse I spoke to was not the only person inside the hatch. 

The office for the entire staff was also located there. Typewriters 

were clattering, doctors were standing around with cups of coffee, 

chatting to each other, staff were coming and going and all of them 

could hear what I was saying. The hurly-burly before my eyes ag-

gravated my stress, aggravated by alienation and lowered my level 

of concentration.

One positive difference, though, compared with today, is that they 

had a place for me right away and psychiatric care in general was 

more readily available.

My most vivid recollection from that time is that the ward had in-

patients with psychotic tendencies, with the result that conditions on 

the ward could get really turbulent from time to time. Seeing patients 
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with those symptoms frightened me and made me very much afraid 

of myself developing a psychosis. The ward was kept locked and I 

can remember the rattle of keys which the staff mostly had dangling 

from a loop on their trousers. And then the persistent beep when so-

mebody wanted to enter the ward, resulting in one of the staff come 

along rattling their keys or else the same beep from the call buttons 

in the patients’ rooms. The sound of prison.

A locked door, like the one in my ward, had a magnetising effect on 

some patients. They would bang on it in futile efforts to get out, or 

else they would wait for a visitor to turn up so that they could per-

haps chat for a while. Or else they just stood there, swaying gently 

on the tips of their toes. As far as I can remember, the ward only had 

one proper entrance, which of course further accentuated the feeling 

of incarceration.

This entrance was a stout glass door separating the ward from the 

public spaces in the stairwell. That way, everyone passing through 

the stairwell could look straight into the ward. From the glass door 

a corridor led to a smoking room, and if you weren’t a “glass door 

biter”, the smoking room was where you hung around. There we bor-

rowed cigarettes from each other, listened to psychiatric shaggy dog 

stories, compared medicines, diagnoses, ECT (electro-convulsive tre-

atment) tallies and so on. I don’t remember much about the patients’ 

own rooms, apart from having shared a room with two other patients 

and the chance of a private sphere being very slim.

There were plenty of staff, which among other things made it pos-

sible for us patients to go for a walk with one of them sometimes. The 

department was on the second storey and the nearest green area was 

a lawn behind the building, but that was open to view from passers-

by and was shared with surrounding buildings.
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I can also recall a few smells, especially that of the meal trolley ratt-

ling into the ward twice a day. I welcomed the break in the daily rou-

tine, but in equal measure detested the ubiquitous odour of Swedish 

hash or breaded fish. I had a poor appetite in the first place, and the 

feeling of being ill and vulnerable was further accentuated as I stood 

there with the other patients, queuing up for my meal tray. Standing 

in line with strangers to have your food doled out makes for a very 

charged situation. Feeding time, rather than a mealtime in the posi-

tive sense, with respect for weak persons’ need of security.

I can’t go into detail about the colour scheme, furniture or suchlike 

– it was all too long ago. But there is one picture that sticks in my 

mind, both from the Sahlgrenska Hospital and from many of the oth-

er places I came into contact with later in life, namely all the sofas 

and armchairs with wooden frames and a padded seat with a dark 

green PVC fabric cover. Practical and easy to wipe. I should think half 

those seats had cigarette burns, perhaps just one or two at a time but 

sometimes an entire random galaxy. Oddly enough, the seats were 

almost improved by being a bit charred, because then the seat had a 

certain friction. Otherwise you mostly slid around, for example when 

you sat there waiting to see a doctor.

The environments I have come into contact with have most often 

been marked by the building practices of the time. Quite anonymous 

volumes or, in certain cases, buildings which exuded authority and 

accentuated your own smallness as a patient. On one or other oc-

casion I had a feeling that the building could swallow me and then 

never spit me out again. Not exactly a healing environment. Antiqua-

ted hospital environments often signalled that they had been created 

with the staff’s security in mind and so as to be practical places to 

work in, not so as to be an environment for the patient. But just as the 
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psychiatric department could be intimidatingly authoritarian during 

certain visits, there were also times when it could be reassuringly aut-

horitarian, conveying a sense of adequate care being available, with 

lots of white coats and big hypodermics which could rapidly alleviate 

my anxiety and malaise.

To be fair, the environments of psychiatric care were not all that dif-

ferent from their somatic counterparts. All of them looked more or 

less equally inhospitable and were decked with vinyl-covered chairs. 

On the other hand, the psychiatric departments have always been 

positioned in a secluded part of the hospital campus, just as, earlier 

still, mental care had been located in a separate area at a safe dis-

tance from town. At the same this was well meant, prompted by a 

desire to give the patients better access to the natural scenery which 

later patients were to feel deprived of when psychiatry moved onto 

the somatic hospital campus.

Now
Just over a quarter of a century has passed since I stepped inside the 

Sahlgrenska Hospital. Looking at the new Östra Hospital Psychiatry 

Department today, I am a visitor, not a patient – an important dif-

ference. I am going on a guided tour and have limited opportunities 

of seeing and sensing the entire department the way you do as a 

patient.

But just seeing the building from the outside and comparing it with 

the other buildings round about enables me instantly to attest that 

here we have a healing curative environment. The Gynaecological 

Department and Infectious Diseases, with their drab brownish-grey 

façades, look far colder and less welcoming. And then, passing th-

rough the glass doors of the department and catching sight of the 
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beautiful staircase, the colours and the light flooding in, I feel ge-

nuinely glad and proud. Inviting us users, at an early stage of the 

construction process, to act as a reference group at various project 

meetings was a major step forward in the view taken of us, the men-

tally ill, and, hopefully, was a help to those doing the work.

I genuinely believe in user participation, even though it could be a 

bit rambling at times, with everyone expressing viewpoints and pre-

ferences at certain meetings with project leader and architects. I be-

lieve things would have been made a little easier by giving us more 

concrete proposals to relate to.

Standing here in entrance to the department, though, I feel the lack 

of a reception or of someone who meets me to pilot me further, be-

cause, quite frankly, finding one’s way around isn’t all that easy.  And 

bear in mind that on this visit I am not a patient in distress.

The user organisations’ own room is on the ground floor together 

with the telephone and toilets, which is rather unglamorous and abo-

ve all far too secretive a location. I would rather have seen the room 

adjoining the café, with a small library containing the user organi-

sations’ own material and facilities for listening to music or talking 

books. Otherwise the café itself is beautifully positioned on the third 

floor, with a marvellous view.

Entering one of the wards in the department, I find little left of the 

old institutional environment. Gone are the long sighing corridors 

and the clearly demarcated sides, with the office, therapy rooms and 

rinsing on one side and the patients’ rooms on the other. Instead 

there is a natural hub where office and the patients’ social area rub 

shoulders, which in my belief facilitates interaction between patient 

and staff. And in the midst of all this is the light court. A pity, though, 
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that it is locked and patients have no chance of sitting on the fine 

bench round the talismanic tree. There is something symbolic about 

seeing the beautiful but being unable to reach it.

To be fair, all patients have the possibility of fantastic and beautiful 

patios adjoining each ward, but I still think the light court should be 

more than just for show.

The outdoor environment, though, is never far away in this depart-

ment but is clearly visible from indoors and easily accessibly to the 

patients. In this way they can leave their nursing environment for 

a while and step out of the ward and their role as patients. The red 

tone of the façade is warm and welcoming and it will be exciting to 

come back in a few years to see how the plantings have prospered.

I am not really taken, though, with the glass-walled landing from the 

uppermost ward, because it reminds me of a high-rise sentry box.

The emergency entrance does not have much in common either with 

the old image of psychiatry. Gone are the glass-fronted offices, scra-

ping chairs and sterile waiting rooms. I am met by beautiful colours 

and fabric-upholstered chairs in harmony with the wall colouring. It’s 

fantastic, being able to sit in a waiting room and see greenery and 

magnolia in bloom outside.

I venture to say that most of us mentally ill people have more need 

of personal space than others. The wards offering individual rooms 

is therefore a great improvement and something we users have been 

wanting for ages, and so it is also important that there are several 

rooms, or some time of seclusion, in the emergency department, be-

cause more often than not you have to wait for quite some time befo-

re getting to see a doctor. To us, the feeling of being herded together 

or crammed into the waiting room is a major stress factor. 
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During my relatively short visit to the emergency department I did 

not have time to judge properly whether there was any risk of this, 

but I would still like to emphasise the importance, here as well, of 

allowing space for the individual. 

Summary
A lot has happened during my long pilgrimage from the Sahlgrenska 

to the Östra Hospital, not only to the physical environment but also 

to the way in which people see and respond to us mental patients. 

We are no longer regarded as a homogeneous group but instead as 

individuals with a wide variety of diagnoses and needs, and creating 

on these terms a caring environment which suits all of us might seem 

an almost impossible task, but I am convinced that there are general 

stratagems which will work for all of us users. One of them, and a 

major issue, is for the building to be comprehensible. There must 

be a simplicity of design which makes it surveyable and understan-

dable. An environment showing simplicity is more secure. The buil-

ding must present good self-confidence and not need loads of fancy 

touches to reinforce its own self-image. That way we patients will be 

spared losing our bearings or losing control in what for us may be a 

new and quite over-designed setting. At the same time, the building 

must not be sterile or anonymous. Instead, people with a variety of 

social and cultural backgrounds must be able to experience the secu-

rity of recognition.

Considering how short a time ago we were walking on all fours and 

living in caves, perhaps it is not so strange that we easily lose control 

when faced with totally unfamiliar surroundings. Not being able to 

identify oneself on the premises augments the confusion, and one 

is liable to lose control. And when vertigo increases, the cave wall 
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– meaning the secure and familiar environment – is too far away to 

be leant on. When, as a patient, I experience that kind of alienation, 

my stress is further aggravated and my ability to assimilate informa-

tion and work with therapy impaired.

It is also important that all areas should be used and not just be for 

show. The light court I mentioned is a case in point.

Supposing I were given a free hand in creating a new psychiatry de-

partment, I would make it one of the main entrances to the hos-

pital campus, partly because tendencies all the time point towards 

a growing need for psychiatric care and also as a means of further 

breaking down barriers between departments and creating a more 

holistic view of human beings and our various ailments.

I believe in the healing power of nature and in the possibility of the 

patient frequenting natural surroundings or seeing them from his or 

her window. But the outdoor spaces must be properly looked after. 

The symbolism of a neglected garden can easily turn into distrust 

concerning the way in which the other activities are managed. Decay 

is anything but a healing environment and does not inspire confi-

dence on the part of a patient who is weak and frightened.

There are horrific examples, such as the patio of the Paediatric and 

Youth Department at Östra, where ivy has taken over as ground cover 

and there are dandelions popping up in between the concrete paving 

slabs, and brown-stained institutional furniture which nobody sits on.

Perhaps the patients can take part in the day-to-day tending of the 

garden? This would guarantee maintenance, give the patients access 

to the spaces concerned and serve a therapeutic purpose. Three birds 

with one stone. The choice of plants for the indoor environment is 
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also important. Most often in a hospital environment one sees so-

mething growing rigidly straight upwards, or at the very worst so-

mething made of cloth or plastic. Plants should sway in the wind or 

have leaves which flutter from the draught when somebody walks 

by. One must be able to see that there is life in the plant – something 

which is greatly and potently symbolic.

Sound is another tool in a healing environment. The wrong sound, 

such as the rattling of keys I mentioned earlier, is downright harmful. 

The right sound can have a healing effect. One of the therapists I met 

over the years had a table fountain in their consulting room. It was 

excruciatingly ugly, but the sound of water running and bubbling 

inspired calm and put me into a good therapeutic frame of mind. 

Restful sounds can be offered in other ways too.

At Oslo Airport they have “sound showers” where you can pause for 

a while underneath and listen to birdsong, waves lapping on the sea 

shore or other calming sounds. Music is another therapeutic tool. 

Make it readily available, but also avoidable. Silence too is important. 

Let the patients choose, perhaps with a headset in every spot.

It is also important, of course, that what we see should permeate all 

parts of the activity. If the exterior shows warmth, care and skill, the 

same qualities must be present on the inside as well. No amount of 

yellow ochre on the walls will help matters unless the staff too repre-

sent warmth, care and skill.

Finally I would like to remind you that my thoughts and comments 

come from a visitor’s perspective. The only fair picture of how the 

Östra Psychiatry Department works on all levels is of course that gi-

ven by its patients.

Perhaps follow-up surveys have already been planned, based on their 
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impressions, but if not I would like to break a lance for the proposi-

tion. And not just once but continuously. This is a living activity and 

one which is changing just as the outside world is changing. So in 

order to safeguard the quality of care, one has to be empathic. All 

the time.

Maria Backlund

Maria Backlund (b. 1960) has had various jobs, including one 
as an assistant nurse in the Orthopaedic Department of the Sahl-
grenska University Hospital. For almost 10 years she was an active 
member of the Anxiety Syndrome Society (ÅSS) in Göteborg. She 
served in the user task forces in connection with the creation of the 
new psychiatry building at the Östra Hospital.
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The need for coercive medication has diminished. The 
need for shackle restraint has diminished. Re-admis-
sions with seven days of discharge have diminished. 
Sicklisting of staff has diminished. Thus Lennart Bo-
gren, Psychiatry Consultant, comparing Psychiatry 
Department statistics before and after the move to the 
Östra Hospital in 2006. The survey material is small 
but of great importance. This is the first quantifiable 
study ever undertaken in Sweden concerning the im-
portance of the physical environment for the healing 
process in psychiatry.
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Straight     
to the point    
Lennart Bogren

In the autumn of 2006 Psychiatry Östra moved from Lillhagen Hos-

pital to a newly completed building at the Östra Hospital. At Lillha-

gen five departments had been housed in a single tower block. Each 

department occupied one storey which had originally contained two 

departments, with the result that one’s abiding impression on ente-

ring a department was that of a stark, endless corridor. The ambience 

was palpably institutional. The wards had 16 beds, except for one 

with 20, and oversubscription was commonplace.
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The new building at the Östra Hospital has 14 patient equivalents 

per ward, mostly in single rooms and with no possibility of oversub-

scription. The wards are grouped in three care modules surrounding 

a light court. Each building has access to a patio which is also acces-

sible to patients otherwise not allowed out on their own. Compared 

with conditions at Lillhagen, the number of patient equivalents re-

mains the same, but is now divided between six wards, the addi-

tional new one being for general psychiatry, specialising in patients 

with bipolar disturbances or eating disorders. The number of general 

psychiatry patient equivalents rose from 36 to 42 as a result of the 

relocation. Entering the wards in this new building, one’s impression 

is that of a more home-like setting and of a tranquillity which did not 

exist at Lillhagen.

Has this change in the caring environment been able to influence 

the treatment outcomes? Visitors feared that the fine surroundings 

would make patients reluctant to be discharged. Did this prove to be 

a problem?

The care environment experienced by the patient is made up of se-

veral parts. Firstly, it is subjectively experienced and is influenced 

by factors such as personality, the illness concerned and the care si-

tuation. The last mentioned includes, for example, the question of 

whether the patient is being treated of his or her own free will or 

“forcibly”, as well as the response from the staff. Nursing, various 

care programmes and, for example, environmental therapy are other 

important factors. The focus of our attention in this anthology is on 

the physical environment, which how the department is designed pu-

rely physically and also aesthetically.

Practically no research has been done into the way in which a care 

building affects treatment outcomes in psychiatry, but experience has 

of course long been accumulated concerning the way in which it can 
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affect care in the sense of both nursing and treatment outcomes. This 

applies to the whole of the caring environment. The focus of research 

has been more on other factors.

At the time of the French Revolution it had been noticed in Paris that 

noblemen becoming mentally ill and admitted to the big hospitals 

had an inferior prognosis to others, the reason being that they were 

“above” taking part in the tasks performed by the other patients in 

the ward. The importance of the caring environment also permeated 

the Moral Treatment movement of the 19th century, which advocated 

humane psychosocial care but also moral discipline. Aspects of this 

kind were also present in the building up of our mental hospitals in 

Sweden, which among other things resulted in many of them being 

given very beautiful locations.

In the mid-1950s Gerdt Wretmark, who later became Professor of 

Psychiatry in Linköping, started an environment therapy experiment 

at St Lars Hospital, Lund, in a ward for women with chronic mental 

disorders. A ward providing conventional care was to serve as control 

ward. Wretmark had observed that patients conducted from the dor-

mitories into the corridors during the daytime often stood there more 

or less catatonic, having so to speak become trapped in a rigid, often 

stereotype pattern of movement. When he took a ball and threw it to 

the patients, the catatonia was partly dispelled. He succeeded in ma-

king the patients more relaxed and active, but no real evaluation was 

possible, due to Hibernal, the first antipsychotic drug, being introdu-

ced in the control ward during the meantime. This marked the début 

of modern psychopharmacology in Swedish psychiatry. Although no 

connection has been proved in time between the introduction of Hi-

bernal and the disappearance of the exercise yards, it is interesting 

to note the rapidity with which the exercise yards were eliminated at 
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psychiatric hospitals. At some hospitals they did not disappear until 

the end of the 1960s, i.e. 15 years after the introduction of Hibernal. 

Medication may possibly have hastened the abolition of the exercise 

yards, but it was the ideology of care which did most to decide when 

this happened. 

Experience from the chronic wards tells us that patients who are psy-

chotic often need space and are also in need of a large private sphere. 

In Norway the size of the ward had been seen to make a difference to 

the need for medication. In wards with over 15 patients, more medi-

cine was used to keep things from getting too turbulent.

Colour scheming can also affect the way we feel. The colour a tablet 

needs to be in order to work well for different purposes is not coin-

cidental. There is a personality test, Lüscher’s Farbtest, based on the 

question of which colour appeals to us most. Colouring and architec-

ture are also held in the theories of the Anthroposophists to play an 

important role in our wellbeing.

What were the implications of moving into the new building? Much 

more of a change than moving into a new house. Firstly, it meant a 

transition from being an isolated psychiatric hospital to pooling faci-

lities with, and becoming part of, a somatic hospital. The staff groups 

were redeployed because the move took place without any changes 

to the staffing budget, so that the staff now had to be divided bet-

ween smaller wards and more of them, in smaller groups.

What happened? Unfortunately we did not plan any follow-up from 

the outset and are thrown back on recollections of our experiences 

in connection with the move and on a certain amount of data in the 

official statistics.1 For present purposes I have chosen to compare the 

year preceding the move, 2005, with the year following it, i.e. 2007. 
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During 2006, before the move, the nursing situation was not normal, 

due to all the planning prior to the change, the formation of new 

staff groups and various training measures. After the move there was 

a process of acclimatisation involved in working on premises presen-

ting quite different conditions and in staff groups which had not yet 

got to know each other or the new building properly.

The first impression of tranquillity in the new wards still holds good. 

In one ward where on one occasion there were many disruptive pa-

tients, the building in between – where consulting rooms and offices 

are housed – was locked to give the staff a better overview, resulting 

in a “pressure-cooker effect” inside the ward: the patients did not 

have enough room.

The number of emergency patients has grown since the move to Öst-

ra. The number of patients receiving compulsory treatment has also 

grown somewhat. The number of care occasions (occasions when 

patients seek care) remains the same at roughly 1,600, while the av-

erage length of stay has increased from 18.4 to 19.9, representing an 

increase from about 29,500 to 31,900 care days. In 2005 a number of 

general psychiatry patient equivalents were closed due to a shortage 

of medical staff, which to a great extent was offset by fairly regular 

oversubscriptions of capacity. In 2006, for reasons of care ideology, 

six new Slöp places (patient equivalents integrated with a reception) 

were introduced in Psychiatric Care Öster as a welcome adjunct.

There has not been any possibility of oversubscription on the new 

premises. Furlough places, on the other hand, have been quite regu-

larly subscribed to cope with the need for beds during the periods of 

spring and autumn when the pressure on capacity is at its heaviest. 

This seldom happened at Lillhagen, where there were extra beds av-

ailable. 
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The number of re-admissions within seven days of discharge has fal-

len slightly, which may be indicative of a better quality of care today.

The number of patients enrolled for compulsory care has grown from 

an average of 50 in 2005 to 61 in 2007. This increase is due to a 

larger number going home for long periods of leave. They are then 

discharged from the ward but not from compulsory care. Thus they 

stay at home for the rest of their stipulated period of care and, if their 

condition deteriorates, can be re-admitted to the ward without a new 

care certification procedure.

The number of compulsory medications and restraints of patients has 

fallen greatly. In 2005 an average of 23 patients quarterly received 

compulsory injection, as against 17 in 2007. The number of com-

pulsory injection occasions fell from 47 to 30 per quarter. In 2005 

an average of 14 patients quarterly were subjected to restraint, i.e. 

shackled, as against 16 per quarter in 2007. The number of restraint 

occasions, though, fell from 63 to 35, i.e. almost by half, suggesting 

that the atmosphere in the department has been calmer and patients 

have had fewer outbursts of aggression.2 

Changes in medicine prescription are traceable but do not tell us 

reliably whether or not they are due to the new building. New and 

more effective medicines have appeared. We are unable to pronoun-

ce on health process outcomes either. The GAF (Global Assessment 

of Functioning) scale of symptoms and functions has too large a non-

response rate. The speed with which a patient is discharged also de-

pends on possible shortage of places, because the need for continued 

in-patient care then has to be balanced against the corresponding 

need on the part of emergency patients. The fact of re-admissions 

within one week, as already mentioned, having fallen slightly can 
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indicate a somewhat better outcome in that the patients cope with 

being discharged and with possible continuing treatment as outpa-

tients.

The vision for the new building also included a better work envi-

ronment for the staff and a reduction in the number of sicklistings. 

Sickness absence previously was running very high, involving almost 

9% of staff in 2005. That fell to 6% in 2007. During this period sick-

ness absence rates have fallen in all departments of the Sahlgrenska 

University Hospital, and in Psychiatry we also had a rehabilitation 

project for long-term sickness absentees during this period, an so it 

is impossible to tell how far the reduction is due to the new building. 

But a lower sickness absence rate should also have a positive impact 

on the patients.

The patios have certainly been a very important factor in the calmer 

atmosphere (cf. Carina Tenngart Ivarsson’s text in this book), but 

they do involve a minor risk, namely that of a higher threshold before 

a patient is allowed outside the ward together with staff or is given 

parole: the fine physical environment “substitutes” good nursing and 

the patios can to a certain degree take on the function of an exercise 

yard.

We have not perceived any risk of the fine caring environment ma-

king the patients reluctant to be discharged. Being treated in a psy-

chiatric ward, no matter how fine a place it may be, is and remains 

an institutional existence. On the other hand the environment does 

seem to have been calmer, as witness the reduced number of coercive 

measures.
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As work on this anthology was drawing to a close, we learned of an in-house survey 
report in the Psychiatry Department concerning staff perception of threats and vio-
lence. That survey is comparable to a corresponding study in 2002. Needless to say, 
our curiosity was aroused and we were eager to study the findings. The purpose was 
and remains to provide an instrument for in-house development work, according 
to Elisabeth Gruneau, Deputy Head of Department, who described to me the main 
outlines of the survey report.

The survey showed perception of threats and violence to have diminished considera-
bly. The Psychiatry Department sees proof here of the competence of the staff having 
risen, partly because the staffing structure was to some extent altered as part of the 
relocation to the Östra Hospital, and also because a positive commitment to training 
in self-defence and response has produced the desired effect. Elisabeth Gruneau is of 
the opinion that the design of the physical environment has also contributed to the 
outcome, but at the same time she is not disposed to either play down or magnify its 
importance. She believes, without being able to prove it, the smaller number of pa-
tients in each ward to be the single most important aspect of a change in the physical 
environment. She also attaches importance to single rooms for patients and patios 
adjoining the wards.

Another interesting item of information yielded by the survey is that the increasing 
size of the department, due among other things to the provision of single rooms and 
patios, has made overview and patient surveillance more difficult in the staff ’s expe-
rience. Thus what in certain respects was judged to be an advantage has in another 
respect proved to be a drawback.

Internal reporting of threats and violence is encouraged within the Psychiatry De-
partment in order to generate further knowledge to be fed back into the management 
and reduction of threatening and violent situations. No systematic comparisons have 
been made with exclusive reference to the facilities, i.e. comparing the old Lillhagen 
premise with the new facilities at the Östra Hospital, but the overall view is that thre-
ats and violence are less frequent now than they used to be and that the new facilities 
have been a substantial contributory factor in this respect.

Stefan Lundin, Editor

    
1 The figures here are based on data from the in-patient register, the department’s quarterly 
reports coercive care to the National Board of Health and Welfare, and staffing statistics. 
2 The indication for restraint is that the patient is otherwise liable to injure himself/herself 
or some other person.
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Green is beautiful
Carina Tenngart Ivarsson
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No compromising on patients’ opportunities for getting 
outdoors – that is the strong point of client and archi-
tect deciding to push for the many gardens of the Östra 
Hospital Psychiatry building. The positive effects on 
physical, mental and social wellbeing greatly outweigh 
the problematic security and secrecy aspects, which ho-
wever are not to be gainsaid. Thus landscape architect 
Carina Tenngart Ivarsson, analysing the importance of 
the outdoor environment, light, sound and art for the 
patients’ healing process and the health of the staff in 
the workplace.
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Green is 
beautiful    
Carina Tenngart Ivarsson

This chapter sets out to consider the design of the outdoor envi-

ronments for the new Psychiatry Department of the Östra Hospital. 

Here each ward has access to a large atrium court and a smaller 

light court, the purpose of which, as stated by the architects, is to 

create a verdant oasis which patients can go to unescorted by staff, 

the aim being in this way to augment normality and tone down the 

institutional atmosphere, which in turn should boost the patients’ 

self-esteem. At the same time this complicates, for example, security 
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and secrecy aspects, due in part to the gardens being used by several 

different wards. Even so, the Psychiatry Department and the archi-

tects together decided that the arguments in favour of access to the 

outdoor environments outweighed the arguments against.

On the basis of a minor evaluation comprised three interviews in 

three different wards in a research context, I hope to be able to rea-

son concerning the advantages and drawbacks of these outdoor en-

vironments. The interviews were mostly conducted with one staff 

member per ward. During two of the interviews we walked round 

the ward and gardens, while at the same time inviting staff members 

and patients we met to join in a discussion. The inspiration for this 

method comes from walk-through evaluations, in which the focus of 

interest is on the participants’ various viewpoints on the walk.1 The 

purpose of the interviews was to gain insight into the way in which 

patients and staff perceive the outdoor environments and how they 

use them. I also spoke to the landscape architect, Ulf Rehnström of 

Landskapsgruppen i Göteborg, who is in charge of the detailed de-

sign of the gardens. One serious limitation in this survey is that only 

a few people were given a hearing. Another important detail to point 

out is that the discussion then ensuing is more likely to turn into 

criticism of things which have been found not to work rather than 

observation of things which work well.

My own reply to the question of whether design can affect clinical 

outcomes is a resounding affirmative. It is harder, on the other hand, 

to say how such a design should be expressed. One way of approach-

ing the matter is to consciously use evidence-based design (EBD) in 

the planning process; cf. Lena From’s contribution to this anthology. 

EBD aims to create environments which improve treatment outcomes 

by making choices which are based as firmly as possible on existing 
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research. What research is available concerning the combination of 

hospital environments, treatment outcomes and outdoor environme-

nts? One survey shows that in 2004 there existed more than 700 

scientific studies concerning the impact of the physical hospital en-

vironment on clinical outcomes. The studies were divided into five 

categories: impact on personnel, patient safety, other patient-related 

findings, general quality outcomes in care and financial implemen-

tation. The findings in the studies concern, for example, the number 

of persons per room, sound levels, light, ventilation, ergonomics and 

workstation design. For obvious reasons, it is the buildings and indo-

or environments that come in  for most attention where the design of 

hospital environments is concerned. Even so there are many findings 

which can be related to the possibility of the outdoor environment 

surrounding the hospital also having a multiplicity of good health 

effects.2  

Being outdoors can produce physical, mental and social health ef-

fects.3 It is not only the fact of being outdoors that can have benefi-

cial effects on health. Indirect effects are also possible, e.g. through 

knowing that it is possible to go outdoors or through visual contact 

with natural surroundings. Mental accessibility can also be just as 

important as physical access.4  This being so, perhaps the mere fact of 

the gardens existing is every bit as important as the frequency with 

which they are actually used.

The impact of nature
Provision of the psychiatry building with gardens has opened up the 

possibility of a great number of positive effects on the health of those 

who have physical or mental access to the gardens and their greenery. 

Nature can mean quite different things to different people, and our 

objectives in making use of natural environments can be equally per-
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sonal. The most frequently recurrent aims are concerned with getting 

away, obtaining more social stimulus or obtaining aesthetic stimulus5 

(see also Lena Walther’s chapter, Six little houses). Nature, pets, vari-

ous kinds of music, some art, humour and laughter, for example, can 

have a stress-reducing effect6 by serving as a species of positive dist-

raction. As regards the human impact of nature, science has no uni-

form way of explaining this positive distraction. Researchers in some 

disciplines employ an evolutionist perspective, arguing that there is 

a genetic reason for nature having a positive effect on man. In en-

vironmental psychology, for example, there are a host of so-called 

preference studies showing that people prefer natural environments 

to built ones. Among other things, those studies show younger child-

ren to prefer the same natural environments as older people. In other 

disciplines the observation is made that people create their own ima-

ges and perceptions and that there are instances of nature not being 

viewed in a positive light, so that this has to be a cultural effect. One 

thing everybody can agree on is that nature, whether the explanation 

be genetic, cultural or a combination of the two, has a tremendously 

powerful impact on us human beings.7 The nature we prefer most of 

all has an open and generous space with low ground vegetation and 

large sheltering trees, like a mature, well-tended park. Nature must 

be orderly, at the same time as it has to include a certain element of 

complexity and mystique which entices us to explore it. The environ-

ment can also very well include water. Man-made natural environ-

ments, such as parks, golf courses and smallholdings, are often more 

popular than purely natural environments.8

There are also many studies showing the sight of nature, as distinct 

from the sight of built environments where no natural elements are 

present, to have stress-reducing or restorative effects. Blood pressu-
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re, pulse, anxiety and intake of analgesic medicines, for example, are 

reduced when people see natural scenery instead of built environme-

nts.9 In recreation studies too, people have been found to value the 

psychological effects of being outdoors more highly than the result 

of the activity in itself. Fishing amateurs, for example, often value 

the psychological and social effects more highly than the catch itself. 

In the environments where we seek recreation, we tend to lose our 

sense of time, experience greater control and affinity to our surroun-

dings, and acquire greater self-confidence, which in turn can lead to 

restorative effects.10  

Our powers of concentration are also affected by natural environme-

nts. Our surroundings contain a large amount of information which 

we have to interpret. Our capacity for concentrating on what we wish 

to focus on is limited, which can result in our powers of concentra-

tion diminishing. Different surroundings have different information 

content and therefore make different demands on us. By the same to-

ken, these different surroundings can also stimulate recovery to dif-

fering extents. Restorative effects can be achieved in a multiplicity of 

environments, but natural environments have proved to be the most 

effective.11 The majority of studies, with one or two exceptions, have 

been carried out in North America, Europe or Australia. Recently a 

study was published showing that the Taiwanese also have a restora-

tive perception of nature and that they are beneficially affected both 

psychologically and physically.12  In one study which I took part in, 

we showed that gardens, despite including many built elements, are 

still perceived as restorative environments. The study also showed 

that different gardens can be restorative to differing degrees, which 

in turn indicates that restorative experience can be reinforced th-

rough conscious design.13 
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In addition to the effects which can be achieved through the sight 

of nature and a garden, a still greater number of positive effects can 

occur if the experience of nature is combined with an activity. Here 

all the gardens can be walked round on footpaths. The interviews 

showed this possibility to be used by a large number of people, some-

times even for jogging circuits. The selection of plants, according to 

landscape architect Ulf Rehnström, is based on the gardens being just 

that – gardens, beautiful to look at and encouraging people to ventu-

re out of doors. The eastern court is somewhat oriental in character, 

the one in the middle has a colour theme of silver and white and the 

western one is themed with fruit and soft fruit. In addition to apple 

trees, plum trees, peach trees, grapes, currant and wild strawberries, 

the western court also has plots for home-gardening enthusiasts. Alt-

hough most of the plants yielding edible produce are situated here, 

fruit trees and bushes are meant to be included in all courts. Even 

so, one patient in the middle court missed the presence of berries for 

picking, and a member of staff said that they had contemplated plan-

ting herbs in the light court. A psychologist I met told me that she 

wished their garden had also included plots for home-growing. Psy-

chiatry patients, she argued, have difficulty in managing time, space 

and persons. She could work on all three aspects in the garden, for 

example because patients find it easier to potter with plants than to 

interact with other people. During one interview we entered the ac-

tivity room for creative activities, and we saw that the great majority 

of subjects painted had to do with nature or plants. A move towards 

offering the patients some form of garden therapy would therefore 

feel natural. Maintenance, according to Ulf Rehnström, is a make-or-

break factor where the gardens are concerned. For one thing, rational 

management is difficult due to the courts being closed, which makes 

it awkward to bring in machinery, and for another, maintenance is 
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very expensive. Therefore it was decided to have only a small number 

of home-growing plots to begin with, but more could be arranged if 

the commitment was forthcoming.

The importance of art
Art and creativity are very often hugely effective ingredients of th-

erapy, but there is cause to be careful when choosing decorations for 

psychiatric environments. We tend to interpret our surroundings ac-

cording to how we ourselves are feeling, which means that a person 

in a vulnerable situation is very often receptive to a kind of negative 

symbolism. When, therefore, the aim is to create a supportive, health-

giving environment, it is very important that the whole environment, 

including all conceivable symbolism, should be amenable to positive 

interpretation only.14  There are American instances of artistic de-

corations having been removed because patients have put a hugely 

negative spin on them. Sculptures of downward-turning birds and of 

whales diving, for instance, have made patients see these creatures 

as crashing and dying.15  As I see it, therefore, spaces which everyone 

has to pass through should not contain art which can inspire nega-

tive associations. In other places, where the patients can choose for 

themselves whether they want to be there or not, there may be room 

for art of a more provocative kind. In this way art and decoration can 

be positioned so as to conform to the idea of the environment sup-

porting the patient’s healing process.

Each of the gardens now has a sculpture which has been devised in 

Project Form, a project in which artists have worked together with 

former patients. The project in itself was viewed in a very positive 

light, and Ulf Rehnström reported that he had got a great deal out 

of discussing the garden’s design with the group. One of the sculptu-
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res created in the project is designed like a lama. something with a 

profound underlying symbolism. The staff said that it was now often 

used as a place to sit. One patient stated that he interpreted one 

of the other sculptures as life-giving, like a woman’s ovaries. Parts 

of one work of art, unfortunately, have been used as an offensive 

weapon and therefore removed as a safety precaution. Apart from 

the structure of one of the sculptures not meeting the safety require-

ments, I find that they have both been created in a good project and 

are perceived as positive elements in the gardens.

The effect of light
Daylight is a factor which, indirectly, can do a great deal to affect 

both patients and staff. Several studies have successfully demonstra-

ted the beneficial effect of light on depression, sleep disturbances, 

circadian rhythm and physical aggressiveness. The good effects can 

be achieved with both artificial light and natural daylight. Demon-

strable effects of patients having sunlit rooms in stead of shadowy 

ones include a lower perceived stress level, less pain, lower intake of 

analgesics and also lower cost per patient. In one study of patients 

with severe depression, it was established that patients with sunnier 

rooms had, on average, a length of stay 3.67 days shorter than for 

patients with rooms on the shady side of the building. In the treat-

ment of winter depression, one finds light treatment in the morning 

to be twice as effective as the same treatment in the evening. From 

this it is concluded that the most advantageous arrangement is for 

patients’ rooms to be positioned with windows to the east. In this way 

the patients have rooms with plenty of daylight and with the largest 

amount of daylight admitted during the morning. The worst thing that 

can happen is for patients’ windows to be fitted with screening.16  
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In the Östra Hospital Psychiatry building, relatively copious amounts 

of daylight are admitted to the wards, thanks to the gardens and light 

courts, which of course is a very good thing indeed. The other side 

of the coin is that certain patients’ rooms are clearly visible from out-

side, which raises the issue of privacy protection. In relation to this 

it emerged from the interviews that the patients are troubled by the 

gardening illumination lighting up their rooms at night.

The light courts, as has already been remarked, distinctly increase 

the admission of daylight to the wards, with positive effect. On the 

other hand a certain confusion seems to have come about concerning 

their use otherwise. In some wards the light courts are kept locked 

because they are considered too cold, it is hard to keep them under 

observation and the parquet flooring indoors will be spoiled if people 

keep coming in with gravel on the shoes. Some patients think the 

light courts are intended as smoking rooms. My impression is that 

the staff have not pondered the light courts as rooms, and that the 

patients I spoke to were ambivalent about them. As I see it, therefore, 

the staff have an important role to play in order for rooms to become 

rooms, because their attitude to a place directly influences the use 

which the patients make of it.

Social aspects
Apart from the fact that outdoor environments adjoining a hospital 

can be restorative environments or a positive distraction, they also 

give patients a physical opportunity of getting away from the clinical 

environment. In this way they can give rise to a more normal social 

situation and also inculcate a feeling of greater control over one’s 

existence.17  Our behaviour outdoors is widely held by sociologists to 

be affected more by the composition of the group than by the phy-
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sical environment. At the same time we actively utilise a combination 

of first-hand experience, the physical environment and other people 

in order to create the social stimulus and context we want.18  In this 

way the physical environment affects the preconditions of social in-

teraction.

The way in which we perceive ownership of a place, that is to say, 

whose territory we understand it to be, decides the way in which we 

act or interact and also gives us a key to which types of behaviour 

we can expect in which places. Human territoriality is divided into 

three types: primary, secondary and general. There is also the subdi-

vision into private, semi-private/semi-public and public. If patients 

are allowed to personalise and otherwise show their territories, the 

researchers tell us, then the social atmosphere should improve and 

the environment be perceived in a more positive light. True, the same 

territory can be shared by different groups, but then it is not used by 

all of them at once.19  

According to the interviews, both staff and patients in the new Östra 

Hospital Psychiatry Department find that the gardens are much used 

and, quite clearly, most of all by the wards having ground-level access 

to them. Wards with exits one floor up are said to have a problem 

with the steps down to the garden being long and slippery. Another 

problem is that the people who instead are then left standing one 

floor up may drop cigarette ends or spill coffee on those down below. 

My interpretation is that this may possibly express a problem which 

really subsists on the territorial plane, in that different groups are 

probably unwilling to use the garden simultaneously. In order, then, 

for many wards to be able to use the gardens simultaneously, patients 

and staff need to feel that they are one group, not different wards. 

Part of the uncertainty about using the light courts may possibly also 
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have a territorial explanation. The light court is a glass-walled room 

in the middle of the ward. The point of focus it creates may be aesthe-

tically appealing, but when you are visible from all directions you get 

what is termed the fish-bowl effect, with the result that this can be a 

difficult room for patients to frequent.20  Patients also remarked that 

they found this room claustrophobic. Referring back to the discussion 

above, about the patients, as I see it, being ambivalent about the light 

courts, partly because the staff have not assimilated the light courts 

as a room to be used, I wonder whether the situation is further com-

plicated, territorially speaking, but the light courts being an indoor 

patio. What is the ownership situation here? Does the room belong 

to the ward or to the more normalising outdoor environment with 

more autonomy?

The gardens are used a lot, mainly for having a smoke or getting a 

breath of fresh air. Mostly, too, the patients are out in the gardens 

on their own, which means the staff have something of a surveil-

lance problem. The staff report that patients on parole do not leave 

the department very often, despite having permission to do so. On 

the other hand many patients, both with and without parole, make 

frequent use of the garden, which is often a great advantage. Even 

though it can be cold, rough weather outdoors, the patients prefer 

going out into the garden for a smoke to sitting in the drab smoking 

rooms they used to have. At the same time, the smoking rooms were 

a natural and important social meeting point which to some extent 

has disappeared. Now instead the smokers congregate outside the 

door to the garden. Apart from the problem of the smoke itself right 

near the door annoying those who want fresh air, the smokers’ new 

rendezvous may also be a problem to those not wishing to be a part 

of this social meeting point. One member of staff had a feeling that 
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psychosis patients have a larger personal area and need more space 

than normal, perhaps more than the department allows. Hopefully 

the outdoor environments can accommodate this need. The smokers’ 

positioning, unfortunately, can give rise to a number of enforced in-

teractions which preclude this, and so it would be a good thing if 

the smokers could be prevailed on to move a few steps away from 

the entrance. That way, more people would be able to pass through 

the doorway without their personal area or primary territory being 

affected.

Both staff and patients referred to the environment as being plea-

sant and fresh but to both indoors and outdoors being lifeless. They 

wanted more kitchen garden plants, one patient wanted to see snails 

among the plants. In many wards people said that, in the absence of 

a smoking room, the TV room was the sole remaining meeting point. 

One ward did not even have a TV room in working order. Another 

ward was contemplating refurnishing the light court with more ta-

bles and chairs, to make it more like a coffee room. In defence of the 

outdoor environments one can say that only one growth season has 

passed and that time will bring a far livelier impression. Even so, the 

viewpoints tendered express a need for more life and are therefore 

very deserving of consideration.

There are a host of studies showing that increased social support 

produces better clinical outcomes. At the same time there are rela-

tively few studies relating social support to design in a hospital en-

vironment. What we do know, for example, is that carpeting makes 

for a pleasanter sound level in patients’ rooms than vinyl flooring, 

with the result that visitors stay longer and social support increases. 

Furnishing can be said to be either socifugal or sociopetal, i.e. with 
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seats directed away from or facing each other.21  With tables and 

chairs placed side by side against a wall, you get less interaction than 

with tables and chairs positioned in groups.22  A bench with an angle 

of 135 degrees is very good for conversation, offering as it does suf-

ficient proximity without requiring visual contact.23 

Through the very rewarding collaboration established with Project 

Form, the landscape architect learned from former patients that an 

arbour-like seating area with only one entrance was not a good idea. 

In their opinion there also had to be an exit. The gardens of the 

Psychiatry Department, consequently, do not have any dead ends. 

This can partly be accounted for on the basis of what environmen-

tal psychologists term the prospect/refuge theory. In an evolutionary 

perspective, human beings prefer places with a prospect of the area 

in front of us at the same time as our backs are guarded (refuge).24  

A circle or arbour with only one narrow opening is not only spatially 

encapsulating but also a social entrapment, giving peremptory inte-

ractions. In the Garden of the Senses, part of a senior housing unit on 

the Sabbatsberg campus in Stockholm, similar problems of possible 

unwanted interactions were encountered, for which reason both an 

entrance and an exit have been provided, so that one can without 

embarrassment just keep walking if the place happens to be occupied 

by a person one does not want to sit next to.

As regards the placing of the benches, the interviews revealed that 

some benches are used more than others. Those positioned in a gro-

up, in a sunny part of the garden and with walls or windows behind 

are quite definitely used most, despite being furthest away. One ward 

manager interpreted the fact of the benches furthest away being used 

most reflecting that this way one gets as far away from the ward as 

possible, i.e. experiences greater autonomy. The benches next to each 
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other alongside the path are, in principle, not used. This will proba-

bly change when the plantings behind have grown higher and can 

afford shelter. Perhaps the smokers’ behaviour is partly a manifesta-

tion of the same need for guarding one’s back. They stand against the 

walls of the building near the entrance, despite the ash trays being 

positioned further out.

The big tables in the gardens have generated an interesting social 

effect. There are no chairs or benches round them, the idea instead 

having been for people to take chairs with them from indoors when 

needed. At the same time the table are so big that it is not altogether 

obvious that they are in fact tables. The staff say that the tables are 

used a lot, partly as tables, partly as seating and above all perhaps as 

recliners for sunbathing. One patient said that he had used the table 

as a stage. In a study of preschool children it has been found that 

unidentified things give rise to more creative and inventive play than 

things whose nature is perfectly obvious.25

Healthful communication
Good communication between patient and staff is the factor which 

does most to affect the patients’ general satisfaction with the care 

received. Good communication comes about more readily with single 

rooms than with patients sharing rooms.26  In the interviews the staff 

were of the opinion that both they themselves and patients on parole 

missed the opportunity of going into the woods the way they could 

at Lillhagen, where the department was previously located. They de-

scribed how a patient and a member of staff could then go for a walk 

relatively often. True, this is also possible at the Östra Hospital, but 

according to this member of staff no one has yet got round to doing 

so. There is no alluring outdoor walking environment close enough. 
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This description admits of three interpretations. Firstly, that a clear 

restorative environment for walking in has been lost, secondly that 

an external non-clinical environment outside the hospital has been 

lost at the same time, and thirdly that a mode of secluded conver-

se between staff and patient, giving good communication between 

them, has been lost.

Secrecy and security
Two important aspects impinging on personal space and territoriality 

in connection with psychiatric environments are secrecy and security 

(see also Knut Bergsland’s contribution to this publication). From a 

secrecy point of view there can be a problem in patients from diffe-

rent wards mingling in the gardens and in the garden being subject 

to close insight from the wards. Then again, running along one side 

of the gardens is a corridor, an axis, to which the general public have 

access (further to this, see Stefan Lundin’s chapter The architect spe-

aks). Absolutely anyone, then, can walk along these corridors and see 

the people in the gardens. This was a compromise that had to be truck 

in order for creation of the gardens to be possible. The compromise 

appears to have worked well in that, according to the informants, it 

has barely been noticed. The secrecy issue has instead been discussed 

mostly with reference to the light courts and the insight they afford 

between the different wards. One staff member wondered whether 

this could be due to entry into the garden being a great deal more 

optional than being in the ward. Then again, people see each other 

through the light court from a very unusual angle, which perhaps 

may also increase the feeling of unpleasantness.

Parallel to the windows along the corridor for the general public, 

trellises have been put up in the garden which serve as sunshades. 
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Unfortunately they can also be used as ladders by anyone wishing 

to get onto the roof of the building. Many staff members referred to 

this as a major problem, and argued that a sunshade which was un-

climbable and therefore less of a security hazard would be desirable. 

Another security problem is caused by the same garden being used 

by several wards. On one or two occasions this has caused patients 

to enter the wrong ward, pretending to be relatives wanting to be let 

out after paying a visit. The staff have to be vigilant about this. There 

are individual rooms with their own doors opening onto the garden, 

but these, unfortunately, are kept locked on account of the hazard 

which has now been mentioned. 

Maintenance of observation is most difficult for the staff of the emer-

gency ward, which has the highest patient turnover. True, their gar-

den is secluded from the other wards by being on a lower level, but 

patients have still contrived to get down there and enter the ward. 

This should be a relatively easy matter to deal with if so desired.

Patients have also climbed on grilles and wires along the façades and 

broken panes of glass in order to get out of the gardens. One thing 

which the architects discussed in connection with the security issue 

was a feeling of the design tending to be self-fulfilling. Here a Swe-

dish proverb about always getting the answer you ask for becomes 

one about getting the behaviour you design for, which for example 

means that places designed to be vandal-resistant will be vandali-

sed. The danger at the new Östra Hospital Psychiatry building is that 

efforts to create an entirely escape-proof environment will instead 

encourage escape attempts. Then again, disposition to abscond can 

vey from one group of patients to another. In some wards perhaps 

freedom of unsupervised access to the gardens can be restricted ins-

tead of trying to reinforce the security of design.
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Conclusions
Not compromising on the need and ability of all patients to be out-

doors in a good environment is, in my view, the absolutely greatest 

strength in the design of this caring environment. The outdoor envi-

ronments of the new Östra Hospital Psychiatry building are a huge 

asset to the activity and a fantastic initiative. The purpose of creating 

a green oasis which patients can resort to unescorted by staff has, 

in my opinion, been achieved. Even though the interviews have re-

vealed a number of problems where the outdoor environments are 

concerned, everyone agrees that the existence of the gardens and 

light courts is something absolutely positive and something that is 

very good for the patients. It is also clear that being allowed out in 

the gardens is perceived as conferring an opportunity of greater au-

tonomy. In this way I think the aim of increasing normalcy has been 

achieved.

During their stay in a ward, patients often experience different needs 

from time to time, and so the architect should consciously design 

the place or the environment so as to facilitate the process which 

recovery amounts to.27  In the design process, the architects have ac-

tively endeavoured to reduce the institutional ambience and achieve 

normalisation for the patients. I maintain that this has resulted, pos-

sibly without their knowing it, in their working in accordance with 

psychiatric thinking on the subject of this recovery process. As I see 

it, therefore, there is scope for the patients to use different parts of 

the environment, both indoors and out depending on the stage of the 

recovery process they have come to. One can, if one so wishes, in-

terpret the situation as meaning that this process thinking has had a 

negative impact on the traditional view of security and secrecy, resul-

ting in greater insight and reduced security. I view it, on the contrary, 
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as something positive. I say this, not to play down the importance 

of security or secrecy, but in order to stress how very directly the 

design of the environment impacts on the definition of the boundary, 

the point where care ends and personal responsibility begins. The 

relaxation of secrecy entailed by a design like this is, as I see it, part 

of a process of also incorporating the secrecy issue in a design which 

follows and underpins a healing process.

The main weakness I think I have found is that all the good ideas 

formulated in the course of the project and the possibilities thus plan-

ned for have not come to be properly appreciated and used in day-to-

day activity. It transpires, for example, that more life is wanted and 

that the staff have specifically called for growing plots but not been 

allowed to discuss the matter, despite the express intention on the 

part of management and architects for creation of such plots to be 

possible with the passing of time. It is also clear that confusion pre-

vails concerning the function of the light courts and that they have 

not yet been put to any substantial use. I take this to indicate that not 

all information concerning the possibilities of the new environments 

has filtered through to the staff who are employed in the department 

on a daily basis.

Finally it would also be desirable to see the whole building as a pro-

cess which does not end with the commissioning of the buildings and 

the conclusion of their inspection. The more matters that can be re-

solved through judicious choices from the very outset the better, but 

after activities have got started a number of points for improvement 

are sure to present themselves. It would be desirable for a project 

like this also to include a deliberate continuing project group study 

which could keep in touch with the users of the activity and carry 

out evaluations, so as to follow up and disseminate all results of the 
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initiatives. This book forms part of such a development. Hopefully 

resources will also be forthcoming for moving the process forward. A 

thorough evaluation of the building in use (post-occupancy evalua-

tion, POE) would be very interesting to bring about where this very 

exciting project is concerned. 

Strengths

• the creation of the outdoor environments is by far the   

 strongest point,

• frequentation of the outdoor environments is optional,   

 which makes for good accessibility, both physical and mental,

• all patients can use the garden, which gives them an opportunity  

 for getting outside and also of pursuing activities of a different  

 kinds from those indoors,

• patients can go outside without being escorted by staff,

• being allowed to go out into the gardens is perceived as a  

 greater opportunity for controlling one’s own existence,

• in this way normality has increased,

• Project Form had good consequences,

• there is scope for the patients to use different parts of the  

 environment, depending on which stage of the recovery   

 process they have come to,

• the outdoor environments represent life and meeting points,

• the design of the environment contributes towards the   

 demarcation indicating where care ends and personal   

 responsibility begins.
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Weaknesses

• the good ideas formulated in the course of the project and  

 the possibilities thus planned for must be brought to the   

 knowledge of the staff in day-to-day activities,

• the light courts have not yet been put to any real use.

Carina Tenngart Ivarsson
(b. 1977) is a Landscape Architect LAR/MSA and partly self-em-
ployed on the design of outdoor environments. She also works at  
the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), Alnarp, 
where she researches the environmental psychology of landscape 
architecture and teaches on the Master’s programme Nature, 
Health and Gardens.
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The overarching requirement for all psychiatry buil-
dings is that the architecture must underpin the pa-
tients’ normality, e.g. through access to an outdoor 
environment and to high-quality materials and furni-
ture. Knut Bergsland, one of the world’s most widely 
engaged architects for medical buildings, finds the 
new Psychiatry building at the Östra Hospital to have 
been designed with the greatest understanding of these 
problems. His judiciously balanced evaluation leads to 
the conclusion that the weaknesses, where they exist are 
connected with the strengths, which in turn illustrates 
the dilemma of design decisions always being a compro-
mise between different interest
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More plus 
then minus   
Knut Bergsland

How is one to go about evaluating the architectural aspects of a buil-

ding for emergency psychiatry? The architecture has to be seen in the 

light of the aggregate functional picture. Quality is a complex entity 

and hard to pin down. Qualitative evaluation is to a great extent ba-

sed on the evaluator’s experience and understanding of the task.

Evaluation should employ a variety of approaches. One has to consi-

der the function of the building and one must try to gauge whether 
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it satisfies general requirements concerning the environment for the 

patients, the treatment environment and conditions for the staff. The 

building must have been operational for some time (9-12 months at 

least) so as to ensure that the staff’s working procedures have been 

adapted to it. Preferably one should interview staff and patients, 

client and architect, and perhaps even look at the workings of the 

department by means of participant observation, as well as perhaps 

testing the functioning by oneself being a pseudo-patient. A walk-

through, i.e. guided tour, of the unit is a minimum requirement.1  A 

spot evaluation of this kind gives a snapshot image of the unit. One 

has to bear in mind that the department is one part of a larger system 

for psychiatric treatment. If the whole system is working well or not 

working well, this will affect the staff’s view of the unit under consi-

deration. Capacity issues and dimensioning are not evaluated.

I evaluate the building with reference to a general “requirement” 

which is summarised, evolved and partly systematised from my own 

and other people’s experience of corresponding building projects. 

Primarily the evaluation is concerned with finding out whether the 

architect and the other planners have achieved what they set out to 

do, whether the building accords with the visions on which the plans 

were based.

The evaluations are based on two short visits to a daytime psycho-

rehabilitation department on the third storey, a very quick visit to 

an emergency psychiatry department on the fourth floor, and two 

visits to the emergency ward. In each unit we went over the facilities 

together with the staff. Discussions also took place with the architect 

at an early stage of the planning process. I have examined drawings 

and functional programmes. No attempt has been made to canvass 

the experiences of patients and their families.
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When evaluating – and especially when receiving information from 

users – it is seldom hard to find weaknesses. The problem lies in ba-

lancing these against the solution’s strong points. As a general rule 

one ought to find several strengths for every weakness, preferably 

three, so as not to end up with a preponderance of poor conditions 

regardless of the building’s quality. If there are fewer strong points 

one must still exert oneself to find good qualities.

The evaluation, then, is not a complete evaluation of all the 

building’s characteristics and qualities but deals with a number of 

important aspects which are also emphasised by the architects in 

their description.

As I see it, the paramount requirement for all psychiatry buildings is 

that they must underpin the patients’ normality and help the staff to 

do the same. The physical surroundings must promote and strengthen 

the patients’ sense of reality and help to prepare them for new inde-

pendence. This means avoiding a design which may be conducive to 

passive institutionalisation of both patients and staff.

The physical surroundings must underpin a good therapeutic ap-

proach, the desired ideology and working approach, while at the 

same time helping to counteract psychiatric symptoms. This point is 

not addressed in the present evaluation. The surroundings must pro-

vide the best possible framework for the encounter between patient 

and therapist.

A summary will now be presented of a number of general require-

ments concerning the surroundings which have been evolved and 

summarised on the strength of my own and other people’s expe-

rience.2 Some requirements are included in a Norwegian guide to 

the planning of psychiatry buildings, published in 1993.3 They are 
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not requirements in the true sense, but rather a summing up of what 

are perceived as “good” qualities in psychiatry buildings. Many of the 

same aspects have been emphasised in the design of psychiatric de-

partments in Norway, the UK, Denmark, Germany and the USA, e.g. 

Haugesund (Norway), Highcroft (UK), the Amager Psychiatry De-

partment (Denmark), St Joseph Krankenhaus, Weisensee (Germany) 

and the Menninger Foundation (USA).4 Thus it is not unreasonable 

to suppose that these “requirements” may possess a certain universal 

validity, despite their being differently construed in different countri-

es, which in turn is bound up with differences of culture, tradition 

and treatment ideology.

The first impression of the buildings makes a very important differen-

ce to the patient’s experience of his or her stay in the ward (primacy). 

Great importance must therefore be attached to arrival conditions 

and the first visual points of contact. The buildings must help to con-

vince the patient of the psychiatric unit providing physical and men-

tal support. To strengthen the patient’s self-image, the surroundings 

should signal high quality of design, furnishing and materials.

Orientation possibilities must be good – it must be easy to find one’s 

way to wherever one wants to go, be it the emergency reception or 

the wards. Good orientation demands landmarks both indoors and 

out, surveyability on arrival, a minimum of choices to be made inside 

the main entrance and a clear, distinct traffic hierarchy. There should 

be people immediately inside the main entrance who can guide pa-

tients and their next-of-kin and help them to find the place they are 

bound for.

To avoid an unnecessary institutional ambience, the buildings should 

have as few storeys as possible and short corridors, preferably with 
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side lighting and a view of the natural scenery outside. Longer cor-

ridors can benefit from changes of direction.5 There should be a se-

parate entrance for patients having to be escorted by the police or 

suchlike, so as to avoid frightening situations and preserve the pa-

tients’ privacy.

To ensure comprehensibility and overview, the institution should not 

be too large. One British study maintains that a facility for psychiatric 

patients should not have more than 5 wards with 15 patients each, 

i.e. 75 day patient equivalents.6  

The patient environment comprises those parts of the unit which the 

patient perceives as his or her own. It must be designed with variety 

and afford opportunities of withdrawal – without the patient beco-

ming passive and opting for isolation. Accommodation areas must be 

structured and designed in such a way that the patients can control 

their surroundings better and better – first their immediate surroun-

dings and then the more communal ones. All rooms must be single 

rooms. In exceptional cases two single rooms may perhaps need to 

be combined.

The patient areas must be designed in such a way that the patients 

experience the greatest possible control of their own surroundings. 

Perceived control means more than actual control. Many psychiatric 

patients are very susceptible to pressure from their surroundings. 

Acoustic conditions are perhaps the most important. They must be 

still better than in other health institutions, due to patients being 

very sensitive to noise and to sound levels being intermittently eleva-

ted. It must be possible to prevent, divert or, preferably, exclude noise 

through the structuring of the room sequences.
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The communal areas should be designed in such a way that the staff 

can see the patients without the latter feeling that they are being 

spied on.7 They should be large enough for several conversations to 

proceed simultaneously without people overhearing each other. The-

re should also be several opportunities for providing anxious patients 

with the necessary distance and opportunities of seclusion. Patients in 

psychotic phases have larger personal areas or territory than others. 

Rooms and corridors where patients meet must therefore be wide.

The treatment environment comprises, in one sense, the whole depart-

ment. It consists of rooms where patients and therapists meet, and 

rooms where planned therapeutic activity is carried on. One moot 

point is whether the in-patient is to meet the therapist on neutral 

ground, in the consulting room or in the patient’s domain. Presuma-

bly there should be rooms outside or on the fringe of the ward where 

the arena for talks can be chosen. There should be rooms for physical 

activity and perhaps too rooms for social training.

The outdoor areas are an important part of the treatment environ-

ment, especially in secure wards. In principle, all patients should 

have direct access to outdoor areas, preferably at ground level. The 

outdoor areas need not be completely escape-proof.

Security measures have to be balanced against the patients’ need of 

control over their own surroundings and their need to be in contact-

generating, congenial surroundings. Strong expressions of power 

must be avoided.

The work environment must be designed in such a way that the pa-

tients will not see the staff unit as a pen for the staff. The staff must 

feel that their areas have been designed with the same care as the 

patient areas.
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The design of surroundings for vulnerable persons, often with a poor 

self-image, demands consideration and empathy on the part of who-

ever is designing the buildings and outdoor areas. Every design deci-

sion is a compromise between the interests of patients and staff. In an 

evaluation one has to realise that the interests of the staff can conflict 

with those of the patients. The staff can often speak on the patients’ 

behalf without the interests of the latter really emerging.

Does the new Psychiatry building at the Östra Hospital meet the re-

quirements? The Psychiatry Department was designed on the basis of 

a fundamental philosophy which had evolved over a long period of 

time. The architects have penetrated the problems and have devoted 

a great deal of labour and thought to devising a vision in partnership 

with the building’s prospective users. They have sought knowledge 

in many directions – internationally, not least. The description of the 

building takes the form of a collection of sketches and pictures giving 

poetic expression to the main intentions.

In the architects’ description we find, for example, the following main 

items for “the healing environment”. Among other things, an effort 

was made to achieve:

• a building with an identity of its own, without much of a  

 hospital look about it,

• one entrance for everyone,

• grouping of the activity round a central axis,

• concentration of staff near the patient,

• a professional interview situation between equals,

• a structure with three corner stones for the daytime wards  

 – the garden, the heart and the accommodation wing,

• individual patient exits to the garden,
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• a layout avoiding corridor predominance,

• small accommodation groups which can be organised in   

 several ways,

• for each patient, a room offering many experience potentialities,

• the possibility of successively widening the patient’s   

 personal sphere,

• creation of normality, avoidance of an institutional atmosphere,

• a free and open atmosphere, a welcoming environment,

• elimination of stigma.

Without discussing the intentions in detail, they are obviously in 

keeping with the general requirements for buildings for secure psy-

chiatric wards as listed above. The question then is whether they 

have achieved their own intentions. Strictly speaking, this question 

can only be answered by the patients and staff, when the organisation 

and working procedures have got into their stride and people have 

become acclimatised to the buildings. The answers often depend on 

whether key users are included in discussions concerning design, and 

on whether working procedures, staff and organisation are the same 

as when the building was planned.

Construction and structure
All day time departments for psychiatry patients should be on the 

ground floor, and the buildings should not have more than two storeys. 

This calls for a big plot, which can very well prevent the aggregate size 

of the department exceeding 60 or 80 daytime patient equivalents. This 

accords with a British evaluation of physical aspects of psychiatry units, 

in which it is argued that a building exceeding 5x15 patient equivalents 

is very liable to be hard to comprehend and understand.
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The Psychiatry building with its 120 daytime places is therefore per-

haps too large. But the task was given – the building had to be squee-

zed into a small plot. It was intended as a group of small-scale 2 or 

3-storey houses and they wanted it to stand out from the other hos-

pital buildings. This is clearly apparent from the building’s “front” in 

Smörslottgatan. The building today has a distinct front and back. The 

front has the appearance that was wanted, but this is seen mostly by 

staff using the areas here or by passsers-by. The back has materiali-

sed as a wall lacking the character of small-scale houses and of more 

institutional aspect. Beyond the axis, at the highest point of the plot, 

the entire edifice presents the character that was wanted.

The main entrance is positioned in such a way that on arrival one 

sees the back of the building. But the arrangement of having the 

main entrance in the lowest part of the building is a precondition for 

positioning the day units on the ground floor in the rising terrain. 

As a result, the building looks tall from the entrance section – from 

the main entrance one sees 4 storeys. A different positioning of the 

main entrance would in fact have been desirable, but this could not 

have been achieved without a none too successful revision of the 

structure.

The basic concept of a staff side (at the back) and a patient side (the 

front) along a central dividing line (the axis) affords a good starting 

point for good functional solutions. The ward courts on the patients’ 

side have been given a scale which allows the day wards to be va-

ried in design and which guarantees a view of the surroundings from 

common rooms and the patients’ rooms. From here one also has the 

impression of a low building with very little of the institution about 

it. The day unit’s offices/consultation rooms are also well positioned. 

The beautiful design and generous proportions of the courts are in 

many ways the key to good functionality.
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A common fitness centre for the day wards is located on the staff 

side of the axis, together with classrooms. It is an advantage for the 

patients to be able to leave the day department for both physical 

exercise and training in social skills (ADL training, etc.). Some of the 

rooms are a bit on the small side, and no space has been found for a 

gymnasium. 

Accessibility, first impression

Patients, next-of-kin and visitors to a psychiatry unit should be able to 

find their way without difficulty. Many patients are very ill – suffering 

from severe anxiety states, for example – and need all the support 

their surroundings can provide. Orientation opportunities must be 

good, with minimum use of signage. The basic idea of the entrance is 

stated by the architects as follows: 

“The Psychiatry building has an identity of its own, but 
the entrance is intended as one of several equivalent en-
trances within the hospital campus. Staff, patients and 
visitors mingle together in a common main entrance, 
the lofty space of which ties together the three stories 
on the undulating plot.” 8 

In actual fact the Psychiatry building is not easy for visitors to find, 

regardless of whether they approach from the northern entrance 

route or from the other side. There is no sign indicating that the 

building has anything to do with psychiatry. Something should be 

done about this. The common entrance, however, is clearly marked 

by the use of glazing. On arrival one enters a room three storeys high 

which sets the tone of one’s experience of the building. It is beautiful 

here. The materials are exquisite, and much thought has gone into 

the detailing. The room has a beautiful stone floor, while the walls 

are of warm-coloured wood and hung with works of art. But one has 
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to choose which way to go, and choosing in such a situation is not 

easy. There is no reception and no one who can assist the patient or 

visitor in finding their way inside the main entrance. The signage is 

none too clear. The biggest problem is encountered by those making 

for the day units. None of the large clinical units is located on the first 

floor. The second floor has the emergency reception and technical/

logistical services, and the third floor contains the day units. Even 

when climbing the stairs or issuing from the lift on the third floor, one 

still finds nobody there to welcome one. You come to a cafeteria and 

wonder you have come to the right place.

The axis
Once you have reached the third storey, however, the axis opens up 

and you have the impression this is where the Psychiatry Department 

really begins. This is the central distribution area for the department’s 

various functions. The public functions are located here. The axis is 

organised with working and teaching facilities to one side and day 

units to the other. The width of the corridor and the daylight show 

this to be an important area. This communication area is generously 

proportioned and contributes towards the sense of quality. It com-

mands beautiful views of the inner courts, it has niches with seating 

and clear access routes to the day departments. The axis continues 

to other day departments and offices by way of a lift and staircase to 

the next floor up.

The day departments

A day department should have a large common room with an uncon-

strained view of the premises, so that patients will not feel they are 

being watched. It should be possible to divert and prevent disruption 

and to prevent it from spreading. It must be possible for the patients 
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to be taken to a smaller, secluded area (or their own rooms) if neces-

sary. Good sound attenuation is needed. The design must encourage 

participation in communal activities but offer a simple possibility of 

withdrawal from awkward situations. There should be opportunities 

of choice in connection with mealtimes and activities within the de-

partment. The unit should have plenty of floor space. There should 

be direct access to good outdoor spaces.

“The ward rests on three cornerstones: the garden, “the 
heart” and the accommodation unit. (…) By surroun-
ding a garden with buildings we have tried to achieve 
a verdant oasis within the department. (…) The heart 
symbolises that which is “in the middle of everything” – 
an indisputable centre of the department to which one 
wishes to attract patients for activity and socialisation. 
Viewing from a distance is made easier (…).” 9 

The corridors which often characterise unsuccessful psychiatry de-

partments were to be dispensed with by gathering the communal 

units in a central “heart”. It is hoped that this will provide enough 

room for the patients not to feel that the premises are too cramped 

in relation to the individual person’s space requirement. Patients in a 

psychotic phase have greater need of personal space than others.

The day departments are proportioned to cover the estimated need 

for daytime treatment without oversubscription. No spare capacity 

is available through putting two patients into a single room, making 

emergency use of consulting rooms and so on.

Altogether there are 8 daytime wards with 14 daytime patient equi-

valents each and one ward for 8, making 120 patient equivalents 

in all. These wards are on the third, fourth and fifth floors and are 

accessed from the central axis. The wards on the third floor are on 
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ground level (50% of the daytime units). The wards not on ground 

level have a small smoking balcony from which patients can access 

the communal courts by an open staircase. Access and reception are 

clearly marked by the round window aperture of the office, visible 

from the axis. Each ward on the third floor has access to a court, 

with direct exit for the patients, in some cases from their own rooms. 

There are three courts for the nine day wards.

The unit is composed of three accommodation units or modules for 

4-5 patients. Each module has its own glazed veranda with a seating 

arrangement reminiscent of Carl Larsson. They have a view of the 

natural surroundings and there is a visual connection between these 

rooms and the heart of the ward. The staff have a good, effortless 

overview of most parts of the ward from the ward office. In the event 

of a disturbance, a door between the heart and the dayroom of the 

modules can be locked; this has worked well when situations of the 

kind have occurred. The modules have single rooms, each with its 

own toilet/shower. The intention is that there will be no possibility of 

a room being used by two patients. This is an important stratagem, 

marking the importance of the single room, even though it limits 

flexibility when emergency places are needed. There are also two 

rooms with two beds each and with separate toilets and showers. 

The wards not at ground level are somewhat smaller. They do not 

have a central room in the midst of “the heart”, only a light shaft, 

with the result that the central concourses give the impression of 

being smaller. It would have been interesting to know to what extent 

the reduced floor space influences any “pressure-cooker effects” oc-

curring.

The staff have good working rooms on the whole, and the wards are 

interlinked by an inner corridor which enables them to co-operate 

if assistance is needed. The medication room, behind the office, is 
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soundproofed, and problems have occurred when nurses have en-

countered critical situations. Much could be achieved by altering the 

alarm system.

The day wards on the ground floor are organised and designed in 

accordance with all the requirements stated and with great empa-

thy. The day wards not on the ground floor are almost identical but 

have a number of weaknesses due to their positioning. Among other 

things, the communal areas have somewhat less floor space, lacking 

as they do the central area in “the heart”. The scope of the project 

has not made it possible to judge whether the design of the depart-

ment is equally well suited to different patient categories (different 

requirements for patients with different diagnoses, functional requi-

rements and lengths of stay). The staff of one ward insist, however, 

that patients made a better recovery at the Östra Hospital than they 

used to at Lillhagen. The atmosphere is more relaxed, lengths of stay 

have been shortened and there is less turbulence. The design is given 

as the main reason for this.

The patients’ rooms

Each patient’s room must provide an opportunity of withdrawal, wit-

hout the patient being able to isolate themselves completely. Mate-

rials and furniture must be of high quality and several furniture ar-

rangements should be possible.

The standards patient room is a single room measuring 12 m2, virtu-

ally square and with a shower/toilet nearest the communal spaces. 

The room size has been chosen so as to make it impossible for an 

extra bed to be moved in. The room is generously day-lit through 

two windows, with a writing space and a deep window niche where 

the patient can sit looking at the natural surroundings, either in the 

court or in the outer environs. The furniture is wooden and of good 
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quality, and the beds, also wooden, are of standard quality. Soma-

tic hospital beds can also be accommodated. The solution has been 

cogently thought through, but there is only one way of arranging 

the furniture. Altogether about 10% of the patient rooms have direct 

access to the inner court. This is a bonus quality which ought to be 

present more often in psychiatry projects.

The emergency reception

Most of the patients treated are level 3 (“less serious” conditions), but 

they can get just as violent as level 1 patients. The unit is open during 

both daytime and evenings and will soon be staying open round the 

clock. Capacity is presumed sufficient to meet demand with 24-hour 

opening. (Capacity is not fully subscribed.)

Elective and emergency patient flows have been segregated. Patients 

arriving on foot come in through the main entrance, go one floor 

up and come to a waiting area. Patients arriving by ambulance/car 

(roughly one patient daily) enter through a separate ambulance en-

trance at the front of the building. There are separate facilities for 

managing these patients on the emergency side.

The emergency reception comprises one part for walking patients, 

one for ambulance patients and a staff section with offices and sup-

port functions. The main corridor traverses the entire unit, with con-

sulting rooms and an office on one side and a waiting room and 

support functions on the other. At the end of the corridor there is an 

attractive seating arrangement which alleviates the clinical impres-

sion which corridors of this kind can very easily convey. The corridor 

has a slight upward gradient, to reduce the hospital ambience. The 

office is open and welcoming. The waiting room is well proportioned, 

with plenty of room for a large number of patients, and is attractively 

designed. It has access to and a view of a separate court, with great 
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emphasis on art. This is a valuable contribution to the waiting room. 

The consulting rooms have good soundproofing.

The ambulance entry is discreetly positioned. The approach is curved 

and difficult for drivers to negotiate. Ambulances cannot drive all the 

way into the building, due to the low doorway headroom. Today’s 

ambulances are higher than those originally planned for. This part 

of the reception has its own office and, among other things, three 

rooms for triage. 

The unit is generously proportioned and at present probably has too 

much capacity and, accordingly, too much floor space. A more com-

pact solution would have been desirable, especially in relation to the 

existing staffing situation in the evenings. The distance between of-

fice and ambulance entry means a large area to be kept under obser-

vation with only three members of staff on duty at a time. The unit 

traverses the entire building, creating a lot of space which has to be 

used for various purposes. This oversizing applies especially to the 

inner parts, nearest the ambulance entry. A more compact solution, 

then, would have been desirable. It is impossible to tell whether ca-

pacity will be insufficient or remain excessive with the emergency 

reception staying open round the clock.

Security
Visible security measures are a powerful expression of control and 

surveillance. Good overview of the patients is the most important se-

curity measure. This has been achieved both in the daytime units and 

in the emergency reception. It is important that a building signalling 

quality should always be well maintained and that special attention 

should be paid to ensure that building components and other things 

which can be used by patients to injure themselves or others are pro-

perly secured.
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The possibilities of self-injury in the wards has been minimised by 

traditional means (curtain rails etc. which will not tolerate a load 

exceeding 15 kg, and so on). The alarm system can be improved, and 

this is now being planned. There are some problems with the balco-

nies in the day wards above ground level. It is possible for people to 

jump from them and there are a couple of courts from which it is pos-

sible for people to abscond. Even so, it is a good thing that the courts 

of the daytime wards are not 100 per cent escape-proof. A secure 

psychiatry department must not be a prison.

Materials
Materials and furniture are an important expression of quality, and 

high quality in this respect can contribute substantially towards im-

proving the patients’ self-image. Details are important.

Great importance has been attached to using beautiful materials and 

colours which do not evoke hospital associations but have the ap-

pearance of more normal, high-quality building. Parquet makes for 

beautiful flooring and does much to endow the daytime wards with a 

quality atmosphere. The furnishing of the daytime wards has home-

like connotations. Materials and furniture are very successful, but 

there have proved to be some problems of use where the plaster walls 

are concerned. There were instances of patients having wrecked the 

walls of utility rooms, and there were occasional problems with da-

maged corners.

Flexibility
The daytime wards can very well be made general purpose. Among 

other things they should be equally serviceable to different patient 

categories. This matter has not been investigated.
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Strengths and weaknesses
The cogent visions of the Psychiatry building and the empathy app-

lied to the solutions have resulted in a building with very many strong 

points but also with one or two less satisfactory solutions. Sometimes 

strengths and weaknesses are interconnected, illustrating the fact of 

all design decisions being a compromise between different interests. 

The daytime wards above ground level are a case in point.

Strengths

• construction and configuration of the department as a whole  

 round a central axis, with staff rooms on one side and daytime  

 wards on the other,

• aptly dimensioned and beautifully designed inner courts which  

 also link daytime units and emergency reception together,

• the generous character of the axis, with full daylighting and a  

 view of the inner courts, generously proportioned,

• construction and configuration of the individual daytime wards,  

 especially those on ground level,

• accommodation units with their own, bright and calming day  

 rooms, and a unifying “heart” for the wards,

• courts directly accessed from each daytime ward,

• a good overview for the staff from the observation room,

• the daytime ward design counteracting an undesirable corridor  

 ambience,

• the treatment rooms and administration in front of the daytime  

 wards providing a neutral buffer zone between the private and  

 the more communal,

• the inner staff corridor between the daytime wards making it  
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 possible to assist other wards if necessary,

• the faintly clinical character of the emergency reception, with  

 a waiting room having its own outer court, a seating arrangement  

 at the end and wide corridors,

• materials and furnishing underscoring high quality and showing  

 respect for patients and staff,

• security based on normality and provided for in the design of  

 rooms.

Weaknesses

• the main entrance not realising the vision, not meeting the  

 requirements of arrival, the first impression not being as good  

 as it could have been,

• too much floor space in the emergency reception,

• small therapy premises, the lack of a gymnasium.

The main entrance is the most important weakness. The other two 

are more secondary. There are also certain details which could be 

improved on. These are not dealt with here.

Conclusion
All in all, the in-patient Psychiatry Department at the Östra Hospital 

has a good, functional structure and configuration. A complex task 

has been successfully accomplished on a sloping site, but the success 

of this solution has been paid for with awkward positioning and un-

fortunate design of the main entrance. A non-hospital ambience has 

been achieved to a great extent, but still lower buildings would have 

been desirable. This, however, would not have been possible on the 

site available. The materials and design of social areas and daytime 
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wards show empathy and high quality. The daytime wards on ground 

level are very well designed, but the wards above ground level are 

somewhat less functional and are felt to be more constricted. The 

outdoor spaces are very well designed and contribute a great deal 

towards an understanding of the characteristics and qualities which 

spaces of this kind should possess. The emergency reception is too 

large in relation to present-day staffing, illustrating the necessity of 

designing such units for a low level of staffing.

The Psychiatry Department has been designed with great care and 

empathy in the definition of problems. The limitations of the plot 

have, all things considered, been utilised to achieve the best possible 

solution, and it is therefore understandable that the unit should have 

been awarded the 2007 Medical Buildings Prize.

Knut Bergsland
(b. 1943) is a chartered architect and senior adviser to SINTEF 
Helse who has been working with psychiatric environments since 
1985. He has evaluated psychiatry buildings, given a succession 
of lectures on the subject internationally and written about it for 
such international journals as Hospital Development. Bergsland 
edits www.sykehusplan.no, which among other things presents 
new psychiatry building projects and current planning material.
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 The design of the facilities supports the aim of 
the activity to achieve a healing environment for in-pa-
tients. The building superbly corroborates the convic-
tion that architecture can play a vital part in furthering 
the patients’ recovery.

 Jury citation, 2007 Care Building Prize
 

”
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Hans Wretling
(b. 1952) has been a photographer since 1975, specialising in such 
fields as architecture, feature reporting, picture agencies and art pho-
tography. 
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Start by appointing a project leader as intermediary 
between client, architect and building planner. Set up 
task forces of users with a broad range of professional 
experience to design wards and to cover such overar-
ching issues as health and safety (work environment), 
ethics and security. Be sure to include people with ma-
nagerial responsibilities in these task forces. And – most 
important of all – plan content and building parallel, so 
as not to be balked of the values which the new building 
is meant to confer. This is project leader Lena Walther’s 
hands-on advice for a successful working process.
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Advice 
en route   
Lena Walther

Planning for the Östra Hospital’s new Psychiatry building started 

in November 2001. The building was planned to contain wards, an 

emergency department, management premises, management servi-

ces, training/development facilities, a hospital chapel and a library.
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Organisation
What is the best way of organising work on planning new building 

development? The Sahlgrenska University Hospital did not have any 

established routines in place, and consequently we had many mista-

kes of our own to make along the way.

A project leader was already appointed at an early stage of the pro-

cess, tasked with being the Psychiatry Department’s intermediary 

between activities and the building planner, architect etc., as well as 

co-ordinating the activities themselves. The project leader was to re-

main a part of things right up until the building was commissioned.

Otherwise the department chose to make use of the pre-existing or-

ganisational structures, i.e. the departmental management, professi-

onal co-ordinator and union representatives. Together these persons 

made up a project group.

It was also decided that the organisation must be changeable at short 

notice, should this prove necessary for moving things forward.

Project group
The group was chaired by the Head of Department, who shared re-

sponsibility for the process with the Psychiatry Department’s project 

leader. The group was a large one, but with the advantage of all im-

portant players being on the spot together. The group’s task was:

• to be a discussion forum,

• to lay down guidelines for the task forces with reference to  

 development, future care content, capacity needs etc.,

• to appoint representatives to serve in the task forces and to  

 formulate their remits.
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Project task force
In this group the focus of attention was on health and safety (the 

work environment). The group comprised representatives of SACO 

(the Swedish Confederation of Professional Associations), the Swe-

dish Municipal Workers’ Union, the Swedish Association of Health 

Professionals and SKTF (the Union of Local Government Officers), as 

well as engineers from occupational health care, construction project 

leaders and the architect.

The task force met at strategic moments in the planning process, for 

example when the departmental function programme and the room 

function programme were ready and the drawings had taken shape.

User reference group
At the end of 2001 and beginning of 2002 briefing and discussion 

meetings were organised at three of Göteborg’s major activity cen-

tres, namely Gyllenkroken, Bjurslätts Torg and Gunnareds Gård. In-

vitations to these meetings were issued to a large number of associa-

tions of patients and their families. The meetings, which were also 

attended by an architect, a project leader and another member of the 

project group, were highly appreciated.

At these meetings the associations were asked if they were interested 

in joining in a reference group for the work remaining to be done. 

There was a big response to this invitation which made possible the 

formation of the reference group. Several of the representatives have 

been very active on their home ground and contributed a great deal 

of written material from their members. The environment in the 

wards was the main topic of discussion, but importance was also 

attached to other aspects, such as access to green areas. These mee-

tings also led to an art project being run by Gyllenkroken, resulting 
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in the creation of art for decorating the gardens. This project (see 

also Carina Tenngart Ivarsson’s contribution to this anthology) has 

attracted considerable media coverage and, of course, meant a very 

great deal to those who were actively concerned.

Task forces

Working field: the ward

The actual ward and its design were of course the pivotal concern in 

the planning process. The task force’s remit was to design a general 

ward. Fairly soon it became apparent that the members of the task 

force, coming as they did from different departments and sections, 

had different views on how the department should be designed. For 

example, there was uncertainty regarding the appropriate size of the 

department. In the supporting documentation prepared earlier, units 

with 8 patient equivalents each were planned. These units were to 

be linked together two by two, sharing a common core. The task 

force came to the conclusion that this would not be a very successful 

arrangement, because in principle it would mean 16 patients mo-

ving around in the same area. This vital issue had to be referred to 

the project group for a decision, and the project group subsequently 

agreed that each ward was to have 12 patient equivalents. Owing 

to these complications, work came to a standstill and the timetable 

could not be adhered to.

Working field: emergency department

This task force had the remit of designing an emergency department 

which would be open round the clock and could adequately receive 

both voluntary patients and those admitted on a compulsory basis. 

The dilemma was to work on hypotheses concerning the number of 

persons arriving. Would the number increase with the department 
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located at a somatic hospital? Since the total number of patient equi-

valents would be increased, how would this affect the emergency 

department? Would patients also suffering from somatic complaints 

be transferred earlier to Psychiatry, and if so, what would this entail? 

What would psychiatric consultancy activities look like compared 

with the prevailing situation? All these issues have a bearing on sca-

ling, at the same time as no one wants to see an oversized emergency 

reception. The group had to try and find a suitable level.

Working field: rehabilitation

During the intensive discussions taking place within the project gro-

up, it became clear that there were many issues connected with reha-

bilitation and the manner in which it should be conducted in future 

psychiatry. This led to a specially appointed group being tasked with 

pondering and discussing the issue. This was mainly an important in-

house matter for Psychiatry, but of course it also had a crucial bearing 

on the planning of the new Psychiatry building.

Specific issues
Needless to say, intensive work proceeded on many levels and with 

reference to many specific topics. Important topics included the fol-

lowing.

Security

This group formulated the specific requirements made concerning 

security for both patients and staff, the aim being to eliminate risk 

factors through the choice of materials, restraint, locks, design etc. 

This resulted in a security programme which the constituted input 

documentation for everyone involved in the project.
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Ethics

Secure building can be simple, but things get more complicated as 

soon as security comes to be balanced against ethical requirements. 

Creating a good, healing care environment with a high level of secu-

rity involved many discussions. Security issues were also considered 

by the department’s pre-exiting ethical group, so as to achieve a good 

balance.

Environment

The environmental issue has grown more important in all activities, 

construction included. Among other things this meant choosing ma-

terials which were environmentally acceptable and creating “lean” 

buildings. In addition, the indoor environment had to be pleasant 

for those frequenting it. Several people with a variety of competen-

cies were tasked with drawing up an environmental programme. To-

pics of discussion included light, noise, acoustics etc. In the light of 

Psychiatry’s previous unhappy experiences of mould and ventilation 

problems, the department is greatly interested in these topics and 

also highly knowledgeable on the subject.

Conclusions
Certain things, of course, could have been handled differently or dealt 

with earlier. One lesson we learned after a time was the importance 

of including people with managerial responsibility in the task forces. 

Without that link, processes can be delayed and the project can take a 

wrong turning. For this reason we had to co-opt managerial staff into 

the task forces. The value of broad-based professional representation 

cannot be overstated.

Clear directions from the departmental management are the alpha 

and omega of planning work. Without them the project becomes 

completely devoid of objectives and focus.
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When changes of this magnitude are made to the structure of a de-

partment, this also means big demands on those in charge of the 

activity to state clearly the reasons for the choices they have made 

and how they envisage the work of the department matching those 

choices. If planning of the building does not go hand in hand with 

planning of its content, many of the values which the new building 

was meant to confer will be lost.

  Lena Walther
(b. 1952) is Director of Planning at the Sahlgrenska University 
Hospital, dealing with facility planning and related issues. She 
worked previously for many years as a psychiatric nurse and was 
the operation’s project leader for the psychiatry building erected at 
the Östra Hospital. 
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Psychiatry has been a junior partner in the world of 
medicine and has not always had an easy time asser-
ting itself through research and science. Architectural 
research today appears to be contending with the same 
problem in its own field, architect Stefan Lundin obser-
ves in an ardent plaidoyer for the architect’s working 
method: the absolutely essential creative process. This 
includes investigative sketching work, intuition, silent 
knowledge and experience – all of which are difficult 
criteria to quantify but are no less crucial than scientific 
evidence in the creation of new architecture.
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Purely
scientifically
speaking    
Stefan Lundin

Creating a healing environment for psychiatry – can it be done? that 

was the question which I and my colleagues at White Arkitekter were 

asked to reply to in a lecture on Psychiatry Day.1 This is an annual 

event, focusing on current issues of psychiatry, to which patients, their 

families and the interested general public are invited. The question, 

posed by the then head of Psychiatry, Erik Brenner, was manifestly 

rhetorical, he himself being convinced that architecture as such has a 

crucial bearing on treatment outcomes in psychiatry. Needless to say, 
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our interest and astonishment were instantly aroused. Not that archi-

tects are foreign to the question, but rather because it is normally our 

matter at heart – trying to plead the benefits of increased emphasis 

on architecture.

At the same time it felt challenging. Of course we know that architec-

ture affects us – we feel it intuitively. But how exactly does this hap-

pen? That is something we really know quite little about – amazingly 

little. As architects we have difficulty in concretely demonstrating 

with what and in what way our architecture actually functions and 

influences our experiences and behaviour. This, then, is to be regar-

ded as a weakness or shortcoming, not on the part of the recipient 

but on the part of the communicator of these arguments – the archi-

tect in person. The embarrassing fact is that he/she, if anyone, can be 

expected to know. The level of knowledge thus expressed, concerning 

the way in which architecture actually affects us, can therefore be 

generally termed low. A low level of knowledge ought to provide a 

motive for trying to raise the level of knowledge. But how can this 

be done?

In connection with the idea of this publication beginning to take sha-

pe, I got in touch with a number of different people and organisations 

who I thought might be interested in contributing one way or an-

other. Most of the responses were positive, but at the same time there 

were a number of reactions which had me somewhat bewildered. I 

think everyone thought that an evaluation per se was worthwhile 

– surely every self-respecting practice went in for it?! But research, 

they argued required more than that. Research takes a long time and 

must be carried on by trained researchers. It’s not the kind of thing 

you dabble in. And of course, that is true. But the attitude irked me, 

and perhaps that is what started me thinking. Surely our initiative 
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and our aspirations have an intrinsic value? I know that our hospital 

authorities and property owners are showing an incipient interest in 

taking part in research about treatment outcomes and building. More 

and more are finding it rather odd, on closer consideration, that an 

activity like medicine, which carries out such comprehensive research 

on the purely medical plane, devotes so little attention to the design 

of facilities and their influence on the treatment outcome. Thus there 

is interest in our work, but also a certain scepticism about it.

Some research has nonetheless been undertaken into the architec-

ture of care environments. Reference is made to it in debates and 

seminars and claims are made for architecture of a certain design as 

leading to swifter recovery by the patients. For my own part I have 

never felt inspired to seek contact with publications of that kind, and 

I believe the same goes for many of my colleagues. Apart from sheer 

laziness, or at least a degree of inertia, I think the lack of interest 

can be put down to scepticism of simple answers to complex ques-

tions. In certain research contexts, efforts are often made to isolate 

a single phenomenon and to draw conclusions from it – far-reach-

ing conclusions, preferably. Insight concerning the importance of a 

single factor, I maintain, results not infrequently in that factor being 

overemphasised at the expense of the whole, thereby playing down 

the complexity of the latter.

Roger Ulrich, Professor of Architecture at Texas A&M University and 

Director of the Center for Health Systems and Design appears to be by 

far the most-quoted research in health care connections. He has pre-

sented a considerable number of research reports, and he also took 

part in a conference arranged by the Forum for Care Building while 

our work was in progress. The fact of my not having read any of his 

research reports, such as the oft-quoted one about the importance of 
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a view of natural surroundings, does not exactly, in my perspective, 

redound to my credit. But few will be surprised to hear that people 

get better more quickly with a tree outside their window instead of 

a blank wall. Perhaps it is important that this should be proved. Oth-

erwise research into the alleged healing influence of natural scenery 

has high priority today, at all events judging by Lena From’s contribu-

tion to this book, in which she specifically discusses Roger Ulrich and 

so-called EBD research.

After completing the psychiatry project at the Östra Hospital, our 

group of architects eventually started on a new job, this time concer-

ning a future new building in Göteborg for forensic psychiatry. I was 

tipped off about a publication which I thought I ought at any rate to 

read. Issued by the National Board of Institutional Care (SiS), it is 

entitled (in Swedish) Room for readjustment. The importance of the 

physical environment in juvenile care – an overview of environmental 

psychology. It is edited by Jan Janssens and Torbjörn Laike of the 

Lund University Faculty of Engineering (LTH). Judging from the title, 

there should be points of contact with both forensic and in-patient 

psychiatry with its certified patients. The purpose of the publication 

was “(…) to inventory the scientific literature dealing with the influ-

ence of the physical environment on people’s wellbeing (…)”.2 This 

small publication runs to 26 pages, plus a 17-page bibliography lis-

ting almost 250 titles. I submit it as “proof” of my scepticism regar-

ding this kind of science. Even though I was already very sceptical 

when I began reading, ought not the publication still to be capable of 

providing some interesting openings or contributions to my own un-

derstanding of the importance of the physical environment? I wasn’t 

really surprised to find myself getting very little out of it indeed. To 

an architect, some of the statements in it verge on the tragic-comic: 
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“Windows are appreciated elements of buildings.” 3 Faced with other 

remarkable statements, one wonders where this newfound knowled-

ge is to be applied: “Rapid movements round sharp corners can cause 

excessively hasty visual impressions which can lead to orientation 

problems.” 4 The third chapter sums up the main findings and pre-

sents a number of illustrations:

The intention is for these illustrations to be seen as ex-
amples of practical solutions, but scientifically based, 
and capable of pointing the way to generally more 
conscious and consistent planning strategy.5

As I see it, however, the findings and illustration presented are almost 

embarrassing. Even a first-year school of architecture student would 

not only see them as truisms but would also realise that they provide 

insufficient foundation for proper architectural work. This is perhaps 

a harsh and impertinent judgement on a study primarily intended 

as an inventory of existing research. Through no fault of its own it 

becomes my offensive weapon for present purposes. But I hold it to 

be indicative of the generally rudimentary level of present-day know-

ledge. To be fair, the publication notes that, despite all the progress 

that has been made, much remains to be done. Knowledge is limited, 

unevenly distributed, and there are great gaps in it where certain 

sub-sectors are concerned. But I still wonder whether in modern ti-

mes, if ever, research findings will emerge which will decisively in-

fluence the work of the architect, at least in the form offered by the 

above mentioned research tradition. Is there something wrong, or at 

least none too fruitful, about the actual way in which these issues are 

addressed? I fear there is. Is it so that the research I have referred to 

merely seems to confirm what has long been sensed, understood and 

applied already?
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It seems so logical and immediately attractive at first sight to imagine 

that all our work could be based exclusively on a conscious, scientific 

foundation. There is such a desire for, belief in or hope for an objec-

tive knowledge as architecture’s one and only source, transcending 

the personally arbitrary. But I see no possibility of that coming true, 

because it is based on a way of looking at things which is fundamen-

tally mistaken.

If things had been that way, could not our buildings and our sur-

roundings equally well have been designed by the researcher and 

the critic?

Historically speaking, there have been periods when the “purely sci-

entific” in architecture has been strongly emphasised. This discus-

sion of sense and sensibility, of subjective taste and objective facts, 

of feelings and science respectively, of artistry and knowledge, is no-

thing new. At about the time of the breakthrough of Functionalist ar-

chitecture in Sweden, for example, at the beginning of the 1930s, the 

antitheses were unusually emphatic. A highly polemical debate then 

ensued between “traditionalists” and “rationalists”, with the latter 

strongly believing in the potentialities of research and science. I have 

selected a few quotations which do not claim to be representative but 

which are instructive – and amusing. Gustav Sundbärg wrote:

(…) an aesthetic judgement is by nature subjective and 
therefore arbitrary. (…) One will not be on the safe 
side until purely personal aesthetic interest has been 
referred to a place far enough in the background of 
consciousness not to have any opportunity of enticing 
the practical will to jump over the traces, i.e. to corrupt 
the result on subjective, arbitrary grounds.6 
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This 1930s belief, or perhaps rather, over-confidence in science is 

perhaps readily understandable in the light of history. New research 

findings, rapid technological advances and increased industrial out-

put coupled with argumentation for a new, abstract aesthetic awa-

kened a positive faith in the future. Ragnar Östberg, who among 

other things designed the Stockholm City Hall and ranked among 

the traditionalists, was, however, sceptical of what he called a nar-

row-minded view of architecture. Like many of his older colleagues, 

he maintained that “man does not live by bread alone”. 7  The discus-

sion demonstrated the rationalists’ confidence in the potentialities of 

science, but at the same time their wariness of personal and artistic 

standpoints. The emotional, the subjective, the artistic, they thus ar-

gued, were “arbitrary”, i.e. liable to corrupt the outcome. And there is 

every cause to guard against the arbitrary, because it means that the 

architect’s proposals cannot be discussed or questioned, and because 

it can tempt us to disregard other rational arguments. The anxiety 

is that of the architect, but above all perhaps that of the client – in 

activity, building and management. But creating architecture without 

allowing oneself to be guided by one’s feelings is an impossibility. 

Instead of the term “expressiveness” with its negative connotation, I 

prefer to seek a positive counterpart which more adequately covers 

what I mean by feeling, e.g. intuition, silent knowledge or artistry. 

By silent knowledge I mean here the inherent knowledge which we 

possess but to which we are unable to lend conscious expression. 

We need feeling in order to carry out our analyses and in order to 

propose  its resolution.

The architect Erik Thelaus (1919-2005) writes that for a long time he 

kept a chit over his desk reading: “There is nothing in the understan-

ding which did not previously exist in the feeling.” 8 Albert Einstein, 
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one of the greatest of 20th century scientists, also writes of the need 

for feeling or intuition in order to achieve new insights and thus wi-

der knowledge:

The supreme task… is to arrive at those universal ele-
mentary laws from which the cosmos can be built up by 
pure deduction. There is no logical path to these laws; 
only intuition, resting on sympathetic understanding of 
experience, can reach them. 9

He is talking, then, about a sympathetic understanding of experience, 

which to my ears sounds both poetic and plausible.

The above quotations have shown that both architects and scien-

tists regard feeling or intuition as a prerequisite for attaining new 

knowledge and insights, for formulating the problem and finding an 

answer to solve it. Does this make the jobs of the architect and the 

scientist closely akin to each other? In one sense, absolutely – both 

need the guidance of feeling in order for their work to succeed!

Nor can feeling, intuition or the artistic be regarded as something se-

parate from knowledge – they are in fact a part of it. The author R. M. 

Pirsig demolishes all mystical speculations as to the nature of feeling: 

“It’s not just ’intuition’, not just unexplainable ’skill’ or ’talent’. It’s the 

direct result of contact with basic reality.” 10  

He maintains, then, that feeling – “sense” – builds on the knowledge 

we have acquired through being influenced by and studying everyth-

ing around us. All our knowledge and artistry are therefore based on 

our interchange with what exists around us and this is the only thing 

that can give rise to our imagination and suggestions. But knowledge 

does not have to be conscious, it can be hidden in our unconscious 

– in sense, in silent knowledge, in artistry.
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Let us now try a somewhat different tack as I argue the cause of fee-

ling as a decisive component of the architect’s work, namely the way 

we think in terms of inward images or notions.

“The first moment of observation is the first moment of suggestion.” 11  

In other words, the instant we are given a task we create for ourselves 

a mental image of its solution. The formulation of these images pro-

ceeds automatically, without our reflecting on it. At first these mental 

images are comprehensive, diffuse and blurred at the edges, encom-

passing considerable but unconscious notions or the end result. It is 

these images, originally full of subjective and personal associations, 

that architect and client have to put forward for mutual scrutiny and 

examination. Next we have to try and correct these our respective 

images in a continuous process, with a view to making them merge to 

a high degree into a consensus image of this kind. Our proposals can 

thus be improved by the test of sense, or, as we can also put it, by the 

test of knowledge. But we must all the time be mindful of the conflict 

between the analytical and the theoretical research material and our 

proposals. Through our images both the conscious and the unconsci-

ous, but also the perceived and experienced, are brought into play. In 

this way our image, originally filled with subjective associations, can 

attain, if not an objective result then at least a solution characterised 

by what we could term a high degree of realism, of scientific and 

artistic synthesis.

As we have seen, there is a current of opinion which tries to break 

up our reality into objective factors, which supposes that it is pos-

sible to analyse the constituent factors precisely, so as to arrive at the 

solution to the architectural problems. But any attempt at building 

architectural work on purely analytical foundations will lead to a 

conflict between the analytical and informing aspects, because only 

a minor portion of what is analysed is directly mirrored by the pro-
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posals. Consequently a host of unconscious, subjective notions which 

have not been discussed will be worked into the proposals. The above 

argument also rejects a linear, purely analytical process. Our know-

ledge of how the world ultimately functions grows with the passing 

of time through our ongoing studies of it. The same goes for know-

ledge of architecture. Our relation to the world around us, and by the 

same token to architecture as well, is, however, accompanied by a 

host of experiences of which we have no conscious knowledge. It will 

always be this way. Our knowledge can never be complete and abso-

lute. When we tackle an architectural assignment, both the conscious 

and the unconscious take part – whether we like it or not.

Communication between client and architect, as already mentioned, 

has a crucial bearing on the result. On the one hand, in the present 

case, we have psychiatry, an organisation which knows a great deal 

about its own activity but less about the possibilities of the physical 

environment. Even so, it has a notion of what a new building for 

psychiatric activity can look like. On the other hand we have a group 

of architects who know quite a lot about the possibilities of archi-

tecture but little about the business of psychiatry. The images and 

notions which the different professional groups possess concerning 

the building are likely to be fairly disparate at first. But as work pro-

ceeds they will successively be brought to a higher level of consensus 

in order to achieve the best possible “architectural costume” for the 

activity.

When I use the expressions “mental image” or “notion” I am clearly 

referring to something transcending a common programme for the 

function of a department or room, a communications chart or a lay-

out. There are partly different, more elusive issues which touch on 

more deep-rooted human needs. Architecture as actually experienced 
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by patients, staff and next-of-kin. These are qualities which we could 

also term functional, in the sense of their making the end result still 

better suited for its purpose – still more functional.

What is it, then, that colours our images and notions? How closely 

are we bound to that which is “of the age” – what we sometimes call 

the spirit of the age? How has this affected our notions concerning 

psychiatry and architecture? These are of course very broad and com-

plex issues which it is easy to get lost in, but which it is all the same 

essential to ponder. We are of course a product of our history, our 

culture and the context in which we are now acting. We are influ-

enced by prevailing patterns of thought in our own day and age. We 

take them for granted, if indeed we can distinguish them in the first 

place, and we hardly challenge or pause to think about them. Ever 

since the breakthrough of modernism, keeping abreast of the times 

has been something of a yardstick for what can be considered “good” 

solutions, the new being acquainted with good and change with im-

provement. But the new can also be bad and change can be for the 

worse. How original are we, and what may conceivably be new trains 

of thought or trains of thought partly recycled from other epochs? 

Is there anything new under the sun? There certainly is, but a lot of 

the architect’s work seems to be a matter of imitating, of re-using 

what we have seen and experienced – consciously or unconsciously. 

These age-bound architectural expressions are most often connected 

with elements of style or form and the use of new materials and pro-

duction methods. But they can also mean the use of layout patterns 

– in our case for an entire psychiatry department or for an individual 

ward. We carry many of these preconceptions with us on an uncons-

cious plane.

But the Psychiatry Department is faced with the same dilemma of 

principle. What new trends in psychiatry is it adopting? How do you 

sort out the influences when faced with the prospect of a change? 
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Are these in fact the very driving force? Not infrequently one gets 

a mixture of implicit acceptance of new ideas and a very conserva-

tive view of parts of one’s own activity. As architects we quite often 

encounter activities in a situation of change which really only want 

to have new facilities which are just like the ones they have already. 

They just have to be fresher, bigger and endowed with one or two 

new functions – extra everything.

How deep do we stand, then, in the “muck heap” of unconscious no-

tions? Up to our knees or up to our eyebrows? Opinions may differ on 

that point, but clearly this influences our actions. When we set about 

new projects, we have to try to understand our own preconceptions 

better and perhaps question them. Do we in some wise succeed in 

transcending our accustomed trains of thought, pure reflex behavi-

our, the given frames? Are we really being creative?

Within the framework of this project we tried to utilise our own and 

the department’s preconceptions and mental images in order to move 

forward. The department’s vision, as we architects understood it, was 

a serious attempt to broaden the perspective on their own activity. 

We were invited to engage in a generous and open dialogue, a di-

alogue whose value was also perceived by our real client, namely 

Västfastigheter, the owner and manager of the property. In this way 

we kept an open dialogue going concerning our notions of mental 

illness, the patients’ behaviour and reactions and the content of care 

– but all the time, of course, focusing on how the facilities could best 

support the activity. Images were used, this time in the sense of pho-

tographs or paintings, some more concrete than others. Some could 

hint at a pleasant atmosphere, others give a more direct indication of 

a particular physical detail. Some of these images also came to form 

the basis of our joint formulation of objectives and were included 
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as illustrations in the design programme which I will presently be 

describing. 

Carl Larsson’s The Lazy Corner (1899), from his A Home, was one 

picture illustrating part of what we were after – a cosy setting.12 The 

dog asleep, the discarded slippers, the pipe, the plaid and the half-

read newspaper on the sofa – all these things convey an impression 

of tranquillity and at-homeness. An environment freed from pain, 

anxiety and malaise. Villa Källhagen, with its warm lobby, brightly lit 

rooms, bathrooms and corridors provided other, more concrete ima-

ges which aided us in our search. The lobby gave us a spatiality and 

sense of materials for what was to become the “heart” of the ward. 

The hotel rooms with their en-suite bathrooms were taken as good 

alternative examples for the normal design of hospital wards and 

hygiene facilities. The ways in which rooms are named evoke quite 

different connotations and notions in our minds of what we see be-

fore us. Would you like to stay in a hotel room or a treatment room? 

Would you like to have the use of a bathroom or a hygiene room?

The Carl Larsson picture also put me in mind of a guest house – a 

very apt comparison, I thought. The place you come to after you have 

been working a little too hard for a little too long. Where you can 

find repose, a friendly reception, good food, pleasant company and 

invigorating walks. But this did not tally at all with the image that 

care wanted to project of itself. The content of care was more than 

well-prepared food and the provision of pleasant rooms. Care wanted 

to be perceived as competent and efficient, albeit humane and indivi-

dualised, viewpoints which are easy enough to understand. Looking 

back, however, I have realised that the notion of a guest house made 

a profound impression on me and probably informed a good deal of 

what I was actually going to do. The guest house, I think, can be a 
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good place for someone who is feeling depressed. Depression, or at 

any rate low spirits, is the psychiatric diagnosis which I presume most 

of us have had some experience of and can understand or imagine 

relatively easily. But psychiatry includes a very large number of di-

agnoses, diagnoses which most of us have had no contact with other 

than through reading and conversation.

To summarise what the discussions with the department meant for 

the architecture – what the physical response to the department’s ag-

gregate vision looked like – a programme was worked out which we 

named Design programme but which could equally well have been 

termed Architecture programme.13 We architects were anxious to try 

and summarise the way in which the vision and discussions with 

the department were transformed into requirements or solutions 

for the physical environment – for the architecture. Firstly, the joint 

standpoints were to be amenable to study, and thereby also open to 

question, by the department and other participants in the project. 

Secondly, we would then be able to plead more effectively for the 

overarching architectural aspects which are otherwise very liable to 

be thrust into the background. In addition, the design programme 

is intended to be capable of providing players coming on the scene 

at a later stage of things with an introduction to architectural deli-

berations. In our case the programme was included in the tendering 

documentation for a turnkey contractor. In the first chapter of the 

programme itself we felt the need for a manifesto describing its jus-

tification.

Quality management in the present-day construction 
process requires a great deal in the way of early and 
clear formulation of objectives. Objectives which all the 
participants in the process can assimilate and whose ac-
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complishment, and possible derogation, can be checked 
and documented afterwards.

This has had the effect of broadening and deepening 
overall programming work. In the architect’s case it 
has been important to describe, but also to assert, the 
design objectives – i.e. objectives to do with the archi-
tectural design.

Even though work on designing the building is mainly 
guided by the requirements of the activity, often for-
mulated for example in departmental functional pro-
grammes and room function programmes, parallel to 
these things an idea is evolved concerning the design or 
architecture of the building.

The design programme describes and lays the foun-
dations of the quality of the building in the broader 
sense. The ultimate experience of the building is not 
determined by the building’s “functional and clearly 
rational qualities” alone – the qualities which are of-
ten easy to measure and evaluate, such as floor spaces 
and room connections. Design ideas are more elusive 
by nature, more complex to define and evaluate. Even 
so, or perhaps for this very reason, there is a great need 
for putting forward and endeavouring to “make visible 
these mental images of ours”. For discussion and so as 
to have the possibility of altering and nuancing those 
images as things progress.14 

Ought not the notion of a healing environment and references to 

research findings initially have prompted us architects to gather in 

this material and study it before going on to evaluate this material in 

a written summary which would be the starting point of the work to 

follow? Perhaps. Looking back, it does perhaps seem rather odd that 

we did not do so. But one is inundated with questions and tasks. The-
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re would have been a positive gain in first of all putting the common 

foundation stones for the project down in writing. But it is important 

to bear in mind, as I mentioned earlier, that the architect’s submissi-

on of proposals is not a purely analytical and linear process. Here in-

stead we have a quest which always seems to follow paths of its own 

in each individual project. Re-takes and new gathering of knowledge 

are needed over and over again as insights are reached. One does 

not always know at first what one is looking for, the insights come 

only gradually. Reading and field trips are well-proven tools in this 

connection on the road to new proposals. Sketching work is another 

– a kind of work which we of the pre-computer generation appreciate 

and sometimes miss in younger colleagues. By sketching work I mean 

simple, often hasty general and investigative sketches. They help to 

structure one’s thinking, deepen the dialogue and find ways ahead. 

Questions which were abstract a while ago often become supremely 

concrete all at once. This is one of the great merits of sketching.

But there is often another, sometimes very powerful driving force 

which can prove treacherous and which we ourselves were perhaps 

seduced by to begin with, namely the will to forge ahead quickly. 

Sometimes we architects are quick to produce sketches which seem 

realistic and feasible. This represents a solution-oriented modus ope-

randi. It can of course be an efficient, good way, but sometimes it can 

be downright counterproductive. One can get bogged down in prac-

ticalities before one has had time to make up one’s mind about more 

significant issues of more pivotal importance to the client’s activity. 

Moreover, if a whole group of consultants wades in too early, the pro-

ject can go completely astray, focusing on the wrong questions. Some 

argue that, in order to avoid this danger, the architect should com-

pletely refrain from sketching during an introductory phase. I beg to 

differ. Sketching, properly used, is an effective working tool.
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How do you go about formulating proposals? What does the method 

look like? This today, we know, is a question which interests more 

clients, big ones especially, when they are looking for an architect. 

Architect practices in turn try in various ways to measure up to this 

by describing what the design process looks like, or can look like. 

How can the client – the Psychiatry Department in our case – feed his 

knowledge into the process and thereby help to achieve an adequate 

result which matches his expectations? This is not primarily a mat-

ter of devising facility and room function programmes but involves 

issues of a more overarching kind. One can speak of a quest for the 

department’s own identity, an image or trademark. Almost invariably, 

moreover, new construction projects coincide with issues of organi-

sational and operational development. If this is not the case from 

the very outset, those issues are nearly always broached during the 

actual sketching process.

Lena Walther, the Department’s project leader, describes elsewhere 

in this anthology how the gathering of information concerning evi-

dence-based design, EBD, was one way in which the department 

could augment its knowledge. Could EBP, evidence-based practice, 

be another? That is to say, if we evaluated the projects which have 

actually been constructed and commissioned, would we not come 

upon a great mass of practical experience and knowledge, knowledge 

which could possibly be subjected to scientific testing later on? Su-

rely we were thinking along those lines at the time of launching our 

project – otherwise, what was the point? Could it actually be that the 

EBP approach would yield greater benefits than the EBD approach? 

In our efforts to understand our own thoughts and actions, we could 

for a while imagine a simplification of architecture into a trinity of 

EBD, EBP and intuition. In that case, which part means most for the 

architecture – science, experience or intuition?
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Erik Brenner writes in this anthology that “Psychiatry today is eviden-

ce-based. It builds on knowledge –science and proven experience”. 

Here as in architecture, the evidence, or proof, is both scientific and 

experience-based. Psychiatry has been a junior partner in the world of 

medicine and has not always had an easy time asserting itself through 

research and science. Architectural research today appears to me to be 

contending with the same problem in its own field.”

Architecture, in my opinion, is capable of contributing towards a 

good treatment outcome. But exactly how it acts is impossible to say, 

because architecture cannot be based on science alone or on wholly 

conscious foundations. Intuition and sense are also needed in order 

to bring about a good result. Architecture builds on both science and 

intuition. With architect and client both endeavouring to uncover 

and test their mental images in an intensive dialogue, the uncons-

cious and the experienced – silent knowledge – will also contribute 

towards a more abundant and adequate result in which the arbitrary 

element is reduced to a minimum.

Stefan Lundin
(b. 1954) is an Architect SAR/MSA and graduated from the Chal-
mers University of Technology in 1981. He is a planning architect 
and a partner in White Arkitekter AB.
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For the first time in 30 years, medical buildings are be-
ing designed specifically for the new ideology of medical 
care, “the patient in the centre”, and this affects the way 
in which buildings for care are fashioned, with intimate 
transitions between public, semi-public, semi-private 
and private spaces and with abundant access to green-
ery and daylight. The Östra Hospital’s new Psychiatry 
building is a product of this new ideology, unique of its 
kind in Sweden at present but internationally speaking 
part of a wider trend. Thus Lena From, who, by way of 
throwing into relief the other chapters of this anthology, 
looks back into the history of architecture and briefly 
describes the meaning and significance of EBD research.
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A bit of 
history   
Lena From

The world’s first architect to be known by name was Imhotep, Vizier 

to the Pharaoh Zoser.  In the Step Pyramid at Saqqara in the Old 

Kingdom of Egypt he created a new architecture never before seen. 

In addition to that he was a physician of such standard that, later on, 

the Greeks equated him with Asclepius, the god of healing.

Thus we have proof of a more than 4,500-year connection between 

architecture and medicine. For that reason, not least, it is remarkable 

that the impact of architecture on the healing process should have 
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been so little researched. But interest in clarifying possible connec-

tions between the two is growing, the present anthology being one 

such indication. 

Architecture as Medicine, composed as it is of texts by doctors, ar-

chitects and patients, is unique for its time in Sweden but interna-

tionally part of a wider trend of anthologies shedding an interdis-

ciplinary light on buildings for medical care. Books on the ability 

of buildings to promote healing processes have been published in 

France, the Netherlands, the UK, Denmark and Germany, and since 

2000, following 30 years of silence, architectural journals have again 

begun to pay serious attention to the development of architecture for 

medical care.

Why now?

One important European explanation is the deregulation of public 

care, as a result of which medical competence is no longer enough 

to win the contest for well-trained staff and for patients. Patients, 

not least, have developed more and more into customers. If there 

are two hospitals offering care of equal quality, the customer tends 

to go for the strongest trademark. And design – architecture, interior 

architecture, concept design – is a sine qua non of the successful 

trademark.1 

Another important explanation is that the 1940s generation is now 

retiring. In Sweden this generation grew up during the country’s 

strongest growth period hitherto. They have a social and economic 

position which has made them accustomed to getting their own 

way, and they will not acquiesce in being “put into” hospital. On the 

contrary, the prediction is that in future they will actively choose for 

themselves where their future care is to be provided.
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A third and vital explanation – the most important from a research 

viewpoint – is that medical architecture today is on the verge of a 

paradigm shift. The older property stock can no longer be rebuilt and 

adapted to the needs of caring services. New buildings are going up 

in Sweden on a big scale for the first time since the 1970s. For soma-

tic care in Stockholm, Göteborg, Malmö/Lund, Falun, Umeå, Västerås 

and Borås. For psychiatric care in Uppsala, Karlstad and, eventually, 

Malmö/Lund and Ume. Forensic psychiatric clinics are planned in 

Göteborg, Huddinge, Falköping, Vänersborg, Malmö/Lund and Kris-

tinehamn.2 For the first time, then, in many years, there is scope for 

before-and-after comparisons. The new care ideology – the patient at 

the centre of things – can for the first time acquire facilities tailored 

to its new needs.

All three of the above mentioned causes also help to explain the al-

most total impact today of a new research perspective in medical 

architecture, namely evidence-based design (EBD). Starting in the 

USA, where the financial incentives for efficient care are greatest, 

the advocates of EBD have been trying since the mid-1980s to prove 

that stress-reducing factors, such as a reduced sound level and access 

to natural surroundings, promote the patients’ healing processes. We 

will be returning to EBD, but first a retrospect of the history of archi-

tecture for psychiatric care.

The history of deliberate hospital building, or rather, building for re-

covery, goes back to the fire at Hôtel-Dieu on Île de la cité in Paris in 

1772. Hôtel-Dieu was a well-known, indeed notorious, “major hos-

pital” established by the Church in the 13th century. In four long, 

twin-aisled “care buildings”, healthy paupers of all ages mingled 

with paupers who were severely ill with somatic and mental disor-
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ders, even to the extent of sharing beds with them. There were about 

2,700 places available, and mortality before the fire exceeded 2,000 

patients annually.3  

The fire triggered a wide-ranging discussion. Ought hospitals to be 

moved away from cities? Should they be built larger or should the 

patients be divided between smaller units. How ought the buildings 

to be designed?

Even though Hôtel-Dieu, according to contemporary sources, was 

exceptionally neglectful of its inmates, its genesis typifies the deve-

lopment of medical building. The very name, an amalgam of hotel 

(hotel) and dieu (God), testifies to an age when recovery was in the 

hands of God rather than those of man.4 

During the Middle Ages monasteries provided rooms for travellers 

and also hospitals, in the western and eastern sides respectively of 

the monastic complex.5 Always with rooms enabling the patients to 

watch and hear the celebration of mass, even if they were physically 

incapable of attending it.

Unlike Paris, many monastic hospitals began separating physically 

and mentally ill patients at an early stage, but for a long time the ar-

chitectural solutions for the respective care needs of the two groups 

were practically identical. The new planning ideals which began to 

evolve from the Renaissance onwards were thus more often than not 

intended for both somatic and psychiatric care. The plan for Milan’s 

Ospedale Maggiore, dating from 1456, is the best-known Renaissance 

example paving the way for a change of direction. There already ex-

isted at that time a handful of hospitals with wards like four arms of a 

cross, emanating from a central chapel. But with Ospedale Maggiore 

the scale of things was increased, with a façade 300 metres in length 

concealing a rectangle divided into three parts: in the middle, a large 
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courtyard with a chapel and, on each side of the courtyard, ward 

enfilades disposed like arms of a cross with a chapel at the point of 

intersection. After Ospedale Maggiore and until the Enlightenment, it 

was, as Aaron Betsky puts it, “mostly a question of refining, enlarging 

and decorating the gridiron structure.” 6  

The first thoroughgoing discussion of the hospital as a type of buil-

ding, then, coincides with the Enlightenment. Immediately after the 

fire at Hôtel-Dieu, small private, voluntary hospitals and charity insti-

tutions for orphans and aged paupers were started in Paris. Treatises 

began to appear advocating more humane care, not least for psy-

chiatric patients. The Traité medico-philosophique de l’aliénation men-

tale (1798) by Philippe Pinel, senior consultant at Salpêtrière and 

Bicêtre in France, is one of the best known of the, not least because 

his philosophy and treatment methods acquired new currency in the 

19th century, as popular subjects for the French Academy artists, who 

among other things showed Pinel at Salpêtrière in 1775 literally “loo-

sening the bonds of the mentally ill”.7  In an age when patients were 

commonly fettered or caged, a doctor unloosing them was something 

of a revolution. What is more, Pinel achieved his purpose, namely 

that of showing that the patients were no danger to other people and 

that unloosing them was good for their state of mind. In the wake 

of the Industrial Revolution at this time, a connection began to be 

discerned between the wellbeing of the population and the nature of 

their surroundings. Mortality was higher in poor, overcrowded areas 

than in more sparsely populated ones. Could a well-ventilated hospi-

tal environment reduce mortality in hospitals as well?

In 1773 a radical plan was drawn up for rebuilding Hôtel-Dieu with 

single-storey, freestanding wards grouped in horizontal rows on 

each side of a large court.8 The courtyard entrance was flanked by 
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free-standing E-shaped service buildings. At the far end of the cour-

tyard stood the church. Thus there were three innovations here: the 

ward buildings were single-storey, freestanding and separate from 

the service units. Here, in other words, we see the genesis of the 

pavilion hospital, the type established in earnest through Florence 

Nightingale’s nursing reforms during the Crimean War in the second 

half of the 1850s. This type of layout was dominate medical building 

until well into the 20th century, accompanying the functional sepa-

ration of body and soul in medicine, it survived the development of 

the specialist hospitals and throughout 150 years’ production of ar-

chitecture textbooks was proclaimed as “the most perfect of all types 

of medical building.” 9  

The further discoveries after the 1860s, for example, of the importan-

ce of hand-washing for reducing the spread of infection and of bac-

teria not being airborne, were followed by the second thoroughgoing 

discussion of the hospital as a type of building.10 Hospitals no longer 

needed to be located outside of towns and wards no longer had to 

be surrounded by plenty of air. Instead they could now be built hig-

her, which saved transport time and was more economical, e.g. as 

regards the installation of technical services. If the emergence of the 

pavilion hospital had coincided with the development of the garden 

city, the influences now at work bore the unmistakeable imprint of 

contemporary housing development, in particular the architect Le 

Corbusier’s ideas of the (domestic) building as a machine for living 

in. The Columbian-Presbyterian Hospital and the Cornell Medical 

Center in Manhattan, New York, usually rank as the earliest instances 

of the “hospital machines” of the new age.11 After that, in the words 

of Betsky, it was mainly a question of refining, enlarging and decora-

ting the block type of building. Right down to the present day, in fact, 
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when we are in the midst of history’s third thoroughgoing discussion 

of how hospital buildings ought ideally to be designed in order to 

further the patients’ healing processes.

The creation of the new Östra Hospital Psychiatry Department mir-

rors the developments which have now been described. The history 

of the activity can be traced by to Sancti Jörgens (St George’s) Hos-

pital, founded by the Dominican monastery of Lödöse in the 13th 

century. In 1528, following King Gustav Vasa’s dissolution of the 

monasteries, the hospital was moved to Nya (New) Lödöse) and 

renamed the Göteborg Hospital. In 1852 the city decided to replace 

it with a new workhouse in Drottningtorget. This had its own “luna-

tic department” for disturbed patients, comprising cells measuring 

1.75x 1.25 metres and having neither lighting nor ventilation.

In 1883 the Drottningtorget institution was superseded by the new 

Gibraltar poorhouse and workhouse. The “asylum wing” was added 

to the building in 1893 but was still insufficient for the needs of the 

expanding city.12 Aside from this, the methods of care left a great deal 

to be desired. In a report presented in 1900, the Chief Inspector of 

Mental Nursing in Sweden writes: “No physician versed in modern 

mental medicine who has learned to respect and value the advances 

of recent decades in practical psychiatry can but pity the patients 

who are being subjected to such treatment.” 13 

In 1919 the city resolved to build a completely new mental hospital. 14 

The commission to design the building was awarded to the architect 

Melchior Wernstedt.15 Lillhagen Hospital, built outside the city, on 

land acquired from Hökälla Säteri (Manor), first opened its doors in 

1935.16 And it was rated hyper-modern. The most modern mental 

hospital of its time anywhere in Sweden.17  
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Those are the facilities which the Department’s project leader, 

Lena Walther, refers in this publication when she describes how in the 

2000s Psychiatry was evacuated to older premises which had serious 

shortcomings for purposes of modern care but had such generous he-

adroom that many patients found it easier to breathe there. And it is 

the hospital of the 1930s, many times altered and enlarged, that psy-

chiatrist Erik Benner here describes as seriously dilapidated already 

in the 1960s, dominated by coercion and security measures in wards 

with 40 patients and dormitories with 8 patients to a room.

Those in charge in the 1930s had quite different visions when Lill-

hagen Hospital was created. Schizophrenia, mano-depressive mental 

illness and senile dementia were recognised in 1924 as official di-

agnoses. There was a growth of interest in active therapy, and from 

1929 onwards patients could be admitted at their own request. The 

designations hospital (for the curable) and asyl (for incurable pa-

tients) were abolished in 1930. Everything became a hospital, which 

in itself directly manifested a new attitude towards the mentally ill.18  

As we have already seen, a new type of medical building – the block 

– had just been born. And a new ideology – Functionalism – had 

taken hold of Sweden’s architects. Melchior Wernstedt was backed 

by the physician. Nils Anton Nilsson, in charge of the city’s mental 

health care, concerning the importance of the functional for a good 

medical architecture: “… domestic comfort is one thing, institutional 

comfort another. The latter, in my opinion, is best achieved through 

rational planning in the arrangement of the various premises and 

through their appropriate furnishing for their several tasks. The app-

ropriate always affords comfort.” 19  

Wernstedt designed the hospital like a city outside the city, with a 

mixture of low-rise pavilions and taller block buildings. In keeping 

with tradition, the complex was symmetrically divided between the 
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sexes and, on each side of a central axis, had wards for unconfined, 

calm, semi-unruly and unruly patients.20 Staff accommodation was 

sited on the outer edges of the campus, and there were freestanding 

tailoring and bookbindery workshops here, as well as a boiler and 

machine department, a bakery, a chapel of repose and much else 

besides.21 

The importance of the hospital as a city commitment is borne out 

among other things by the documentation of the project which in 

1935 was printed in book form, entitled (in Swedish) “Lillhagen 

Hospital near Göteborg; an account of the construction of the hospi-

tal, rendered in June 1935 by the Building Committee of the Göteborg 

City Council”. The publication describes the technical performance 

down to the minutest detail. The sensual qualities of the architec-

ture are not mentioned at all in the Building Committee’s 193-page 

report, except for one page, barely that, on the subject of colouring 

and decoration. The presentation of the hospital in the journal Arki-

tektur concentrates exclusively on structural engineering and logis-

tics (transport culverts), mechanical strength calculations, electrical 

wiring, brickwork etc.22  

It is interesting to compare Melchior Wernstedt’s texts with those 

contributed to the present publication by architect Stefan Lundin.23 

Here structure and technology are barely mentioned, the emphasis 

instead being entirely on respect for the patients’ privacy, efforts to 

achieve as “normal” an environment as possible, the importance of 

creating transitions between private, semi-private, semi-public and 

public spaces and on the many thoughts during the creative process 

as to how access to light and greenery are to be provided for. The 

guest house has become the epitome of the care environment, not 

the rational care machine which Wernstedt aimed for, and White Ar-
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kiteker too during their alteration and enlargement projects from the 

1950s onwards.24  

Melchior Wernstedt’s and Stefan Lundin’s narratives are separated 

by a development of care towards ever-greater centralisation and 

institutionalisation and, by the same token, towards every-larger 

and more bewildering institutional buildings. This culminated in the 

1970s and in the overview literature is often made to account for the 

hospital’s lost status as an architectural assignment.25 In between the 

two narratives we also have a medical development which in this 

book is briefly touched on by Erik Brenner and further enlarged on 

by Psychiatry Consultant Lennart Bogren. But above all the chrono-

logical span traverses a revolutionary reaction against the institution 

as such. The widespread debate which followed Milos Forman’s Film 

One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest (1975) came as an unmistakeable 

indication of the strength and breadth in society at large of “dehu-

manised care”. In Architecture as Medicine, Maria Backlund provides 

a powerful personal testimony concerning, among other things, what 

the situation for emergency patients in Göteborg could be like at that 

time.

That criticism proved a jumping-off point for thoroughgoing chan-

ges which have led to the care ideology prevailing today: the patient 

– in the sense of a person who is ill, not the patient as an object 

– stands at the centre of attention and is, par preference, housed in 

a single room. Instead of the patient being shunted round between 

departments with different functions, care – in the form of specialist 

competence – comes to the patient. The staff work openly out on the 

wards. New hospitals are no longer sited out of town but are built as 

integral areas in or near towns and cities. Old hospital campuses un-

dergo infill development, with the addition of new buildings making 
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them precincts within the urban community. Instead of the “hospital 

clumps” or “loaves” of the 60s and 70s, smaller units are being con-

structed on a broken-down scale. The “normality” which it is aimed 

to achieve for the patient, as underscored in several chapters of this 

anthology, is mirrored by the housing-like character of the hospital 

architecture.  Leaving the Östra Hospital aside for a moment and 

looking at medical buildings currently planned or under construc-

tion, for example for somatic care in Borås, forensic psychiatry at 

Flemingsberg and psychiatry in Uppsala, one finds several Swedish 

examples of great flexibility of layout behind a unifying façade, and 

wards which can be swiftly shrunk or expanded through various scre-

ening and locking systems. A sort of counterpart to the way in which 

units in apartment blocks nowadays can present a rich variety of in-

dividual layouts behind a more or less uniform exterior.27  

In this respect the development of medical building is no different 

from architectural development in general but rather a reflection of 

it. Just as the emergence of the garden cities in the late 19th cen-

tury paralleled that of the pavilion hospital, so hospital campuses in 

recent years have been informed by the dominant planning ideal of 

“the compact city”. Just as in the 1960s and 70s, buildings for care 

are being given the character of ordinary housing.28 

It is worth noting, however, that the psychiatry wards have been rein-

tegrated as part of the general hospital campus. The biggest and most 

vital difference between the wards for somatic and psychiatric care 

otherwise, as previously, lies in their history, security aspects and the 

facilities for possible occupational therapy.

The recovery process in both somatic and psychiatric patients nowa-

days is claimed to benefit from the same factors, many of which are 

also strongly emphasised by the contributors to this anthology: fresh 
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air, access to greenery and natural scenery, large areas for the main-

tenance of each person’s personal area, the possibility of the patients 

themselves controlling lighting, sound and ventilation, facilitation of 

social support (family rooms etc.), pictorial art and sound as “posi-

tive distractions”. 

It is these presumptive recovery factors that evidence-based design 

/EBD) research endeavours to prove. The approach has its main 

stronghold at the American Center for Health Systems and Design, 

College Station, Texas, headed by behavioural scientists Roger Ulrich, 

who is now also Professor of Architecture at Texas A&M University. 

The Center is affiliated to the University’s School of Architecture but 

is organised on an interdisciplinary basis with researchers from many 

different disciplines.29 As already mentioned by way of introduction, 

the thesis here pursued is that stress aggravates all illness and that 

stress-reducing factors therefore enhance the healing process. Thus 

the research takes in not only the physical environment but also the 

sensory experience of it, through smell, touch, sight and hearing.30 

The exceptional impact thus achieved by EBD in Sweden and Scan-

dinavia is partly explained by Roger Ulrich having both worked and 

lectured here a great deal, and by his research on the spot having a 

significant ally in one of the contributors to this anthology, namely 

Knut Bergsland, Senior Adviser to Norway’s SINTEF Helse (Health 

Research).31 But the great impact achieved, internationally as well, 

has also been due to the research field of architecture and healing ha-

ving been so long neglected. In 1998 an evaluation was carried out of 

78,776 articles published between 1966 and 1998 and all professedly 

dealing with connections between architecture and healing. Only 84 

stood up to scientific scrutiny. In 2002 the same research team car-

ried out a follow-up evaluation of 2000 articles published between 
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1999 and 2002, of which only 35 showed scientific quality.32 The 

Center for Health Systems and Design is intent on also remedying 

this deficiency.

As stated earlier, the healing effects of nature on man were already 

a topic of interest in the Age of Enlightenment. Roger Ulrich, in 

other words, was by no means the first person to concern himself 

with these connections but he is the first who has attempted to 

measure them. The main criticism levelled against his research by 

the scientific community is that it cannot be convincingly verified. 

When, for example, the Dutch research project The Architecture of 

Hospitals recently commissioned a freestanding study of a number 

of factors which in EBD research are claimed to benefit the heal-

ing process – nature, daylight, fresh air and silence – this took the 

form of 97 parallel studies. The findings yielded evidence of ac-

cess to natural surroundings and fresh air accelerating the healing 

process, a point further developed in this anthology by landscape 

architect Carina Tenngart Ivarsson. But it was not possible to draw 

any conclusions to the effect that daylight promotes the healing 

process or that quieter premises do so.33 Where psychiatry is con-

cerned, there is the added problem of deciding the extent to which 

studies mainly performed in somatic wards are relevant to one’s 

own activity. So far only a minute number of studies have been 

made of the connection between hospital buildings for psychiatry 

and patients’ recovery. Psychiatry Consultant Lennart Bogren’s sta-

tistical comparison of conditions in the Psychiatry Department be-

fore and after the move from Lillhagen to the Östra Hospital is the 

first of its kind in Sweden. While noting among other things that the 

need for compulsory medication and restraint has diminished and 

that sickness absence among the staff has declined, he also indicates 
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the small number of studies available for purposes of comparison.34 

And quantifiable results – even of unquantifiable values – are most 

often what a crass market expects when procuring the next hospital 

building project. The demand for short lengths of stay is accelera-

ting, and if they can be further reduced with the aid of architecture, 

then arguments for its sensory values will also make an impression. 

Anthologies like the present one therefore have an important bearing 

today on the future development, both of architecture and healing as 

a research field and of the medical building as architecture.

As Stefan Lundin has pointed out in one of his contributions, surveys 

in very small fields of scientific research can sometimes have major 

consequences. To strengthen his thesis, I may mention that it was a 

survey of a 13-bed surgery ward which in the mid-1980s triggered 

“the single room revolution”.35 In a long, cogent defence of his own 

practice, he endorses the sharp criticism levelled by architects the 

world over at the research community as a whole, EBD research in-

cluded. Insistence on quantifiability belittles the intrinsic worth of 

the creative process. Little importance, or none at all, is attached to 

the architects experience-based, artistic and intuitive work of explo-

ration, even though it is by far the most important and decisive factor 

for the outcome in built form.

The hospital building anthology which up till now has most vigorous-

ly argued that a change of direction is therefore needed, a new langu-

age capable of expressing the value of architecture, is the Danish 

publication Sansernes Hospital (The hospital of the senses, 2007). 

With new approaches laying the foundations of a new perception of 

illness whereby a holistic view is taken of the individual, a new scien-

tific paradigm is also needed to replace the clinically evidence-based 

one prevailing today. This demand is made, for example, by Professor 
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Lars Heslet, researcher, who is then forced, like so many others, to 

admit that hitherto the field of architecture and recovery has hardly 

been researched at all.36  

Yes indeed, we need a new language. The concepts will have to be 

developed. Clinical research needs to open up to the sensory proper-

ties of hospital architecture and to more methods of exploration. But 

if a new language for the effect of architecture on us humans is to be 

created in earnest, the architect profession will also have to open up 

to and be prepared to assimilate the findings of clinical research.37  

Imhotep’s dual activity as physician and architect offers guidance. 

Cross-pollination is developmental! For my own part I am convinced, 

pending proof to the contrary, that further research can prove what 

at present, in a scientific perspective, I only believe myself to know, 

namely that architecture is healing.

Lena From
(f 1962) (b. 1962) is a journalist and art historian, formerly edi-
tor of the journal Arkitektur and now on the staff of Stockholm 
Konst, where she works with art for public places. Her previous 
authorship includes contributions to publications on architec-
ture, pictorial art and contemporary choreography, as well as 
books of her own on choreographer Kenneth Kvarnström and de-
signer Ingegerd Råman.
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 At every stage of its history in the past 150 years, 
mental nursing seems to have just left a barbarous past 
behind it and to have all at once grown more humane 
and more scientific. This kind of overrating of the con-
temporary scene occurs in many quarters in the history 
of public care, but here it is more striking than anywhe-
re else.
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Afterword

Eight years have now passed since programming work on the Östra Hospital Psy-

chiatry Department began. Nearly three years have passed since the building was 

commissioned. Two since it was awarded the 2007 Care Building Prize by “Forum 

for Care Building Research”. A striking amount of interest is still being shown in 

what has been done. Sometimes, so as not to jeopardise its day-to-day activities, the 

Department finds itself having to refuse field visit requests from people planning new 

psychiatry buildings. But our colleagues are not the only ones expressing favourable 

reactions. The same intimations have reached us from a more important quarter, 

namely directly from patients, their families, and staff. And of course, that is what 

we were aiming for – they were the ones we wanted to reach. And their verdicts are 

strikingly often concerned with the actual physical design.

In this anthology it is noted that the architecture as such is an important part of the 

holistic entity which the care environment amounts to, and it is furthermore argued 

that the architecture has played a decisive part in reducing the number of coercive 

measures in the form of compulsory medication and restraint – by roughly one-third 

and nearly half respectively – and in reducing the staff ’s sickness absenteeism more 

than in any other part of the Sahlgrenska University Hospital, added to which, per-

ceived threats and violence show a marked decline. Facts emerging from a statistical 

comparison of conditions before and after the move to the new premises. We are una-

ble, however, to describe with certainty exactly what it is about the care environment, 

or, more specifically, about the architecture, that has brought this to pass. Everything 

seems to interact in a manner both intricate and complex. But probably the four most 

important factors are:

• few patients per ward,

• spacious facilities,

• individual rooms,

• free access outdoors.
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Being able to walk out into a garden by themselves gives the patients a greater sense 

of liberty and is probably the most important single improvement that the Östra 

Hospital Psychiatry Department has contributed. The recreative effects of the outdoor 

environment are now becoming increasingly clear. But after two years’ activity we 

now also know, despite having aimed for a compact, easily surveyable department, 

that the larger floor spaces and the individual rooms have substantially increased the 

work input required of the staff in order to achieve adequate control over the patients 

in the department. There are also other physical solutions whose importance for the 

end result we would like to know more about: the response met with in entrances, in 

the emergency department and on the wards. How a less institutionalised design af-

fects the way in which patients and staff see themselves. How complete teams with all 

competencies gathered within the department have affected treatment work.

The step from assumption to absolute certainty is a big one, leading us into the 

world of research. Here, as has now been shown, there is a deficiency of knowledge 

concerning the connection between architecture and treatment outcomes. This is not 

to say that the solutions need to lapse into the arbitrary. Architecture is a broad and 

complex field. We have to respect the fact of there also being intuitive and artistic 

standpoints. It is peculiar but at the same time fascinating, our awareness being so 

limited on issues relating to architectural design. Before knowing for sure, we have 

to act on what we can together regard as reasonable. It is in partnership with the 

Department’s vision of care and treatment, in all its complexity and abundance of 

aspects, that human, efficient architecture and care are created.

Recently we have also observed an increasingly clear desire for a more consciously 

designed architecture, but also a more consciously designed process in which the ac-

tivity itself desires still more direct and advanced participation. Interdisciplinarity 

and closer ties between practice and higher education are slowly but surely emerging. 

In the individual project this can mean having the courage to posit a few simple 

assumptions concerning the importance of the physical solutions, so as to evaluate 

them in a simple way and disseminate one’s observations – without any requirement 
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of scientific veracity in an initial stage. In this way more conscious knowledge can 

possibly be built up. To  those of you who are in the process of building, we say: take 

the opportunity of making a before-and-after comparison – for your own sakes and 

other people’s!

Finally we wish to tender our gratitude for “Architecture as Medicine”, which started 

off as a flash in the pan, now having actually materialised. First of all our thanks 

must go to those who encouraged and believed in the viability of the idea and those 

who supported it financially – “ARQ – The Architecture Research Foundation”. We are 

also indebted to the Psychiatry Department for making us understand the importance 

of visions – visions of a more humane care in which the architect has an important 

role to play – and to Västfastigheter for their faith in the architects’ ability and the 

significance of dialogue. Thanks also for good co-operation between consultants and 

for the contractor’s aspirations. And of course a very big Thank You to the writers for 

sharing their observations and knowledge with the rest of us.

Last but not least we extend a big Thank You to staff and patients. You were in fact 

the ones who gave several of us an interesting and personally developmental journey 

which a project of this kind amounts to and gave us the happiness of having taken 

part in a meaningful process. Through “Architecture as Medicine” we hope that some 

of our experiences have also been of benefit to you, the reader.

Göteborg, May 2009

Lena From       

Stefan Lundin





Arkitektur som medicin är den första antologin 
i Sverige som belyser arkitekturens betydelse för läk-
ningsprocessen hos den som drabbats av psykisk sjuk-
dom.

Upplägget är tvärvetenskapligt. Ur patientens, verksam-
hetsledarens, psykiatrikerns, konstvetarens, landskaps-
arkitektens och inte minst arkitektens perspektiv tolkas 
och diskuteras hur den fysiska miljön påverkar patien-
ternas tillfrisknande.

I fokus står Östra sjukhusets nya psykiatriska klinik 
vid Sahlgrenska Universitetssjukhuset i Göteborg, ritad 
av White arkitekter och belönad med prestigefyllda 
Vårdbyggnadspriset 2007.

Architecture as Medicine is Sweden’s first anthology on the importance of 

architecture for the healing process in a person afflicted with mental illness. The 

approach is interdisciplinary. The building as a physical environment for care is 

described from the viewpoint of the patient, the doctor, the psychiatrist, the project 

leader, the art scholar, the landscape architect and, not least, the architect. The 

focus of attention is on the new Östra Sjukhuset psychiatry department at the 

Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Göteborg (Gothenburg), Sweden, designed by 

White Arkitekter and awarded the prestigious Healthcare Building Prize for 2007.
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